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Belinda McKeon
Distance is inherent  to the short  story. Or, the short  story is made out  of distance, out  of the problem of it . A story must  be ‘the depth of a novel, the breadth of a poem,’ 
Amy Bloom writes, and it  must be these things within the space allowed 
by a clutch of pages, or maybe even a single page; space which eats itself 
up greedily, like a life. And yet the short  story is a form which contains 
within itself acres, ‘a faraway deep inside,’ to borrow a second phrase from 
Rebecca Solnit’s A Field Guide to Getting Lost, the book from which this 
anthology takes its t it le. The distance from here to there is never what it  
seems. The diɱerence between those two places – those two illusions? – is 
always more than a country mile. 
I  asked these seventeen writers to think about distance because I  am 
obsessed with it , and because I  wanted to outsource that  obsession for 
a while, or maybe to exorcise it . This did not  work. I  read the stories as 
they arrived from down the road and across the oceans, from Ireland and 
England and Italy and France and Iceland and Australia and Japan, and 
from America, where I  live now, and from writers who live now in America 
but  were born in Nigeria and the Philippines and Iran; I  read these stories 
as they showed up in my inbox, and I  became even more obsessed. With 
the faraway deep inside; with the faraway glancing oɱ every surface. With 
the spaces – the acres – between people, between places, between the 
parts and versions of the self. With the stuɱ of feeling at  home, and how 
that never produces interest ing ¿ ction, and with the stuɱ of feeling at  sea, 
and how that  so often produces ¿ ction that  will not  leave you alone. 
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Short  stories, Richard Ford writes, are ‘daring lit t le instruments’. 
I  always read ‘daring’, there, as ‘darling’ at  ¿ rst  – and if that’s not an 
attempt to take the pinch of fear, of anxiety, of seasickness or jetlag or 
compass-needle-spinning out of the business of writ ing a story, I  don’t  
know what is. Because they’re not  darling, short  stories – or at  least , they 
should not  be; they’re daring. They go places. They leave for places, and 
their creators had damn well better go along. And those places, if a story 
is doing what it  needs to do, are hardly ever comfortable – for the writer 
or the reader. This idea of a story allowing its readers to go to places they’d 
otherwise never have had the chance to experience; this idea gets trun-
dled out  a lot , on the jacket  copy of books for instance, and actually, didn’t  
I  trundle that  idea out  myself, writ ing the jacket copy for this book? Yes, I  
did. Because it  is such a jacket  copy way of talking about what stories do; it  
is the kind of description you pull, unthinkingly, out  of your jacket  pocket . 
Well, forget  I  said that, will you please? Or consider me a liar, a lazy 
jacket-copy-writer, whatever works for you, because I  don’t  really believe 
in that  idea. It  casts the story in too much of a do-gooder, humanitarian 
sort  of role; a sort  of Make-a-Wish Foundation for readers. But readers 
looking for good stories don’t  want to make a wish. Readers like this want 
to take a plunge, make a wrong turn, ¿ nd themselves lost  and feel their 
hearts thumping as they scrabble around for a ¿ eld guide. As they look at  
the cracked glass of an unlikely compass. ‘Art,’ Deborah Eisenberg has said, 
‘is destabilizing. It  undermines, rather than reinforces, what you already 
know and what you already think. It  ventures into distant  ambiguities, it  
dismantles the received in your brain and expands and re¿ nes what you 
can experience.’ 
A good story takes its readers to places to which they didn’t  particularly 
want to go. It  takes its readers to those places and it  says, look; see. I ’ve never 
particularly wanted to go into space, for instance; given that it  is usually 
quite an undertaking for me to get out of the house and go to yoga, Mars or 
even (I  may be googling the phrase ‘map of outer space’ right now, by the 
way) the earth’s outer atmosphere are a bit of a stretch for me. But I  went 
there; I  was taken to those places, or to the possibility of those places by 
two stories in this anthology – two stories the shared resonances of which 
struck me at ¿ rst  as uncanny and then as quite devastating. Elske Rahill and 
Maria Takolander both thought about distance and came up with women 
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drawn to the idea of split t ing oɱ from everything, to the opportunity to 
leave everything behind, everything known, everything thought worthy of 
treasuring or losing; there is something, I  think, so very telling in that. 
And there is maybe, too, something very telling in the fact  that  I  think 
of space as a place to which a person might go, the way they might go to 
a country or a continent; the way Sara Baume’s troubled protagonist , for 
instance, might Ày to London to do a favour for a relative, or the way that  
the eager tourist  in Yoko Ogawa’s story might treat  herself to a holiday 
in Vienna. That’s the thing about distance, or rather about the way we 
conceive of it ; we always place ourselves at  the origin-point  of the far-
away-ness, think of ourselves as the ‘here’ to the ‘there’. But we are both 
at  once, really, and more than both; we are not  looking at  space, from our 
solid rock, but  caught in it , part  of it , changing it . “Ever the more so as I  
walk I  take on the colours and the feelings of the places through which I  
walk and I  am no longer a surprise to these places,” says the self-vanished 
man of Kevin Barry’s story. It  works both ways.
People travel in some of these stories, but they are in exile in all of 
them. Any story that  digs into the human is a story about exile, in a sense; 
we are all at  a remove from one another, sometimes trying to reach one 
another, sometimes trying to do the opposite. Porochista Khakpour’s 
Henry comes to a ‘famous city’ with the apparent intent  of avoiding other 
people, but  the glass that  keeps us separate is a mirror as much as is a 
window; Francesca Marciano’s Stella Àies to a small island in the Indian 
Ocean, half-hoping to step onto the sands of something she lost  long 
ago, but the roads are made of packed dirt  and a harsh tower looms over 
everything. The homecoming of Sam Lipsyte’s Caperton may be mostly 
a shambles, and may be hilarious, but it  is also surprisingly painful; it  is 
also surprisingly sad. And for E.C. Osondu’s Tochi, meanwhile, a distance 
crossed becomes a door that  refuses to open, and a night which looks 
diɱerent  to other, darker nights but is actually the same.
Part  of what makes these stories so moving is the tenacity with which 
their characters insist  on holding onto hope, or onto some battered 
version of it , even as they tell themselves they have let  hope go. Is it  
bound up with the experience of distance, that  human tendency? Krist ín 
Ómarsdóttir’s young characters seem at  ¿ rst  foolish with hope, almost  
drugged with it , but  the strange dance of her story shows how madly they 
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have had to batt le to sustain it . Éilís N í Dhuibhne gives us a character 
who knows what has happened, who knows what has changed, what has 
been lost  – she knows that  a distance deep as a ravine has opened up in 
her life – and yet her character makes out of that knowledge, and out  of 
her continuing desire to look away from it , something extraordinary. On 
the Northumberland island from which Ross Raisin’s story takes its name, 
a girl does her work and keeps her watch – over the sea, over the dunes, 
over the young man who has appeared just  at  the t ime an older man has 
vanished; even a ripple of change feels to her like a swell of boiling sea. 
David Hayden’s character, adrift  in New York, t ries hard to ¿ nd a compass, 
looking for it  in reminiscence, in art , even in guilt  – don’t  we so often use 
guilt  as a compass? – but  the needle will not move. It  is only, after all, a 
kind of needle. 
Formally, the short  story allows for the enactment of distance as well as 
for its interrogation; here, the stories of Gina Apostol and Suzanne Scanlon 
¿ nd their shape, their manifestation, in the shape and manifestations of 
their character’s estrangements from each other, and from their pasts. 
Communication is fractured, at the level of the sentence – how an utter-
ance looks on the page, how it  is placed, which mouth it  seems to fall from 
– and at the level of evidence handed down on other pages, other gathered 
artefacts. And because the shrinking, the snatching-away of distance can 
be even starker than its expanse, Mark Doten and Niven Govinden have 
given themselves only the space of a page, only the space of a realisation 
and of a shock and of a reality, newly dawned, within which to create their 
imagined worlds. Are these worlds to which we want to pay a visit? The 
force and the vividness of these stories leaves us with lit t le choice. 
So ¿ nd your compass. Or your kind-of-compass; that  vagueness, that  
sense of the improvised are both so fundamental to the nature of the thing. 
Because the needle always points in the same direction, and yet  it  hardly 
ever looks like the same direction; almost  always, sit t ing there in your 
hand, this magnet  to the pull of the world, it  looks like a direction you’ve 
never taken before. And you don’t have to go there. You don’t have to take 
the path at  which the needle nudges. Knowing that  path is there, you can 
veer oɱ course. Knowing it’s there, you can go anywhere. The needle will 
st ill know what it  knows. 
Kind of. 


Elske Rahill

Agroup of men applauds the landing, their claps and whistles drowning the grumble of the earth as it  passes beneath. Caitriona lifts her face out of the cup of her palm. Wet. There is drool down her neck, drying 
to a t ight  crust  along her jaw. Beyond the window, only a syrupy yellow 
mist. She wipes her hand on her leggings and uses the end of her sleeve to 
rub at  her neck and face. She knows there must  be marks on her; chalky 
tide lines mapping the shapes where the saliva has dried. 
The plane sighs to a halt , but  over the speaker comes an announce-
ment that  the doors can’t  be opened yet  and phones are to be kept  oɱ. 
Some of the passengers come out  into the aisles, removing bags from the 
overhead lockers, pulling coats out from under haunches and feet. 
It ’s been years since she was in London. W hat she remembers are the 
dark veins of the underground, deceptive landmarks made by café chains, 
brisk men who did not  oɱer to help with bags. She stayed a night  – no, two 
– with her sister, before either of them were married. They shopped for 
clothes and Boots cosmetics, saw a musical, ate chocolate cereal in their 
hotel room and talked a lot  in a way they hadn’t  done since. 
The man next  to her leans into the aisle, t rying to tug something out  
TERRAFORMING
of the overhead locker. In the twist  and stretch of the eɱort , his t-shirt  
rises over the khaki canvas belt . Billow of Àesh; oblong navel; neat  thatch 
of hair that  cleaves the belly in two as it  runs from umbilicus down to the 
neon blue band of his trunks. 
Caitriona looks away. She does not want to glimpse the knot where this 
man was once tied to his beginnings. W hile she dozed on the Àight, she was 
thinking about her son: the delicious creases at the back of his neck, his 
incongruence with the adult world of airport lounges and foreign currency. 
‘Sir, please remain in your seat  until the seatbelt  light  goes oɱ!’ It  is the 
air hostess who tore their boarding passes at  the gate. She has turquoise 
eyelids and big, crunchy hair. W hen they boarded she was calm and smiling, 
but now a dangerous shade of red is rising from beneath her powdered 
complexion. 
The man produces a long rucksack with many straps and Àaps. He 
turns to the air hostess. 
‘There now,’ he says. 
She snatches the bag from him with two hands and pushes it  back 
into the overhead locker. ‘Wait  for the seatbelt  light  to go oɱ!’
The man sits down, muttering. He shakes his head, turning towards 
Caitriona, his palm Àat on the empty seat  between them, but  Caitriona 
keeps her face towards the window. Her hand luggage is at  her feet, and 
she has the directions writ ten out  clearly on a piece of paper. A bus, one 
tube stop and a three-minute walk. She will ¿ nd a bathroom and remove 
the signs of dried drool from her face. Then she will go straight to the 
hotel and check in. She has packed a sandwich. There will be no need to 
leave the room until morning. 
It  was after her father’s death that  the dreams began. They arched up like a 
nest of waking cats, all purr and acid hiss. They licked at her ears, tongues 
at  once gentle and scouring, and with their claws they tore deep stars into 
her night . 
She has followed them here to this compact hotel room, clean and cool 
with a bed hemmed by a wall at the head and foot. There is a Àat televi-
sion screwed onto the wall, a row of green and red lights glowering up its 
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side. The screen shows a picture of stones on a beach and a bubble with 
the words, ‘Welcome Ms C. Dawson. We hope you enjoy your stay,’ moving 
about the parameters of the screen like a wandering buoy. She should have 
used a diɱerent name. There is a small desk with a block of Post-its, a pen, 
a phone and a card with the numbers for Reception and Emergency and 
Room Service. Caitriona has never been in a room like this before. 
She sits on the side of the bed, takes her mobile from her handbag, and 
squeezes the power button until it  blinks to life. She has to wait  through 
a series of texts as the phone acclimatises to the new location. Then it  
sett les down and she can call. As the ringing begins she can feel her eyelids 
twitch; a kick of panic when she hears his voice.
‘You made it?’
She smiles and nods as she speaks, because she read once that  people 
can hear the expression on your face. ‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Eleanor picked me 
up. Flight  was ¿ ne, you know, as you’d expect . Get what you pay for … But 
anyway there you go. Is my lit t le man all right? We’re going for a bite to 
eat  now … God, yeah – so good to see her … A girly night, yeah. But listen 
babe, I ’m on my mobile … they don’t have a landline, no. No don’t upset  
him … I’ll be back before he notices. Don’t  forget  the eczema cream when 
you’re gett ing him into his jammies. Yeah. K. I ’ll phone you tomorrow …’
Afterwards she takes a shower. Then she sits at  the desk and unwraps 
her ham sandwich. Not hungry.
She wakes in a gaspful of sand to the low whirr of churning air. Red and 
green prickle the dark. She couldn’t turn oɱ the air condit ioning. It  has 
dried her skin taut  to the bone, and her lips taste of blood. There is an 
en suite, but on the mirror a st icker says not to drink the tap water. She 
knows there is Coke and mineral water in the lit t le lobby at  the end of the 
hall. She saw the vending machine on her way to the room, but  she was too 
keen to get  in and shut the door. She will nip out  quickly. A cardigan over 
her pyjama top. Remember the key card.
Round white sensor lights click on one by one overhead. The hallway 
is painted a clean shade of grey. There is a charcoal carpet underfoot , and 
along the walls, tall sprigs of straw in slate-black, pyramid-shaped vases. 
TERRAFORMING
Her feet are bare. No slippers, and no clean socks for tomorrow either.
There they are. Too late to turn around. Two of them right  there, 
sit t ing on a black wicker couch beside the machine. Deep in conversation, 
they dip their heads together like a pair of swans. Caitriona recognises the 
girl from the cover of the bright  magazine that comes in the Sunday paper 
– an oval face set  in a perfect  bob. In the picture she wore a red jumpsuit , 
metallic powder shimmering on her cheekbones, a space helmet under her 
arm. Her hair looked set  in plast ic, peroxide white and mortis stiɱ. In real 
life she is smaller, her colouring mute. A haze of frizz and a stubborn cow’s 
lick kink her hair to life. Her feet are folded up beneath her, and one of 
the couch’s silver cushions is nestled on her lap. Caitriona doesn’t  recog-
nise the girl’s companion – a narrow-chested man with a vague beard – but 
he is one too. She knows from the t-shirt , red with black let ters: MI SSI ON 
MARS – Let’s Get This Future Started.
The two lift  their eyes as she passes. Fat  sag of pyjama bottoms. Naked 
feet . She crosses her arms over her nipples and makes for the vending 
machine. It’s a big old beast  with lots of empty metal swirls where packets 
of sweets and chocolate bars once were. It  lows softly, illuminating its 
stock. There is a lot  of water and only a few bott les of Coke. 
She reaches into her cardigan pocket . No money. Key card and no 
money. She presses a selection all the same. The two candidates resume 
their conversation. ‘The training will be hard,’ says the girl, her speech 
quiet and moist , the con¿ dent, winding vowels of Àuent second-language 
English. ‘We can remember it  is ten years away. There is much that  can be 
learned in ten years. We will not  be sent  unless we are capable. We will not 
be chosen unless we are right .’ 
‘The radiat ion,’ says the man. He is English. ‘I  want to be sure there’s 
medicine with us up there – painkillers. I  don’t  mind dying up there, but  
it ’s being without access to the right  medicine. Euthanasia, even. If it  
comes to it . I  mean, it ’ll be new laws there, won’t it? Or space law?’
‘Space code,’ says the girl, ‘strict  space code.’
Caitriona pushes her hand into the vending machine Àap, then into 
her cardigan pocket, hoping to conceal the absence of any bott le. She 
shuɹ es away quickly and this t ime they do not  pause as she passes. 
‘Somehow I ’m not scared,’ says the girl, leaning in close. ‘It’s like it ’s 
my dest iny, you know? It  feels right . I  have told them already I  want to 
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be the ¿ rst  mother on Mars. Mother of the ¿ rst  Martian. It  will happen. 
I  know it .’
‘They’ll send you in one of the later groups, then. Not the ¿ rst  group 
anyway … There’s bound to be teething problems. And who knows what 
the radiat ion will do to our fert ility?’
The corridor is st ill lit . It  takes three swipes before the key card opens 
the door. In the dark, she puts her mouth under the bathroom tap.
Sett led into oblivion in some cave of her mind, bypassed for years by the 
circuits and synapses that keep things going, is a pool of facts that  her 
father left  there for her:
Mars is a wandering planet.
Jupiter is a ball of gas dense as water.
Pluto – Pluto, which was once her favourite planet , a pret ty lit t le orb 
out there at  the end of the sequence, Pluto is all ice and rock, a cool marble 
mottled blue and yellow like a bruise, and it  orbits the sun, spinning faster 
and slower as the aeons pass in a cycle that  takes millions of years. 
‘Imagine all the lives that  pass in one cycle,’ her father said. ‘Imagine 
all the work that  goes into each of those lives. All the harvest ing and 
skimping and counting to make ends meet and keep food in mouths, and 
coats on backs, and bring babies to adulthood. You can’t  imagine it , can 
you? Me neither. You would have to be God.’ 
There are in¿ nite possibilit ies, life on Earth is all a coincidence of 
gasses and heat  and t ime that  could as easily never have been. 
They were rare moments that her father could sit  with her and point 
out all the planets in a large coloured hardback. He had bought it  with 
the help of tokens saved from Blue Moon biscuit  packets. It  stayed in the 
small good room with the Reader’s Digests and the grandly dressed china 
doll that  her mother had been given as a child. Her father drove a bread 
van and when he wasn’t  doing that  he cleaned the gutters or windows 
of wealthier houses. He resoled his children’s hand-me-down shoes with 
strips of leather he had soaked overnight , teeth clenched while he worked, 
lips drawing back to pull t ight  the st itches. Then with his tongue between 
his lips he posit ioned the glue and ¿ rmed down strips of old t ires for grip. 
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Ashamed of living in a council estate, he wanted to own a house. W hen 
Caitriona was fourteen he had managed it . 
‘You can do anything, Trinny,’ he told Caitriona. ‘My Trinny can do 
anything. Don’t  let  anyone do you down. Not for being a girl or a bit  heavy 
– don’t  mind that . Hold your head high.’ 
It  was her sister who was with him when he died. She phoned from 
the hospital, voice like a paper bag tossed hollow in the wind. Caitriona 
said ‘O K’ as though consenting, and got oɱ the phone as quickly as she 
could. She was surprised at  how lit t le she minded. W hile she waited for 
her husband to get  in, she ¿ nished the washing up and checked on the 
baby and made a cup of tea to sip on the couch and wait . As soon as she 
sat it  reached up from her gut , a small, sore cry. She thought of the empty 
house and all the carefully shelved Reader’s Digests with the slippery pages 
and wondered if there was a way to make them mean something. 
She could not ¿ nish the tea, but  that  night sleep came easy. She slid 
into the gas planet  as thick liquid with nothing hard to kick at . She recog-
nised the feeling – a place where contact  is impossible because nothing 
is divided. All yield and push, self dispersed into all matter and all of it  in 
her. She woke in a sweat, ears and toes rippling with a queer nostalgia. She 
knew she must  have dreamt it  before. 
Jupiter is the God of everything.
Sometimes she is on the red planet  itself. Blood-tinted sky and the 
heat  pressing like Àesh against  her face. Wind and sand ahead, wind and 
sand behind, and no way of knowing what way to go. Stretch of dark. 
Blind hand looking for touch. Spear puncturing the surface and she feels 
the hurt  of it  in her breast somehow. A lit t le Àag but  with what name on it?
She made the audition tape alone on her laptop, a sort  of prayer. It  felt  
strange to declare her name. ‘I  am Caitriona Dawson. I  dream of exploring 
space.’ She must have expected to be chosen, some blessing from the dead, 
perhaps, because when she received the email she wasn’t  too surprised. She 
knew she would pass the Skype interview. ‘There’ll be plenty of interest  in 
you,’ said her liaison oɷ cer. ‘Out of one hundred chosen candidates across 
the globe, you are the only mother. You’ll get  a lot  of coverage.’
‘After the next  round,’ she told him. ‘If I  get to the next  round, then 
O K. Then I ’ll tell my family and I ’ll do all the interviews and stuɱ then …’ 
There were qualit ies they saw in her, the liaison said, qualit ies that 
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a new world will need; the honesty and the compassion and the ¿ re that 
they were looking for. 
She knew then that  yes, this was what she was for. She could do 
anything, and no one was to do her down. 
W hen morning comes she discovers that  there is a way to unplug the tele-
vision, by reaching in behind. It  is a relief to see the lit t le lights blink away. 
The sliding door by the desk, which she thought was a wardrobe, in fact 
conceals a second sink, with a sticker saying Potable Water. Beside it  there 
is a small kett le, and two black teacups, a black wicker basket  with teabags, 
sachets of instant  coɱee, individually packaged biscuits and thimble-sized 
port ions of UH T  milk. 
She makes a cup of tea, the wrong colour, and pours a second dose 
of milk in after the ¿ rst  slides to the bottom. She eats two counterfeit  
Jammy Dodgers, sit t ing at  the desk, dipping them in the tea while it  cools. 
As it  turns out, the tea is not too bad. The cups are rather shallow and the 
conference is not  for another two hours, so she makes a second cup.
She had an out¿ t picked for today. She bought it  specially – a smart  
blouse and a waistcoat  – but  she knows now that  she cannot wear it . It  is 
a costume for a circus master. She will blush all through the day, squirming 
the clothes to comic crookedness. She brought a grey jumper dress for the 
Àight home. The dress she wore on the way over is better – a quiet  green 
colour and a way of cinching the waist  – but  she won’t  be able to remove 
the smell of plane and her own frowsy sleep from it . The grey jumper dress 
then. She sponges the stains from her leggings. There is nothing to be 
done about the socks.
According to the website the ¿ rst  talk is called ‘W hy It’s Time To Go’. The 
event page showed a picture of Earth with patches of blue and red and 
black, the surface blistered and peeling like scorched skin – something 
about the ozone layer. She tried to read about it  at  work, but she was so 
afraid of being caught that  the blood started to pump too quickly behind 
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her eyes and she couldn’t  string the shapes into letters, the words into 
coherence. She knew how they would all laugh at  her: the open-mouthed 
guɱaws of her manager, the stiɱ snorts of the front-of-house girls. 
The e-vite said to come early for a chance to chat  with experts and 
meet the other candidates. 
The front entrance opens into a round room with many doors in its 
curved walls. Slim women with ponytails are meandering slowly through 
the crowd, oɱering something hot from large silver pots. There are more 
people than Caitriona expected. Some are talking in tentative pairs, but 
most are standing apart , Àicking through pages in red pocket folders, trying 
to avoid the terrible quietness of the place. There is a pillar in the centre 
and all around it  a ledge where miniature bagels, and miniature Danish 
pastries, and bites of marmalade-glazed toast the size of postage stamps 
are presented on silver platters. The walls are lined with information stands 
displaying bits of rock and large glossy photographs of the galaxy.
‘Excuse me,’ a man no older than twenty with very yellow hair touches 
her elbow, ‘you need to register before you can enter.’
‘Oh …’ Caitriona says. 
‘Are you here for the conference?’
He points to a banner reading Mission Mars Orientation and Registration. 
Below it , a second young man with an identical hairstyle is sit t ing at  a long 
table. He is a lit t le broader than his colleague, but  he has the same look: 
disconcertingly symmetrical features set st iɹ y in an unlined face. They 
are both dressed impeccably: black suit , black tie, wound-red shirt  and, on 
the lapel, a red enamel disc ringed with gold. 
‘Welcome to the ¿ rst  European Mission Mars Candidate Conference,’ 
says the broader man. ‘Can I  see your I D ?’ 
A machine no bigger than her phone prints her name onto a rectan-
gular sticker. He peels it  oɱ and hands it  to her on one ¿ ngert ip. The other 
man hands her a red pocket folder fat  with stapled papers, a Mars One pen, 
and, wrapped in a clear envelope, a pin like theirs, the sharp gold point  
poking hopefully at  the packaging. The object  has a pleasing, t ight  weight 
to it , like the smooth, old bullet  her father kept  in a tobacco box over the 
bookshelf. Caitriona hooks it  into the ¿ ne-knit  dress, worrying immedi-
ately that  she has placed it  exactly where her nipple is and that  people will 
notice it  jiggling stupidly. Too late.
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The two men open their palms in tandem towards the room. ‘The 
conference will begin in two minutes,’ says the slimmer one. ‘Good luck, 
Caitriona.’ 
The ¿ rst  half of the day is made up of a series of lectures that  Caitriona 
struggles to follow. There is quite a lot  of science, but  the lecturers 
repeat  that  candidates mustn’t  worry; they don’t  have to understand it  all 
yet . A big projection shows the houses they will live in – a row of silver 
domes on a crimson terrain. There is one lecture called Our Galaxy; Our 
Neighbourhood, where they are given brief summaries of the other planets 
in the solar system. 
Someone puts their hand up. Caitriona can’t  hear the question but  
the lecturer repeats it  through his microphone. ‘This lady is asking about 
Pluto, about why it  is no longer a planet  …’ He explains that  it  never really 
was, but  it  is a good question because soon they – the men who do these 
things – will send a probe to take measurements and photos and ¿ nd out  
more about Pluto. So there might be some hope for Pluto after all, thinks 
Caitriona, to have a place in the galaxy; to be remembered again. A colour 
picture of Pluto is projected onto the wall. The lady murmurs again, and 
the speaker repeats her question for the audience: 
‘Would it  be possible for them to ¿ nd something that  would make 
Pluto a planet again?’ He laughs. ‘No, sorry, that’s not  how it  works, I ’m 
afraid. Right: any more questions before we wrap up for lunch? ... No? O K, 
chosen candidates go with Pearse. Make sure you have your I D . All other 
stakeholders please come with me.’
Pearse is a tall man with a whey complexion and long, milky ¿ ngers. 
He stands at  the front  of the hall while the candidates form a Àock. He 
counts the heads: twenty-¿ ve. Then he leads them out into the main audi-
torium and oɱ down a corridor to a smaller, cooler room with a white-
board and collapsible chairs pushed back against the walls. 
There are three cardboard boxes on a desk, and a water dispenser 
sit t ing awkwardly in the middle of the room. Pearse stands by the boxes 
and congratulates them all on being chosen. He warns that  this is only the 
beginning of a long, hard quest  for a new world. 
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The boxes contain their lunch – a selection of protein bars. These 
are samples of what they will be living on for the seven-month voyage. 
Pearse says there are three Àavours – strawberry, chocolate and vanilla. All 
three are the same muddy colour and wrapped in the same red greaseproof 
paper. They smell like rott ing wood, but  the taste is inoɱensive. ‘Some 
people ¿ nd they taste like pineapple,’ says Pearse. W hile the candidates 
eat , a nutrit ionist  called Camilla explains that  the bars are made from tiny 
green sea vegetables and contain a full spectrum of vitamins, proteins and 
trace minerals. They will need to take fat  supplements on board too, and 
lots of water. 
After lunch the water cooler is wheeled into the adjoining room, and 
they are asked to help fold the chairs properly and stack them in a corner. 
Then they are told to form a circle. One by one they must  announce their 
names and tell the group something about themselves. 
‘I  am Caitriona Dawson,’ says Caitriona, ‘and I  work in hospitality.’ She 
can feel the heat  in her face and she can’t  ¿ gure out  what to do with her 
hands, so she ¿ ddles with the Mars pin, taking the back oɱ and pinching 
the lit t le wings to open the hole and put  it  back on. She has an urge to 
push the point  into her palm. Her response isn’t  the worst though. One 
woman tugs ¿ ercely at  her cuticles with her teeth and when it  comes her 
turn she says, ‘I  am Delia, and I  have three cats and six gold¿ sh.’ 
Somebody sniggers and Pearse says, ‘No laughing at other candidates 
please. Anything at all about yourself. Thank you Delia.’ 
Next they are organised into groups of four. Caitriona is asked to choose 
a group name and she says ‘Pluto,’ before she has time to think. They are 
each given a big round blue sticker and they write their names on it , and the 
name of their team: Caitriona Dawson – Pluto. There is one man in the group, 
a skinny fellow from London who says he works in a hospital but doesn’t  
disclose his role there. She noticed him earlier because he has been wearing 
the black version of the Mission Mars cap all through the day. The more 
merchandise you buy, the more Mars points you get. You get points, too, for 
blogging, more if you interview with journalists, and there will be a docu-
mentary with the chosen candidates. They explained all this in the interview. 
They need publicity for funding, they said; the mission depends on it .
Also in her group are the oval-faced girl from last  night , and an older 
lady from Scotland with big jewellery, very small hands and an enormous 
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bosom. The lady touches Caitriona’s elbow and winks warmly. ‘Good 
name,’ she says, ‘I  always had a soft  spot  for Pluto.’
Pearse sits on a high swivel chair at  the top of the room; one foot  
tucked in his crotch and one dangling. He rotates slowly from side to side, 
making the hinge yelp. Their ¿ rst  task is to explain to each other why 
they are volunteering. ‘Be completely honest ,’ Pearse says. ‘This is only 
amongst ourselves.’
Caitriona huddles into her group. The hospital worker says his name 
is Eric and that  he will speak ¿ rst . He removes his cap to reveal a slick of 
thinning hair. Then he Àips open a sleek black wallet  to show a photo of 
his son, a round-eyed child with a frightened mouth. 
‘This is Blaze,’ he says, ‘my son.’ 
He slides the picture out  and passes it  around his three teammates. 
There is a pause while they each take a moment to look at Eric’s son. ‘How 
sweet,’ says the Scott ish lady, and Eric nods sadly. He takes a deep breath 
and returns the cap to his head. Then he begins to speak very fast , eyes 
pecking at  the faces of his audience. H is ex is a psycho, he says. She is 
always cutting access, always trying to make him do all the running. The 
courts have ordered him to give her thirty-¿ ve quid a week, which she 
blows on nail polish and cappuccinos. ‘Thirty-¿ ve quid a week. For the 
privilege of seeing my own son,’ he says, staring hard at  Caitriona now. ‘I ’m 
going to show them all I  am a dad to be proud of. He’ll be able to say ‘my 
dad is a spaceman,’ and then she’ll be sorry. Boys love rockets.’
W hen he is ¿ nished speaking Eric looks exhausted. There is a silence 
into which the Scott ish lady sighs, ‘Well I  might as well go next  ...’ Then 
she gives a deep, sad chuckle. W hile she speaks Eric lowers his head, but 
his eyes still dart  about as though he wasn’t quite ¿ nished. The woman 
rocks on her heels, hands clasped at  her belly. She punctuates each utter-
ance with a lit t le laugh, like relief after pain. ‘I  just  want to be remembered. 
That’s all. That’s all really. To make a mark.’
The white-haired girl quickly takes over. She makes Caitriona nervous. 
She says she is an astrophysics student and she lives in Stockholm. She 
began her studies in marine biology, she says, but she soon decided that  
the answers were not  on this earth. She is either mad or extremely clever, 
with lots of words that  Caitriona has never heard before, spoken with 
strange authority in that  alien accent . ‘The next  war will be the end of 
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life on earth,’ she says. ‘Someone has to ¿ nd a new planet or human life 
is ¿ nished.’ 
W hen it  comes her turn Caitriona doesn’t  know what she will say but  
the words come very quickly. ‘My dad died last  year. He wanted me to do 
something extraordinary but  I  never knew what it  should be. So … yep. 
That’s why I ’m here.’
The groups are assigned tasks; a number of computer-simulated crises 
which they will have to manage together. At ¿ rst  Eric has a lot  of opinions 
– ‘Look girls, what we need here is to think outside the box. W ho’s to say 
plants can’t  pull the water from the atmosphere?’ – but he soon lets the 
astrophysics student lead. 
On the e-vite it  said the conference would ¿ nish at  six, but when six 
comes, Pearse asks them to follow him. They arrive in a dimly lit  room 
where there is a scattering of ¿ ne black dust under a long glass case. The 
case is in the centre of the room and they are allowed to walk around 
the exhibit  and peer in through the viewing panels on the side. This, he 
says, gesturing with both hands to the stretch of glass, is a new metal that 
copies itself over and over, and when it  copies itself it  creates a gas. One 
of the purposes of the mission is to take this substance up to Mars. Once 
it  begins, the stuɱ will keep copying itself until, after millions of years, it  
has created an ozone layer around the planet . Then they will start  ¿ lling 
the atmosphere with air. This is called ‘terraforming.’ 
‘Imagine all the lives that  pass in those millions of years,’ her father 
once told her – but did he? Or are these the things she is inventing now, 
to make him real, to remember a person about whom there is very lit t le 
to say?
After they have looked for a while at  the metal Cait riona expects 
that  they will ¿ nish up, but  instead Pearse says that  each group has half 
an hour to come up with a presentat ion on the best  way to mult iply the 
metal on Mars.
She waits until seven before slipping out of her workshop group. 
‘Sorry Pearse,’ she says, ‘I ’ll have to excuse myself …’ 
For a moment Pearse’s face loses all expression. He keeps his eyes on 
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her while his voice goes up like a siren, ‘Excuse me everyone. I  need your 
at tention for a moment!’
The room falls silent. They are all looking at her now, with pity or 
disdain, perhaps. She doesn’t  know. She keeps her gaze focused on Pearse. 
She will not  lower her head. 
‘A candidate …’ he peers at  her badge, ‘… Catreeownna … has just  told 
me that she needs to leave to catch a Àight. That  leaves her team down 
one member. For this mission you need to be dedicated. You need to be 
able to deal with the unexpected … Well. Let’s all say goodbye and get  on 
with our work.’
Dark, despite pipes of light  running cool as drains overhead. The air is 
thickened by the earth that must  be muɹ ing against  the concrete, dulling 
the faraway chirrup of the trams. Cram of bodies teeming down and up 
the stairs and keeping to one side for the sake of order. W hich side is it  
she should be on? She keeps veering to the wrong side. She needs to ¿ nd 
a bin to stuɱ the conference pack in. Her badge, too. Remember to take 
oɱ the badge.
If she misses the Àight it  means using the credit card. It means inventing 
some excuse. Already she will have to explain the conference fee. As a chosen 
candidate, she was given a special rate, but it  was enough to make a dent. 
Barry will notice it  and ask and she still doesn’t know what she’ll say. W hen 
she squeezes between the sliding doors she is still holding the red folder.
‘Mind the gap.’
So many people. Blank faces but she can tell their type by the way they 
dress and the things they have; a tall woman in an awkward blouse knit-
t ing with purple yarn amongst  the crush of passengers; a bearded young 
man with a checked scarf, hugging a rolled canvas.
Wobbling at  his mother’s knees, hand squelched t ight  in hers, is a 
lit t le boy in a camouÀage jacket  with a crest  that  says Army Man. He looks 
like the child in the hospital worker’s photo. Huge eyes and mouth shut  
small until it  opens wide and lets a shriek. ‘Look Mummy!’ 
He is pointing at  the Àoor. Some of the conference pack contents 
have slid out , Caitriona sees; they are sprawled down amongst  the feet. 
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‘Look! SPACE, Mummy! SPACE!’
The mother’s face is Àattened with a thick layer of dust-dull make-up. 
She rubs her son’s head, pulls it  to her hip. ‘Shhhh …’ 
There is no use trying to squat and pick them up. She will only drop 
other things if she tries. Panic starts in her lungs. W hat is it  that  they 
are breathing in and out  down here? W hat is keeping them all standing, 
making the blood whoosh through, and how long will it  sustain them? She 
clutches at  a loop overhead to steady herself, jiggles to the pulse of the 
carriage. Only one tube stop and a bus. Then the plane and then her lit t le 
boy’s face slot t ing into her neck, ears like the singing tunnels of seashells, 
fragrant scalp, the rippling cable of his spine.
She tries to t idy the papers a lit t le with her feet: the pictures of the 
galaxy and of the machine that  will make the oxygen, and the blot  of words 
she could not  understand. She should have thrown them out right  there in 
the conference centre. She has probably failed anyway. Of course she has. 
The child is on the Àoor now, trying to pick up one of the pictures he 
has seen – the solar system, which is not  a sequence of eight  as she once 
believed, but a blur of stars and planets too vast  for her mind to map. Fat  
sticky hands like her boy; her boy who exploded from a t iny nook; a surge 
of blood thrusting her body into a new space and then his birth that threw 
open her sky. But she will close it  up neat again, as she suspects all mothers 
do. She will grow away from him over the ten years it  will take to train for 
Mars, and that is right  of course. A curling beat  inside her and then a cord. 
Then a breast  and then a head in her neck. Then a hand in hers and then 
no hand because that’s how it  is with t ime and space. Wider and wider the 
distance; the journey that  began in her, and who will he be out  there with 
no touch left  between them? 
The door slides open.
‘Mind the gap.’
She pours with the shoal of passengers out  onto the platform and the 
crowd is gone, moving blind as maggots on the steps. At the top there is 
only a dull light for it  is evening now. She has almost reached the open.
‘Hello lady.’ The child has grabbed the end of Caitriona’s grey jumper 
dress. A lit t le shut  mouth again, a lit t le chin. Big bug eyes. 
‘Shhh,’ the mother says, ‘sorry about that .’
‘Oh no,’ says Caitriona, ‘No, I  have a lit t le one myself …’
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‘So you know how it  is?’
And the woman’s smile is like the swell of a dying star, the disap-
pointed climax and the heavy joy of it , and the relief because Caitriona 
knows it  too – the terrible detail of accidental being. 
The child is thrust ing a bundle of papers towards her: three sheets 
stapled together and on the front  the picture of the home on Mars – a row 
of huts like silver polyps on the rust  sand.
‘You keep that,’ she says, but  the child shakes his head. The pin then. 
She pinches the back and pulls it  from her chest . 
‘Look,’ she says, ‘do you know what that  is?’ 
‘Space,’ the boy says.
‘You keep that , O K?’
On the plane she allows herself a sigh of relief. The smells she carries are 
of packed bodies and recycled air, a sweet , fruity broth of panic brewing 
from the cleaves of her Àesh – but  she has made it , and the evidence has 
been disposed of. The only thing she has kept  is the big blue st icker: an 
innocuous thing, the kind of thing they might give out  in playgroups for 
children’s names. But that  too should go. She folds it  into a half moon, 
sticky sides together, and then into smaller and smaller wedges, before 
tucking it  into the pocket  in front of her with the in-Àight shopping 
magazine. No one will ever open it  to see what is written there: Caitriona 
Dawson – Pluto. 
‘Oh yes, Pluto. That used to be a planet  didn’t  it?’ Barry touched the 
hand-painted mobile, making it  wobble clumsily above their sleeping child. 
The mobile was a gift  from her sister. It  has a sun and an Earth and seven 
other planets, but no Pluto. She didn’t  notice until the day she returned 
from maternity hospital. 
Pluto was the precious livid piece in her solar system jigsaw, and she 
always slotted it  in last . Today she saw the planet projected huge against  
the white parchment. It  was exactly like the jigsaw; an unfathomable full 
stop spinning out in space, its surface blotched brightly like the skin of an 
unburied corpse.

Sam Lipsyte

Caperton’s stepmother, Stell, called.‘Your father,’ Stell said.‘Larry?’ Caperton said.
‘He’s dying. You can say Dad.’
‘He’s done deathbed before.’
‘It’s diɱerent ,’ Stell said. ‘The doctors agree now. And your father, well, 
no grand speeches about not going gentle, for one thing. For another, he 
looks out  of it , pushed down. He shops online. He watches T V. I  think 
you should be here.’
‘Command performance?’
‘Don’t  be a crumbum.’
Caperton took the short Àight from O’Hare to Newark on one of the 
new boutique lines. Shortbread, cappuccinos, and sea-salted nuts in great  
jars sated travellers, grat is, at  the gate. The in-Àight magazine resembled 
an avant-garde culture journal Caperton once read with fervour. The cover 
depicted the airline’s female pilots as cockpit  kit tens with tapered blazers 
and tilted caps. It  was blunted wit , but  start ling for a commercial carrier. 
Caperton took note. Among other things, he consulted for a living. That  
morning, he’d been in meetings about a redo for a small chunk of lakefront . 
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They’d discussed the placement of a Dutch-designed information kiosk; 
one of the city-council guys kept calling it  ‘the koisk.’
‘The koisk should be closer to the embankment,’ the guy, a boy, bony 
in his dark suit , said.
‘We can work on that ,’ a rival consultant  Caperton had not  known 
would be present  said. ‘The main thing is we’re trying to tell a story here. 
A lakefront narrative.’
Were they supposed to make bids in the room together?
‘My opinions are vaguely aligned with that ,’ Caperton said.
‘But what colour will the koisk be?’
Caperton felt  the surge of a strange desire to shelter this apprentice 
polit ician from future displays of idiocy, as you might a defective son, 
though Caperton had no children. He liked kids, just  not what they repre-
sented. He wasn’t  exactly sure what that meant, but  it  sounded signi¿ cant, 
even if Daphne had ¿ nally left  him over it , had a baby by herself with 
some Princeton-rower sperm.
Aloft  in coach, Caperton found himself squeezed up against  the trunk of 
a human sequoia. The man’s white t-shirt  stretched to near-transparency 
over his twitch-prone pecs. H is hair shone aerosol gold. H is cheek pulsed 
with each chew of a gum wad he occasionally spat  into his palm and 
sculpted. He winked at  Caperton, pressed the pink bolus Àat, and slit  a 
crude face in it  with his thumbnail.
‘I ’m doing voodoo on the pilot .’
‘A good time for it ,’ Caperton said.
‘Don’t  be scared. The plane Àies itself. I ’ll cure him before we land.’
‘I ’d appreciate that .’
‘W hat brings you up into the sky today?’
‘A personal matter.’
‘Fuck, I  should hope so. Can you imagine wasting a minute of your life 
on something that  wasn’t personal? Something that didn’t  mean anything 
to you? And, I  mean, especially if you’re helping other people. Like a 
mission of mercy. That  should always be personal. Otherwise you’re just  
doing it  for the likes. W hat’s your line of work?’
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‘It’s tricky,’ Caperton said. ‘It’s kind of conceptual marketing, kind of 
design. I ’m a free-range cultural consultant. But my passion is public space.’
‘Wow. Do you have all that  bullshit  on one business card?’
The man’s enormous biceps jumped.
‘Sorry,’ he said. ‘That comment was a lit t le aggro of me. The juice does 
that sometimes.’
‘The juice?’
‘I  don’t  hide it . In my ¿ eld, I  don’t  have to. We’re entertainers.’
‘W hat’s your ¿ eld?’ Caperton asked.
‘Dude, I ’m a pro wrest ler. W hat the fuck else would I  be?’
‘A bodybuilder?’
‘Jesus, no! Those guys are pathetic narcissists. They were all abused 
by their fathers. Every one of them. Don’t  you know me? I ’m the Rough 
Beast of Bethlehem. I  wrest le on the Internet. You don’t  watch, I  take it?’
‘No,’ Caperton said.
‘You think it’s stupid.’
‘Not at  all.’
‘You think that , now that  we’re post-kayfabe, it ’s ultra-moronic, right?’
‘Post-kayfabe?’
‘Kayfabe was the code we followed. Don’t break character. Pretend it’s 
not  staged. Now we wink at  the audience and they wink back.’
‘Oh, when did that  go into eɱect?’ Caperton said.
The Rough Beast snorted. ‘You don’t  get  it  at  all, buddy. It’s not  about 
wrest ling. It’s about stories. We’re storytellers.’
Caperton studied him. ‘Somebody at  my job just  said that .’
‘It’s true! You have to be able to tell the story to get  people on board 
for anything. A soft  drink, a suck sesh, elect ive surgery, gardening, even 
your thing – public space? I  prefer private space, but  that’s cool. Anyway, 
nobody cares about anything if there isn’t  a story at tached. Ask the team 
that  wrote the Bible. Ask Vincent Allan Poe.’
‘But doesn’t  it  seem kind of creepy?’ Caperton said. ‘All of us just  going 
around calling ourselves storytellers?’
The Rough Beast  shrugged. ‘Well, you can be negative. That’s the easy 
way out .’
Caperton thought it  might be the hard way out . The Beast slipped his 
gum into his mouth.
‘Gardening?’ Caperton said, after a moment, but by then the Beast 
had his earbuds in.
Stell met Caperton in front of his childhood house, in Nearmont. She 
leaned against  the doorway the way his mother once did. They were not  
quite the same type, but ballpark, as his father would say. Larry preferred 
tall, semi-controlling women with light, wavy hair. Stell preferred to smoke 
pot , laugh, cook, yell at  Larry, read good novels, and watch her shows. She’d 
proved a perfect  stepmother, and she and Caperton Àourished in their 
family roles, except for the deal with the refrigerator – or, rather, Stell’s 
deal with Caperton rummaging freely in the refrigerator. ‘Deal’ was weak 
wording for it . ‘Nearly unassuageable rage’ seemed more accurate. Stell 
just  thought it  would be better if Caperton waited outside the kitchen 
area. She’d be more than happy to get him whatever he wanted. It  would 
just  be better, it  really would, if he waited over there at  the edge or even 
beyond the edge of the kitchen area.
Caperton harboured a secret ancestral claim to what his forebears 
had known as the icebox. There had been only so much depredation and 
madness an American child could endure in the past  century. That’s why 
the government had invented the after-school snack. But he supposed 
he’d evolved. This was Stell’s house now, and, whatever her idiosyncrasies 
about the accessibility of chilled provisions, she’d kept  his father’s energy 
up for years, saved him from a fatal spiral when Caperton’s mother died, 
even, or especially, if she’d been his mistress at  the t ime.
For his part , Caperton’s father called Stell the Bossman. W henever 
she left  the room he would twinkle his snow-blue eyes at  Caperton and, 
his throat choked with aɱection, say, ‘W hat a goddam cunt, huh?’
Larry had been married three t imes, cancered twice. Now the liver, as 
he put it , was negotiat ing a severance package. Larry had spent  decades on 
the road, and Caperton used to picture a bawdy shadow life for his father, 
whiskey sours at  a sleek, cushioned bar, a woman with his t ie in her teeth. 
These were bit ter visions, but  he knew, guilt ily, that  the anger wasn’t  really 
for his mother’s sake. He just  didn’t  understand why the man seemed so 
antsy at  home, as though he couldn’t enjoy even a few moments of family 
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life, drinking hot cocoa and overpraising young Caperton’s tediously 
improvised puppet  shows or the lumpy space soldiers he pinched without 
talent  from bright  clay. W hy were there so few trips to the toy store, or 
the zoo, or the toy store at  the zoo, or, better yet , the snack stand beside 
the toy store at  the zoo?
‘First  World problems,’ Daphne once told him.
‘That’s why they’re so painful.’
Caperton had wanted to be, with his father, a team. But Larry had 
a team, his work buddies, gruɱ chums whose cruel whinnies carried 
through the house those Sundays they came to watch football or smoke 
cigars on the patio. Like Larry, these hard cases were not gangsters but 
grade-school-textbook salesmen. Larry worked his regions year-round, 
his returns heralded by the appearance of the exquisite red-and-gold Jade 
Dragon takeout cartons. Every business trip ended with egg rolls and 
spareribs and enough monosodium glutamate to goon them all into an 
animate diorama of menu item No. 14: Happy Family.
H is father would debrief them, long, duck-sauced ¿ ngers curled 
around a frosted stein. He’d sing of the specialty foods of the nat ion 
– the Cincinnat i chillies, avocado-and-sprout  sandwiches, and spice-
rubbed hams of the culinary mosaic – or describe the historic hotels 
he’d slept  in, name the ones with the tast iest  pillow mints, the Àuɷ est  
towels, the most  impressive water pressure. Caperton had found receipts 
in his father’s overcoat , though, and they all said Howard Johnson. 
Larry hardly ment ioned the people he’d seen or what  he and the other 
salesmen had done, unless they’d scored big on a sale. Many schools, he 
explained, st ill taught  from textbooks that  conjectured a moon shot . 
Once, he said, he told a school board in Delaware that  he’d be delighted 
to inform Commander Neil Armstrong himself what  passed for scien-
t i¿ c knowledge in their dist rict . Caperton and his mother whooped, and 
Larry grinned into his stein. A t riumph for Enlightenment  values, plus 
commission.
After Caperton’s mother died, his father ret ired and built  birdhouses 
for a while. He meant well, but  to a grown Caperton these designs were 
rather Cabrini-Green-ish, huge and institut ional, as though Larry meant 
to warehouse the local jays and sparrows in balsa-wood towers of utter 
marginalisat ion. It  t roubled Caperton to the point  that  he considered 
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talking to his father about it , but then construction halted. Crises of 
the body beckoned. Lung inÀammations, nano-strokes, mystery cysts, 
myeloma scares. Caperton raced home for it  all. But Larry couldn’t  deliver, 
until, apparently, now.
Caperton kissed Stell and followed her into the house, past  the foyer 
bench and ancient  wall hooks. He saw the mauve sofa where he and his 
father watched movies while his mother died upstairs – Westerns and 
sports sagas, mostly. Larry loved the one about the ancient , pret ty base-
ball player who steps out  of some Hooverville limbo to lead his club in a 
pennant race. Bad fuckers bribe him to tank the big game, but  the hero 
jacks one, as Larry liked to say, into the stadium lights. Sparks shower 
down. The republic is renewed.
‘In the book, he strikes out,’ Caperton once told his father.
‘I  know. That’s why it’s a stupid book. W hy go through all that trouble 
to make a great story and then give it  an ending like that? That takes real 
bit terness.’
Caperton had said nothing, but  thought there might be something 
brave about the bit terness.
‘Your father’s sleeping now,’ Stell said. ‘Would you like some coɱee? 
Maybe a sandwich?’
He noticed a new strain in Stell’s face. Her hands nipped at  each other 
like lit t le animals. Could he stop himself even if he wanted to?
‘I  can make one later,’ Caperton said.
‘I  don’t  think that’ll work. I  can make one now.’
‘I  can make it . I ’ll just  look around in the fridge.’
‘I  don’t  … that  can’t  …’
‘It’s no problem,’ Caperton said.
‘Just let  me make you a sandwich now. No big deal.’
‘Exactly. I  can make it , no biggie.’
‘But you don’t  know what’s there.’
‘I  can look.’
‘No, honey, please don’t do this. It’s hard to see what’s in the fridge. 
The bulb is out. But I  know what’s there. Tell me what you want.’
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‘I  want a turkey-pastrami sandwich with capers and spicy pickles and 
sharp English mustard on a fresh-baked croissant.’
‘W hat?’
‘Stell, just  let  me look in the fridge. I  have a right . I  was looking in that  
fridge when you were just  an old hippie in Jersey City.’
Stell stared at  the carpet. She looked widowed already. Caperton 
agreed to let  her make him a turkey on wheat, which she would store until 
he was ready.
‘I  just  hope there’s room in the fridge,’ Stell said.
‘Hope is what we have,’ Caperton said, because he was a crumbum.
Caperton stood in his old bedroom, now Stell’s study. Photographs of her 
family – nieces, cousins, a stern, tanned uncle – covered the bookshelves. 
Her people were much comelier than the dough-nosed Capertons. He 
recognised a few of his old textbooks behind the photographs, but  most of 
the library was Stell’s, an odd mix of self-help and hard science. He pulled 
out  one on the human genome and Àipped through it , pulled out  another 
called ‘Narrative Medicine: How Stories Save Lives.’ Stell had a master’s 
in this discipline. She counselled doctors not  to be arrogant jerks, to listen 
to their patients, or clients, or consumers, or whatever doctors called the 
people they often helped and occasionally killed. She taught patients how 
to craft  their personal tales. It  seemed both noble and, perhaps, a lot  of 
bullshit  on one card.
Now a pain sliced along his upper torso. He’d felt  it  before, like being 
cinched in a hot metal belt . Sometimes the pangs brought him to his 
knees, left  him breathless, but they always faded. Caperton wheezed and 
clung to a bookshelf for a moment. He was stressed, the doctor had said, 
because he was anxious. Or maybe the other way around.
A lakefront , he wished he’d said at  the meeting, was a place where 
you could stroll and enjoy the sunshine and the lake. Wasn’t  that  enough? 
W hy bring history into it? H istory was slaughter and slaves. Stories were 
devices for deluding ourselves and others, like Larry’s pillow mints.
Was this pretentious? Caperton had worried about being pretentious 
since college, when somebody told him he was pretentious. He knew he 
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was just  naïve. W hy did he continue to struggle for perspective when 
others had moved on? A secret  dunce gene? A genome? Maybe the scary 
belt  that squeezed him was a warning: stop thinking your shallow thoughts.
Stay in the story, moron.
He pulled a faded red sneaker box from under the bed. Here resided 
all the junk, the objets d’crap of his years in this room: buttons, paper clips, 
lozenge t ins, cassette tapes, rolling papers, a t iny airport  brandy bottle, 
the watchband from his uncle’s Seiko, guitar picks and toothpicks and a 
photograph of his mother leaning on the birch tree in the yard. Probably a 
box in Daphne’s parents’ house brimmed with similar detritus. A rabbit’s-
foot  key chain, the fur dyed electric blue. A comic-book version of The 
Waves. Desiccated lip balm and a plast ic ruby ring.
They’d met at  an oɷ ce party not  that many years before, traded a few 
catchphrases from the sitcoms of their youth. That  and the sex seemed 
enough. But then came the dumb baby question. People thought they 
could work on you. Wear you down. They assumed you didn’t  really mean 
what you said.
Caperton found a condom in the shoebox, the wrapper worn and crin-
kled, the expirat ion date three or four Presidents ago, a Herbert  Walker 
rubber, a forgotten land mine that  required defusing before some inno-
cents got  maimed, or had a baby too early, led stunted lives with lit t le 
chance for either of them or their issue to someday stand in a room and 
listen to an elected oɷ cial say ‘koisk.’
Caperton unbent a paper clip and pricked at  the wrapper. He noticed 
something gunked on the t ip of the paper clip, like tar or bong resin. How 
could that  shit  stay gooey for so long? The universe was an unanswered 
question. Had Caperton read that? Heard it  on public radio? He couldn’t 
track what spoke through him anymore. He moaned and held the condom 
up to the window. Daylight  poured through the constellation of holes.
Stell stuck her head in.
‘He’s up,’ she said.
Larry sat  in bed with a tablet  in his lap. Caperton noticed the device ¿ rst , 
then his father’s freckled st ick arms and ashy cheeks.
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‘I ’m ordering tons of garbage. Stuɱ for the house. Gadgets. W hy not? 
I  should get  some congressional shopping medal.’
‘I ’ll make it  my life’s work that  you get  one,’ Caperton said.
‘W hat is your life’s work, anyway?’
‘Stell says it’s serious this t ime.’
Larry looked down at the tablet , swiped the screen with a long, 
chapped ¿ nger.
‘It’s always been serious,’ he said. ‘Since you get  born it’s serious. I  
mean, I  have a greater understanding now. Dying is natural. We’re built  to 
do it . We discuss this in my six-months-and-under group.’
‘Your what?’
‘It’s online. No pity parties. Death is just  a part  of the story.’
‘I  thought it  was the end of the story.’
‘Mr Doom-and-Gloom.’
‘Jesus, Dad, you’re the one in bed. W hat do the doctors say?’
‘Have you met my doctors? They have pimples. Peach fuzz. They’re 
all virgins.’
‘How do you know?’
‘My tumours know.’
‘O K,’ Caperton said.
‘The way you kids say O K,’ Larry said. ‘Sounds like it’s not O K.’
‘It’s nice to be called a kid.’
‘I ’m indulging you,’ Larry said. ‘Sit  down.’
Caperton took the rocker near the window.
‘How long can you be here?’ Larry said.
‘I ’ll be back and forth. I ’ll be here.’
‘I  realise I  was the boy who cried death. I ’m sorry to put  you out . But 
I  think I  need you. Or Stell will need you.’
‘I ’ll be around,’ Caperton said. ‘I ’ll be there and back again.’
‘Guess you’ve seen all of this before.’
‘In this very room,’ Caperton said.
‘I  know,’ Larry said. ‘In this very bed.’
The painting above the headboard was new, and Caperton couldn’t  
quite tell what  it  depicted, with its fat  swirls of white and grey. It  was some 
kind of ship, or the spume of a whale, or a spiral-whipped wave in a storm.
Maybe it  had been on the wall for a long t ime, but certainly not  when 
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his mother died. Or had it? He’d once been proud of the precision with 
which he recalled his mother’s ¿ nal weeks: the order of familial arrivals, 
their withered utterances, the last  four things his mother ate (mashed 
potatoes, applesauce, cinnamon oatmeal, cherry ice cream, in that  order), 
the exact posit ion of the water pitcher on the walnut table. But now he 
couldn’t  remember if that  painting had been there.
‘You know,’ Larry said, ‘I  had this English professor who used to talk 
about the death of the individual. “The death of the individual,” he’d say. I  
had no idea if he was for it  or against  it . But at  least  now I  know what he 
was talking about.’
‘I  don’t  think he was talking about this.’
‘The hell you say,’ Larry said.
Back in his room, Caperton checked up on the lakefront. There were 
no new developments, just  as after all these meetings there would be no 
new development. It  was all a joke. Most  of his working hours he spent  
tracking down his pay cheques.
He composed a text  to Daphne, which he st ill did sometimes, though 
she never responded, even when he lied and said that  Gates Mandela 
McAdoo was a wonderful name for her child. Now he wrote, ‘Here with 
Larry and Stell. Not good.’ He erased ‘Not good’ and replaced it  with 
‘More soon.’ The moment he sent  it  an e-mail zipped in from the airline, 
a survey about his Àight. He was about to answer the questions when 
he remembered the purpose of his trip. Still, he’d rather not  be rude. 
‘Flight  was great ,’ he replied, ‘but I ’m dealing with some diɷ cult  personal 
matters.’ Probably only robots would read the message, but  sometimes it  
was crucial to clear the emotional desk.
He lay down on his old bed, a narrow, thin-mattressed cheapo he’d 
once cherished as a snuggle palace. He closed his eyes and had one of 
those mini-dreams he sometimes had before falling asleep. H is teasers. 
This one featured the Rough Beast . They trudged through the rubble of 
a ruined city. Before them rose a bangled tower, a high, corroded struc-
ture made of pig iron, t iles, beach glass, and bott le caps. The Rough Beast  
paused after each step.
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‘Public or private?’ he whispered. ‘Public or private?’
Caperton Àew at  the Beast , bashed him to the ground.
‘That’s it , baby!’ the Beast  cried. ‘Hurt  my shit!’
Now there were diɱerent voices, and Caperton woke. A man who 
looked familiar but  unplaceable stood just  outside the open door.
‘Hello,’ he said. ‘This must  seem strange. But don’t be alarmed. Stell 
told me to rouse you.’
Stell brought out  tea and joined the man on the sofa in the living room. 
Caperton sat down on an ottoman. The man had stiɱ white hair, a velvet 
black unibrow. He jiggled Stell’s hand in his lap.
‘It’s such a joy for me to see you again. I  wish it  were under better 
circumstances. Do you remember me?’
‘You’re Burt,’ Caperton said. ‘You used to come over with the other guys.’
‘That’s right . Last  t ime I  saw you, you were yay high.’ Burt  lifted his 
boot oɱ the carpet .
‘Really? That’s very t iny. I  must  have been a barely viable foetus then.’
Burt  chuckled, nudged Stell.
‘Larry said he was a tough cookie. Your father loves you, you know.’
‘I  know.’
‘Do you?’ Burt said.
‘Maybe you know better.’
‘Your father’s from a diɱerent  generation, that’s all. We weren’t  allowed 
to show our emotions.’
‘I ’ve met men your age who overcame that .’
‘Outliers,’ Burt  said. ‘Or possibly fags. I  always liked you, you know. 
Even when you were a lit t le kid and I  could tell you were judging us.’
‘Us?’
‘The gang.’
Burt  pulled Stell’s knuckles to his lips.
‘Hey, pal, my father’s not  dead yet .’
‘Cool it , Omelette,’ Burt  said. ‘Stell and I  go back. I  introduced your 
father to her. We’re like family. Anyway, I  hear you’re a consultant.’
‘Yes.’
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‘It’s a very worthy path. I  retired from the sales department about ten 
years after your father. Since then, I ’ve taken up a new calling.’
‘W hat’s that?’
‘Burt’s a storyteller,’ Stell said.
‘No shit .’
‘I  must  admit it’s true,’ Burt said. ‘Every Saturday I  go down to the 
library and tell stories to the children. I ’m sure I  bore the pants oɱ them, 
but  I  get  a thrill.’
‘Tell me a story.’
‘Well, I  don’t know if this is really a good t ime for –’
‘Just tell me a story.’
Burt  told Caperton a story. It  had a boy in it , an eagle feather, a shiny 
blue turtle. There was an ogre in a cave. Rivers were crossed on Àimsy 
ropes, wise witches sought for counsel, bandits hunted and rehabilitated. 
The blue turt le led the boy to a princess. The princess fought the ogre and 
saved the boy. Caperton soaked up every word and couldn’t take his eyes 
oɱ Burt’s brow, which lifted at  the close of the tale.
‘Bravo,’ Stell said.
‘Pulled that one out  of my butt ,’ Burt said.
‘That’s why you’re a genius,’ Stell said. ‘Am I  right?’
Caperton shrugged. ‘I  don’t  know. Seemed a lit t le cheesy to me.’
‘Helps if you’re ¿ ve,’ Burt  said. ‘Not some snide turd turning forty.’
Caperton stood.
‘You’re right , Burt . W hat can I  say? I ’m feeling peckish.’
Stell shrieked. ‘Please, don’t  go in there! W hat do you want? I ’ll get  
your sandwich! Or do you want something else? Just tell me what you 
want! Let me make it  for you!’
Caperton opened the fridge and in the darkness saw what he wanted. 
W hat he could make. He scooped up a bag of bread, a tomato, a hard-
boiled egg. Stell charged him, crumpled against his hip, wrapped up his 
knees. The egg Àew away. Caperton slit  the bread bag open with his thumb-
nail, balled up a soft  slice of seven-grain and shoved it  in his mouth. He bit  
into the tomato and seeds ran down his wrists, pulp splotched the wall.
‘Stop!’ Stell said. ‘W hat are you doing?’
‘I ’m having an after-school snack,’ Caperton snarled, and ¿ sted up 
another bread ball, licked the tomato’s bright  wound.
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‘You’re sick!’ Stell said, and from her knees tried to shove him clear of 
the kitchen.
Caperton bent  over her, whispered, ‘Thanks for the medical narrat ive.’
He ripped open his shirt  and crushed the mutilated tomato against  
his chest . Juice glistened in dark burls of hair. He thought that  maybe he 
was about to make a serious declaration, or even try to laugh the whole 
thing oɱ, when he felt  a twinge, a test  cinch for another spell of nervous 
woe. The Belt  of Intermittent  Sorrow, which he somehow now named the 
moment it  went t ight, squeezed him to the kitchen Àoor.
That night he texted Daphne: ‘Can’t  sleep in this bed. It’s crazy here. 
Creepy. Like a bad play. Or a bad production of a good play. How is lit t le 
Gates? I ’m sure you’re a wonderful mother. Maybe if mine hadn’t  died I  
would have felt  diɱerently. W ho knows? You know I ’ll always love you. 
More later. Talk soon.’
Minutes later Caperton heard his text  tone: shod hooves on 
cobblestones.
‘Let  me introduce myself. My name is Miles and I ’m the nanny. I  was a 
Division I I  nose tackle not  very long ago. If you keep texting Daphne I ’ll 
come to your house and feed you your phone. Daphne does not  wish to 
receive messages from you, now or in the future. Good day.’
Good day?
Caperton shivered in his shoddy childhood cot. ‘Let the sobbing begin’, 
he texted to himself, and sank into hard slumber beneath his dank duvet.
The next  morning Caperton stood beside a taxi in the driveway. Stell gath-
ered him in for a hug.
‘I ’m sorry,’ Caperton said, ¿ ngering the pierced condom in his pocket .
‘Stop saying that. Just  go see a doctor. And a therapist .’
‘I  will. I ’ll be back for the weekend. I ’ll be back and forth.’
‘I  know,’ Stell said.
Burt  stood on the lawn in cop shades.
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Was he protecting Stell from her hair-trigger stepson? Standing vigil 
for his dying amigo?
Just before coming outside, Caperton had checked on his father. Larry 
had maybe taken a lit t le bit  of a bad turn. He looked pretty damn sick.
‘Work beckons, huh?’ Larry nodded at  Caperton’s coat .
‘Afraid so. Be here Saturday.’
Caperton took his father’s hand.
‘Listen,’ Caperton said. ‘I  realise I ’ve been an idiot , Dad. All my point-
less rage. I ’ve wasted so much t ime trying to get a certain feeling back. But 
it ’s a child’s feeling, and I  can’t  have it  anymore. But I  love you. I  really 
do. Know that . And let’s not hold back. With the t ime we have, let’s say 
everything to each other. That’s all I  want.’
Something like a ship’s light, far away, began to glow, stately and 
forlorn, in Larry’s eyes. He gripped his son’s hand harder.
‘I  know you’re strapped for t ime,’ Larry said, his voice raspier in just  
the past day. ‘But there’s this new show on cable, you really should watch 
it . It’s amazing.’
‘A show?’
‘No, really,’ Larry said, strained upward, and coughed in Caperton’s ear 
the name of the showrunner, and how this fellow had also created another 
hit  series.
‘The character arcs are ground-breaking,’ Larry said. ‘It’s a golden age 
of cable television.’
‘Sounds great.’
‘I ’d wait  to watch it  with you,’ Larry said. ‘But, well, you know …’
‘I ’ll be back,’ Caperton said.
‘And forth.’ Larry said. ‘I ’m glad. I  need you, son.’
Caperton was not surprised to see the Rough Beast in the terminal. The 
Internet wrestler sipped from a demitasse at a granite countertop near the 
gate. Caperton thought to approach him, but the quest for symmetry seemed 
a mistake. Besides, the Beast wouldn’t remember a snide turd like him.
Caperton had two seats to himself on the plane. He wished he could 
relish the boon, but it  made him anxious. A free seat  meant that anybody 
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could take it  at  any t ime, lumber up from the back rows looking for relief 
– a fatty, a talker, the ghost of his mother, Death itself, Burt .
Caperton took the aisle seat , the better to defend the window and, 
about twenty minutes into the Àight, heard a loud grunt , felt  a hard pinch 
on his earlobe.
‘How are you, man?’ the Beast said. ‘W hat’s the story?’
A pill from Stell had introduced Caperton to a new Àippancy.
‘The story, Mr Beast? It’s ongoing. Arcing hard. It’s an arcing savage, 
an astonishment machine.’
‘Booyah! And how’s your personal matter?’
‘Everything’s going to be O K, my man, within the context  of nothing 
ever being O K.’
‘Brother has been on a philosophical fact-¿ nding mission, come back 
with the news.’ The Beast proɱered ¿ ve, belly-high.
‘Please,’ a Àight at tendant said, approaching from business. ‘No 
congregating.’
‘Nobody’s congregating,’ the Beast  said.
‘We can’t  allow congregating for security reasons.’
‘Just shooting the breeze here, sweetness. No box cutters.’
‘Sir.’
‘Maybe you’re too young for that  reference.’
‘Please sit  down.’
‘O K, ¿ ne,’ the Beast said, and walked back to his row.
W hen the plane landed, Caperton lifted his half-unzipped bag from 
under the seat and noticed a sandwich tucked under some socks. Pastrami 
and capers. On a croissant . Caperton chewed and waited for the plane 
to reach the gate. It  would be an odd t ime now. Larry, the Fates willing, 
might hold on for a while. They would have a chance to grow close again. 
Caperton knew he would not  run from this. Even if his father doubted 
him, he knew he would be there when it  counted.
He checked his phone and saw the messages stack up in comfort ing 
fashion. Life might be looking down, but at  least  coms were up. It  took 
just the briefest  skim of his messages for all comfort to vanish. Now he 
could only ponder how strange it  was that  you could move at  these outra-
geous speeds through the air and know everything known and st ill control 
nothing. For example, during this one quick Àight his father had died, 
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and the bony young councilman, the Prince of Koisks, had kicked him 
oɱ the project. Also, there was an e-mail from the airline he’d just  Àown 
explaining how much they respected his t ime and oɱering consolat ion for 
his current  diɷ cult ies. Worse than robots, really.
Caperton called the only person he could call. Daphne answered and 
told him to hold on. Another voice came on the line.
‘This is Miles.’
‘Jesus, I  thought she made you up.’
‘No, I ’m very much an entity of your dimension. Somebody who could 
¿ nd you and stomp on your urethra in what we foolishly call real t ime. Did 
you not  receive the text  message?’
‘I  did,’ Caperton said.
‘But you thought calling was O K?’
‘Did you say you were the nanny?’
‘Goodbye, Mr –’
‘No, Miles, please don’t hang up. Just stay on the line for a minute. For 
sixty seconds. That’s all. I ’m having a bad moment. I  don’t need Daphne. 
You’ll do ¿ ne. My father just  died. Please just  … I  just  …’
‘W hy don’t  you emulate your old man,’ Miles said, hung up.
Caperton groaned, shook, curled up in his seats, and watched people 
stand and grope at  the overhead bins. He heard the Beast barrel through 
the throng behind him. Here he loomed again.
‘Caught the end of your call.’
‘Yeah,’ Caperton said.
‘We’ll be here awhile, wait ing for all these people. Shove over.’
Caperton slid toward the window and the Rough Beast  sat  down. He 
patted Caperton’s knee.
‘Terrible about your pops. Mine went easy. Keeled over on his city 
snowplow up in Rochester. But that  doesn’t  make it  any better for you.’
‘No.’
‘It’s O K. You’re with me now. Everything will be O K. Cry for your 
father. W hat man doesn’t  cry for his father? Let  it  out .’
Caperton cooled his forehead on the window. The Beast  stroked his 
back.
‘They say it’s a cycle, but there is no cycle. You get  jerked in and 
reamed out. That’s all.’
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Caperton could not  cry again. Also, he thought he might be onto a 
new phase. Lumped nullity. Drool drooped from his lip. He looked up and 
saw that the plane was empty.
‘I ’m sorry,’ one of the Àight at tendants said. ‘But it ’s t ime to leave.’
‘We’ll leave soon,’ the Beast said. ‘W hen it’s t ime.’
‘But it’s t ime now.’
‘No, it ’s not!’ the Rough Beast  shouted, cocked his hand for a karate 
chop. ‘This man’s in the middle of a fucking hinge moment! I ’ll waste you 
all!’
One of the Àight attendants called security on her walkie-talkie. The 
others dashed for the door.
Caperton, who now felt  a wider and more ¿ ery belt  of perhaps increas-
ingly frequent sorrow begin to singe him, slid to his knees and crushed his 
face into the seat  back. The underside of the locked and upright  tray, cool 
and vaguely pebbled, was heaven on his skin.

Yoko Ogawa
[Translated by Stephen Snyder]

Fourteen tourists had signed up for ‘Six Days in Glorious Vienna: Open Plan,’ and since Kotoko and I  were the only singles in the group, it  was inevitable that we ended up rooming together at  the hotel. Kotoko 
turned out  to be a plump woman in her sixt ies who had been widowed 
some years earlier.
On our ¿ rst  night in Vienna, she kneeled politely on the bed and 
bowed.
‘I ’m afraid I  snore,’ she said. ‘I  hope it  won’t bother you.’ And with 
that  she climbed under the covers.
I ’d thought women her age were chatty, but  not  Kotoko. W hen the 
rest  of us had gathered at  the airport  or in the lobby of the hotel, talking 
excitedly about the trip, she had stood a bit  apart , looking uncomfortable. 
She clutched the strap of a brown vinyl shoulder bag that  was stuɱed to 
the gills and eyed us uneasily, as though she’d wandered into our midst by 
mistake. Other than the fact  that  it  was the ¿ rst  t rip abroad for both of us, 
we seemed to have nothing in common.
Still, it  didn’t  matter much. Since the tour was self-guided, and we 
would be on our own for the next  six days, there was no need for us to 
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get better acquainted, even if we were to be roommates. I  hadn’t  come 
to Vienna to hear her go on about her grandchildren or badmouth her 
daughter-in-law; nor did I  want her prying into my private life. I  had been 
saving everything I ’d earned at  my tutoring job to celebrate my twentieth 
birthday with this trip.
As she had knelt  there on the bed, Kotoko had looked a bit  like a deco-
rative object. Her face was round with folds of fat  at  the chin; her breasts 
hung down on her round belly. Generous layers of fat  covered every part  
of her – eyelids, ears, shoulders, back, knees, ¿ ngers – each tracing its 
own dist inctive curve, and there, next  to the bed, lay the swollen bag, as if 
mimicking the shape of her body.
It  was true that  she snored, but  so quiet ly that  I  was able to fall asleep 
almost  immediately.
Kotoko knelt  on the bed again the next  morning as I  was gett ing ready 
to go out . She seemed to be hesitat ing about something as she would take 
a map from her bag, sigh a bit , and then put on the cardigan she’d just  
taken oɱ. 
‘Excuse me,’ she murmured without looking up. ‘Would you mind 
writ ing the name of the hotel?’ she said, holding out  the palm of her hand. 
‘I ’m afraid of getting lost  and not being able to ¿ nd my way back. I  know 
it  sounds silly, but  I  can’t  read foreign words.’ The springs of the mattress 
groaned as the bow made her round body even rounder.
‘It’s written right  here,’ I  said, but she stopped me as I  reached for the 
phone pad and held her hand up again.
‘But I  might lose the paper. If you write it  here, I ’m sure to have it .’
Her hand, too, was layered with fat , and the feeling as the t ip of the 
pen buried itself in her palm was somehow satisfying. On it  I  wrote ‘König 
von Ungarn’ with a permanent marker. I  had to admit  that  I  wasn’t  exactly 
sure how to pronounce the complicated foreign name myself. 
Kotoko studied her palm for a moment, t racing the pen marks with 
her ¿ nger, but  then she began to squirm again, as though some new source 
of anxiety had occurred to her. She looked up and met my gaze, and then 
quickly looked down again. She seemed to be at  considerable pains to let  
me know that  she had something else to ask me but  was ¿ nding it  diɷ cult  
to do so.
‘W here are you going today?’
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It  was a simple question, and I  asked it  without thinking and without 
any real interest  in the answer, but  it  proved to be the start  of all my 
troubles.
Kotoko had come to Vienna with a single purpose: to visit  an old lover 
who was hovering near death in the hospital wing of nursing home in the 
suburbs. The announcement start led me, since I  had never imagined she 
would be uttering a phrase like ‘old lover.’ 
I  had originally intended to go with her as far as the streetcar terminal 
at  Schottentor Stat ion. She had explained that to get to the nursing home 
she would need to take the No. 38 streetcar from Schottentor to a stop 
called Grin-something or other. 
‘That’s the No. 38 over there,’ I  told her. ‘See, it ’s writ ten in big numbers 
on the side. You take it  and stay on till your stop – as simple as that .’
‘Ahh …’ she murmured, seeming reluctant  to let  go of my arm, which 
was raised in the direction of the trolley. The vinyl of her handbag and the 
skin of her chest  pressed against  me.
‘But what if I  don’t get oɱ when I ’m supposed to? I  imagine the names 
of the stops will be written in alphabet letters, too. Of course they will, 
we’re in Austria. I  know I’m being such a baby. But how am I  going to ask 
for directions to the nursing home? The truth is I  have a weak heart  and 
even standing here in a crowd like this is making it  Àutter … But no, please 
don’t worry about me. It  happens all the t ime, so I ’m used to it . But you see, 
I ’ve brought along money for your trolley fare, too. This should be enough 
for the round trip, and I ’d be happy for you to keep whatever’s left  over.’
Kotoko forced a waded bill into my pocket. I  took it  out  and found the 
image of Sigmund Freud, so wrinkled as to be barely recognisable, staring 
back from a ¿ fty-schilling note. I  did a quick – though pointless – calcula-
t ion and realised that the sum would, indeed, be enough for the fare.
As we stood there, she clung closer and closer to me, and the No. 38 
tram appeared ready to depart .
‘We don’t  want to miss it ,’ I  said. ‘Let’s go.’
Half amazed and half resigned, I  climbed aboard with Kotoko. W hat 
was so wrong about spending a lit t le of my time in Vienna with a widow 
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with a bad heart  who couldn’t  read the alphabet? Besides, I  was sure I ’d 
feel better helping her than leaving her to fend for herself. Or so I  told 
myself as we sat on the streetcar.
Kotoko’s expression was radiant  now, but she clung resolutely to my 
arm, refusing to relax her vigilance. From time to t ime, she would reach 
into her bag and produce chewing gum or chocolate or rice crackers and 
oɱer them to me. Tools to curry my favour appeared one after the other: a 
bott le of water when we were thirsty, a comb when the wind blew, throat 
spray when I  coughed. But as they did, I  found myself silently planning 
my afternoon – a visit  to St Stephen’s Cathedral, a picture in front of the 
statue of Mozart, followed by a piece of Sachertorte at  a café.
The story that  Kotoko told en route of her long-ago love aɱair was a 
fairly simple one. Forty-¿ ve years previously, when she was nineteen, she 
had worked at  a factory that produced ham, and when thirty-four-year-
old Johan had come from Vienna to serve as technical manager, they had 
immediately fallen in love. As she put  it , his pupils were like caramel 
candies, his golden hair like the softest  dandelion Àuɱ – and when, after 
ten months, Johan’s t ime in Japan came to an end and he was headed home, 
he had promised to come back for her.
‘But he never did,’ I  said.
‘How did you know?’ said Kotoko, he eyes wide with surprise.
‘I  suppose because it’s a common enough story. And no doubt he had 
a wife back in Vienna.’
‘You’re young, but  not much gets by you. How lucky for me to be 
rooming with someone so clever.’ Kotoko nodded to herself and started 
rooting around in her bag again. I  smiled, taking a bite of the chocolate 
bar she had given me. There was no trace of bit terness in her manner, 
despite the ancient betrayal.
‘H is wife died years ago and he’s been in the nursing home for some 
t ime. But it  appears he doesn’t  have much longer. He made a list  of people 
he wanted contacted when the end was near, and my name was on it , along 
with the address of the ham factory. Mine was the very last  name, appar-
ently. They said they contacted me early since Japan is so far away.’
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The tram stop was Grinzing, which was easy enough to ¿ nd, but  the 
route to the nursing home was long and complicated. Kotoko would never 
have found her way alone. We passed through a residential district , walked 
by a museum dedicated to Beethoven, and along a path by a stream. The 
building we were seeking appeared suddenly as we came to the entrance 
to a forest .
Tall, narrow windows were arranged on the plain, imposing façade at  
regular intervals. The carefully tended garden on the far side of the wrought 
iron gate merged into the forest  beyond. Birds chirped in the trees.
For a woman who was about to meet  her lover for the ¿ rst  t ime in forty-
¿ ve years, Kotoko seemed surprisingly calm. In fact , as we approached the 
nursing home, her grip on my arm ¿ nally began to loosen and she fell back 
a step, hiding behind me as if to suggest  she was just  keeping me company.
‘Here we are,’ I  said. Kotoko contented herself with a noncommittal 
sigh.
A recept ionist  led us along a winding corridor to a spacious ward facing 
an inner courtyard. Metal beds lined the walls in two neat  rows, with 
stools for the visitors. I  counted sixteen beds, each occupied by an 
elderly pat ient .
Though I  had no experience with this sort  of thing, I  could see right  
away that the ward was reserved for those who were not  long for this 
world. There was no life in their faces, and they were so emaciated that  
their bones were visible under the blankets. Most  lay with their eyes closed, 
either sleeping or unconscious, and the few open eyes were lit t le more 
than hollow cavities. There were several other visitors in the ward, but  no 
one said a word. The only sounds were an occasional groan or hiccup or 
rat t ling of a throat .
 I  looked around the room. The patients were nearly indist inguishable 
to me. The subtle diɱerences in hairstyle, the shape of an ear or thick-
ness of the lips were swallowed up in the shadow of death. They were all 
cloaked in a shroud of old age that  concealed their former appearance.
Kotoko went down one row and I  the other, checking the nametag 
t ied to the foot  of each bed.
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Kotoko let  out a quiet  exclamation when she found Johan. He was in 
the ¿ fth bed in the row on the south side of the ward, rest ing quiet ly like 
the other patients. H is blond hair had been reduced to thin fuzz, leaving 
a scalp crusted with scabs. The eyes that  had looked like caramels were 
hidden now under wrinkled lids.
We sat  down on the stools and watched over him for a while. H is 
blanket  and pillow were clean and the Àoor around the bed was spotless. 
Sunlight shone through the window, illuminating every corner of the ward, 
and a light  breeze blew from time to t ime. The poppies and daisies and 
violets in the beds outside looked fresh and alive, and bees Àew among 
the petals gathering nectar. A resident  of the nursing home walked slowly 
across the courtyard leaning on a cane. 
‘W hy don’t  you try talking to him?’ I  said.
‘But …’ Kotoko hesitated, ¿ ddling with the strap on her bag. ‘It  would 
be a shame to wake him.’
‘I  doubt he’d be angry. It’s the ¿ rst  t ime you’ve seen each other in 
forty-¿ ve years. He may just be resting.’
‘I  suppose you’re right .’ She cleared her throat a couple of t imes and 
then murmured his name. ‘Johan.’ 
There was no response.
‘You have to be louder than that,’ I  told her. ‘He’s an old man.’
‘I  know. I ’ll try again.’
This t ime her voice was a bit  more assert ive, but it  did nothing to 
disturb his deep sleep.
‘W hy don’t  you try kissing him?’
‘I  couldn’t possibly!’ she said, Àinching.
‘He’s Austrian,’ I  told her. ‘That’s how they greet each other. Besides, 
you must  have kissed him when he was your boyfriend.’
‘Well, I  suppose, but that was a long t ime ago …’ Her eyes never left  
her lap.
‘If you don’t  let  him know you’re here, what’s the point  of having spent  
the money to come all this way?’
‘I  know, but  …’
Perhaps because the bed was made for tall Europeans, Kotoko was 
forced to stand on the t ips of her toes in order to reach Johan. Bracing 
her left  hand on the pillow and her right close to his head, she stretched 
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even further over the bed. Her breasts pressed into the railing, her calves 
trembled, but st ill she seemed uncertain. For his part , Johan remained 
oblivious to what was about to occur.
Finally making up her mind, she put  her lips against  his cheek – and 
though her posture was too painfully awkward to conjure up a long-lost 
romance, a kiss was, indeed, a kiss. A trace of her lipst ick was visible on 
Johan’s sunken cheek as proof.
She took a damp t issue out of her bag and wiped away the lipstick; 
turning the t issue over, she cleaned his mouth and around his eyes. Then, 
for the longest  t ime, she sat  next  to him, folding and unfolding the t issue, 
as if reluctant  to throw it  away.
At noon, she t reated me to lunch at  the nursing home cafeteria, no doubt 
feeling that  the change from the t ram t icket  was insuɷ cient  compensat ion. 
‘Now that  I ’ve found Johan at  last , I ’m starved,’ she said. She ate a 
piece of boiled beef with a large portion of mashed potatoes, and, st ill not  
satis¿ ed, had two helpings of ice cream for dessert .
‘W hy do you suppose he put  your name on the list?’ I  asked her. ‘After 
all, he hadn’t  heard from you in forty-¿ ve years.’
‘Maybe he came across some old document with the address of the 
ham factory when he was packing and gett ing ready to move to the nursing 
home,’ Kotoko answered, seeming strangely calm.
‘Do you think he wants to ask for forgiveness?’
‘I  suppose he would have felt  rather guilty.’
‘After he left , did you go on wait ing for him to come back for a long 
t ime?’
‘For years,’ she said. ‘W hen no word came, I  told myself all sorts of 
stories – his parents had locked him in the tower of their castle to keep 
him from me or he’d been in an automobile accident and had amnesia – 
but  they were just  stories.’
‘You should have come to Vienna back then and forced the issue.’
‘I  could never have done something like that. Instead, I  just  stuɱed 
myself with the new ham he’d taught us to make. But it  never sold well and 
we stopped producing it  soon afterward.’ She ladled the melted ice cream 
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from the bottom of the bowl and slurped it  noisily from the spoon.
‘He wasn’t  like that  when I  knew him,’ she said, staring into the empty 
bowl.
‘Of course not ,’ I  said.
‘He was stylish, very elegant , but  with powerful arms – bigger than our 
hams – that could sweep me up as though I  was light  as a feather.’
The cafeteria was empty, perhaps because it  was gett ing late. The 
tables were covered with white tablecloths and each one had a small vase 
with a single Àower – apparently picked from the Àowerbeds in the garden. 
Some of the residents were playing chess in the sunroom that connected 
to the cafeteria on the south side.
‘In any case,’ she said, ‘I  was happy just  knowing that someone in 
a far-oɱ place might be thinking about me, if only for a moment. That 
thought was a comfort on sleepless nights. I  would picture that distant  
land and fall peacefully to sleep.’
She pressed her napkin to her mouth. Her lipstick was gone now.
‘Here,’ she said, sliding her hand across the table. ‘Tomorrow’s tram 
fare.’ Another ¿ fty-schilling note with a wrinkled picture of Freud.
In the end, I  went with Kotoko to the nursing home the next  day and the 
day after that . I  never visited the Kunsthistorishches Museum or toured 
the Schönbrunn Palace or rode the lit t le t rain in the Prater Park. I  went 
nowhere at  all but  the nursing home. And all the while, Johan’s condit ion 
seemed to deteriorate. But Kotoko sat quiet ly on the stool by his bed, 
slowly blending into the atmosphere of the sick room – as though she had 
been there all along.
Every so often I  would go out to get some fresh air in the garden. 
Walking along in front  of the terrace, I  would look at the Àowerbeds and 
then sit  for a moment on the edge of the fountain. Sometimes I  would 
even venture into the woods and linger for a long while, fascinated by the 
sunlight  ¿ ltering through the trees. No one ever stopped to speak to me 
on these outings, and the elderly residents kept their eyes on the ground 
ahead of them as they walked. W hen I  got  back to the ward, Kotoko was 
where I  had left  her, with no sign that  she had moved a muscle.
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Every half hour or so, she would tap me on the shoulder. ‘Is he st ill 
breathing?’ 
In response, I  would put  my cheek close to his mouth to feel the faint 
puɱ of breath and listen for the quiet  gurgling deep in his throat .
‘Yes, st ill breathing,’ I  would tell her, but she continued to study him 
with a dubious look on her face. She could easily have allayed her fears by 
checking for herself, but  she apparently lacked the courage to do so, and a 
few minutes later the tap on my shoulder would come again.
Each time he made a sound – a burp or a cough or some other indeter-
minate noise – or when his eyes seemed to move about under the lids, we 
would start  and lean forward over the bed. Then it  was necessary to check 
whether he was breathing all over again. And at  some point  in all this, it  
occurred to me that  we were actually wait ing for him to die.
W hen his hand pushed out  from under the blanket , Kotoko would ever 
so warily take hold of his ¿ ngers. She would stroke his hair or straighten 
the collar of his pyjamas or moisten his lips with a piece of damp gauze. 
But she did all this with the greatest  ret icence, as though to announce by 
her manner that  she had no right to do so and would instantly ret ire when 
some more appropriate person appeared to care for him.
Johan breathed his last  on the afternoon of the day before we were due 
to leave Vienna. I  have no idea what became of the other people who had 
been on his list , but  the fact  was that  Kotoko and I  were the only ones 
there at  the end. 
No doubt because the staɱ was so accustomed to the work, every-
thing happened with amazing speed and eɷ ciency. Once the doctor had 
con¿ rmed that there was no pulse, each player performed his part seam-
lessly. We stood aside and watched as they cleaned the body and then took 
it  away to the chapel. Then a diɱerent attendant put clean sheets on the bed.
Several of the residents came to oɱer their condolences. They were 
warm and kind. Some of them wept as they praised the deceased and urged 
us to be brave. They embraced us, Kotoko ¿ rst  and then me. Though we 
were unable to understand a single word they said, their sympathy was 
abundantly clear.
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As I  stood enfolded by those old arms, feeling old hands on my back, 
the sadness slowly began to spread through me as well. Though I  had no 
connection to the dead man and had never exchanged a single word with 
him, I  could sense the pain that  all those present  were feeling. It  bathed 
me like the waters from a chilly spring.
I  took Kotoko’s hand. The name of our hotel that I  had written on her 
palm had faded and would soon vanish altogether. 
W hen everything in the ward had been cleared away, the only 
remaining trace of Johan was the plate with his name at tached to the foot  
of the bed. The new sheets were smooth, and any lingering body heat  in 
the mattress had dissipated. A fresh, carefully Àuɱed pillow had replaced 
the old one.
The nameplate swung gently back and forth, though the air was still. I  
took hold of it  – a simple label encased in plast ic. 
Joshua it  read.
‘Joshua,’ I  said aloud. ‘That wasn’t Johan, Kotoko. That was Joshua.’
Kotoko’s mouth fell open and she blinked several t imes. She took the 
nametag from me and turned it  over in her hands, rubbed it  with her 
¿ ngers. But that didn’t  change the fact  that  Johan was Joshua.
‘But what are we going to do?’ she said, breathing a quiet sigh.
‘There’s no need to do anything,’ I  said.
‘And to think I  even kissed him …’
‘Don’t give it  another thought. You did exactly the right  thing.’
‘But …’
‘Everyone needs someone to be with him at the end, no matter what 
his name is. You were simply being that someone.’
I  glanced at the nametag on the neighbouring bed.
Johan.
There he was – as feeble as Joshua had been, with very lit t le to distin-
guish them. Except that  he was still alive. He was sleeping, the pupils like 
caramels concealed beneath nearly transparent  eyelids. We stood looking 
back and forth between the real Johan and the empty bed, and then we 
pressed our palms together and said a prayer for Joshua who was now so 
very far away.
Gina Apostol

18. T he in solu ble p uzzle at  t he hear t  of t he labyr in t h  is n ot  M agsalin’s t o bem oan
For the mystery writer, it  is not  enough to mourn the dead. One must 
also study the exit  wounds, invite the coroner to tea, cloud the mind with 
ulterior motives, typically in triplicate. In addition, pay credit  card bills 
for the grieving, if such bills are extant . 
The translator and mystery writer Magsalin has undertaken (yes, no, 
pun) some of the above duties at  previous incidents; but  the insoluble 
puzzle at  the heart  of the labyrinth, the Icarian cry, is not  hers to bemoan. 
That is up to the dead man’s kin, who are, fortunately or not, also dead. 
It  is said, for instance, that  the writer Georges Perec’s mother died in 
Auschwitz, his father of shrapnel wounds before the war even started. The 
writer Georges Perec had a wife. She is a widow. Her heart  must be broken. 
(Magsalin cannot do that  for her.)
For the mystery writer, there are the sheaves of paper, the umbrellas 
from James Smith and Sons (owned by the wife, shipped from Bloomsbury 
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in London), the clippings of newsprint  events of general interest , such as 
the Tunis-Marseille ship schedule, lottery numbers, and election results 
for mayor of the commune Ivry-Sur-Seine, 1979 (the winner is a commu-
nist). For the mystery writer, everything could be a clue, and a word has 
at  least  two meanings, both of them correct . And it  is not  right  to jump 
to conclusions, especially when it  becomes apparent  that  one’s sorrow is 
misplaced, in this case. 
First , the writer has been dead for some t ime. Second, she has read 
only two of his novels. Third, he does not  ¿ gure at  all, except  as premoni-
tory prompt, a standby ghost , in this story of disappearance Magsalin is 
about to foretell as she slips a horde of facts into her handbag (leather, from 
Cleo and Patek, aubergine with olive handles, always admired by salesla-
dies): the writer’s income tax returns, dental appointment cards, ship-
ping receipts from James Smith and Sons Umbrella Shop of Bloomsbury, 
London, photographs bought from the Library of Congress, 31/2 x 7 note 
cards that  slip out from envelopes, a stash of library books the writer 
thought he would have time to return.
19 . E ver yt h in g in  t he wor ld  is dou bled
In Las Vegas in 1969, everything in the world is doubled – the chande-
liers, the plush of the blackjack tables, the old women (in furs and mohair 
caps with rhinestone hatpins) swinging their sequin purses, the sheen of 
noiseless slot machines. Virginie is staring at  an old woman clutching an 
empty pail in her hand, the name The Sands somewhat erased in a winding 
circle around the pail’s dull tub. She stares because she and the woman are 
wearing the same Schreiner brooch: a pink rose. It  is a coincidence. The 
woman’s mouth opens in silent despair. But the only sound Virginie hears 
is the scratch of Luca’s pen (it  is a 1940s Esterbrook, a miniature in pale 
green, one of hers). Her husband is so young. This fact  touches Virginie, 
though she is six years younger than Luca. Virginie’s diplopia has the odd 
advantage of centring her focus only on the sound of Luca’s writ ing. She 
sees double but  hears nothing but scratch. Scratch scratch scratch scratch.
4. C h iar a B r asi’s t r ip
Chiara Brasi aɷ rms to Magsalin that  she is the daughter of the director 
of The Unintended. 
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Magsalin confesses she saw the ¿ lm several t imes in her teens. 
At one point , memorably, she recalls watching it  frame by frame 
in a muggy class along Katipunan Avenue, a course called Locations/
Dislocations, about the phantasmal voids in Vietnam War movies shot 
in equally blighted areas that  are not  Vietnam. The disturbing web of 
contorted allusions, hidden historiographic anxiety, polit ical ironies, and 
astounding art  direction resident in a single frame, for instance, of a 
¿ ssured bridge in the Philippines, in real life dynamited by the Japanese in 
1943 and st ill unrepaired in 1976, and rebuilt  speci¿ cally and re-exploded 
spectacularly in the ¿ lm’s faux-napalm scene against a mystic prist ine river 
actually already polluted by local dynamite ¿ shers – the movie, for what-
ever reason, kept  putting Magsalin to sleep, though she omits that  detail 
before the ¿ lmmaker’s daughter. 
There was something both engrossing and pathetic about it , about 
reconstructing the trauma of whole countries through a movie’s illusive 
palimpsest, and what was most disturbing, of course, was that, on one level, 
the professor’s point was undeniably true, our identities are irremediably 
mediated, but that did not mean Magsalin had to keep thinking about it . 
Chiara seems unconcerned, however, by the scholarly implications of 
her father’s cult  classic; at  least  she seems unburdened. She nods absently 
at  Magsalin’s squinting recall, as if she, Chiara, has heard it  all before, as 
if she needs another Adderall. W hat she really needs, Chiara says, almost 
upsetting Magsalin’s cup of chai, is someone to accompany her on a trip.
‘W here to?’ asks Magsalin.
‘I  need to get to Samar.’
20. W hy Sam ar ?
Luca pours out  his dreams to her, and Virginie always restrains her own, 
as if hers should be checked so his can run free, though no one has estab-
lished the rules. She knows it  will be no honeymoon because he is st ill 
in the throes of thinking, a terrible condit ion, the way he renews his 
acquaintance with his demented plots: an epic about Rotarians; a love 
story involving Gus, the famous dying polar bear of Central Park Zoo (one 
of his weird obsessions); a musical about dwarves in space (a physicist’s 
dream); an Italian soccer fantasy ¿ lm with himself in a cameo, of course, 
as a deaf-mute goalie; a murder mystery set  in Vietnam but in fact about 
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pyromaniac grief, gruesome and disconsolate; an adaptat ion of Tale of Genji 
in a World War I I  Japanese internment camp (also a musical). He always 
has a jungle of ideas from which he zooms into his desire – his obdurate 
cathexis: the four-leaf clover she has missed. It  is admirable how his desire 
just  cuts through the brush, when Virginie can barely ¿ gure out which pin 
to wear: the pink Schreiner rose, one of her fabulous fakes, or her mother’s 
choice, an antique pearl in an abstract  coil.
The Colt  .45 was invented to kill the Filipino juramentados, violent 
insurgents out of their minds, during the Philippine-American war. That 
much she is told. She has learned more than anyone will ever need to know 
about the Philippine-American war in the years she has been married to 
Luca. The genealogy of the genocidal Krag-Jørgenson riÀe (Sweden, 1896), 
ignoble prop of a dirty war; the melancholy artistry of bamboo snares 
(Samar, 1899), useless prop of a hopeless war; the advent of stereoscopic 
photography (Underwood and Underwood Photographic Company, 1900), 
propaganda tool for the imperial wretchedness of this war. Luca keeps the 
gun on his desk as he researches, poring over maps he has ordered from the 
Library of Congress. As he shows her the trail they could take, using the 
gun to make his point, from the infernal streams of Samar’s interior to the 
mountain passes above the Caves of Sohoton, she wonders if her husband 
has imbibed it , the spirit  of his juramentados. Still, she knows she will go.
Virginie, too, has a sense of the wild, though it  is not  apparent  in her 
out¿ ts. She is dressed in brocade and gold. She glit ters like a sun¿ sh. She 
wears the metallics and embroidered dresses that  she wore in the days 
she had ¿ rst  met him. Her mother, Chaya Sophia Chazanov of Sosnitza 
along the Dnieper, Cassandra Chase to immigration authorit ies, and now 
Madame Rubinson of Rubinson Fur Emporium on Park Avenue, had 
always favoured old-world props, lace and lamé. Madame Rubinson was 
a former set designer who, not  quite by intention, married rich. It  was 
Virginie’s secret  that  she bore a sense of trauma that  the world around her 
mocked – she was cosseted from birth, showered with toys after all; but 
she has this subliminal perception of a wound without root  or reason, that 
not  even she can see. 
She had gone to the zoo that day in one of those bouts of ennui that  
took teenage girls like her, who had an excess of wit  and indolence, into 
parts of the city that enthralled children and manic-depressives. It  was 
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September, 1958. She lived only a few blocks from the animals, the hippos 
and the polar bears and the penguins, but she had never seen them up close. 
It  was not proper, said her aunts, to do things in solitude: the devil is on 
the lookout for lonely minds. And zoos were for the vulgar. Every day after 
school, passing the zoo as a child, she would hear the chime of its hours, 
tinkling in a sunlit , dying fall, like the charmed suspiration of the endless 
tedium that lay ahead of her. That day, playing hooky, she found herself next  
to the sea lion tamer, studying as if magnetised the sleight of hand with 
which he fed the animals their mid-day, gleaming ¿ sh. The act’s doubleness 
enthralled Virginie – the way she believed absolutely in the spectacle of 
beastly aɱection, at  the same time that she saw the bait that fed it .
She needed to go out  more.
In this way, she failed to see the ¿ lmmaker catching her ¿ gure, out of 
place in her sequined out¿ t  and spotted leopard coat from Rubinson Fur 
Emporium. She had intruded onto his picture, but  it  was semi-neorealist  
anyway (i.e., done on the cheap). He was ¿ lming his pro-animal master-
piece, tentat ively called Maniac in the Ark, about an insane killer who turns 
out to be a zookeeper (of course) who wreaks mayhem to extort  funds 
from the Mayor of New York to ¿ nd a cure for his great  love (Gus the 
Polar Bear, of course). No distributor bought it , yet  Luca st ill thinks of 
the plot  fondly. Luca caught her like this, a truant  in his mise-en-scène of 
dubious enchantment, and when he asked her to sign away her right to 
privacy, asking also for her phone number, she did not see the symbolism 
– the tamer at  play with a hungry beast. She took his bait .
The life of a ¿ lmmaker is one of scraps of plots sandwiched between 
the lack of means to ful¿ l them. The life of a woman in the ¿ ft ies is one of 
scraps of plots sandwiched between the lack of means to ful¿ l them. It  is 
hard for Virginie to grasp that  she has agency, just  as in those old ¿ lms of 
femmes fatales dying in grisly circumstances (Garbo in Camille, or Garbo 
in any other role), the viewer starts shouting at  the doomed woman who 
fails to grasp that  she has agency – don’t fall for that  lousy count, you 
nincompoop! – and so she dies of consumption or jumps in front of that 
speeding train anyway. Eloping with a bearded artiste she meets at  the zoo 
does not strike Virginie as a cinematic cliché. It  seems like freedom. In 
the dark of the screening room, she watches the shreds and patches of 
the scene he has ¿ lmed. She clutches his hand in the scene of murder in 
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the Arctic cages, as the killer raises his bloody axe. She screams. He tells 
her – look, it  is just  sleight of hand. All of your terror lies in the cut . No 
penguins were harmed in the ¿ lming of this movie. She does not  look. But 
she keeps watching him rolling his ¿ lm, feeding his gleaming reel. 
He stops and starts and cuts and discards, including her scene with the 
sea lions (he says the metaphor is sublime but  the lighting is not). And the 
power of that – the certainty of his director’s vision – gives her invidia: a 
disease of empathy. It’s that  envy of the artist  that  arises in certain readers: 
a visceral connivance with his dreams matched only by the desire to kill 
him for ful¿ lling them.
21. B efor e t he weep in g an d  t he cu r sin g and  t he t an t r u m s
Virginie’s ¿ rst  t rip with Luca to Las Vegas is that  date in 1969. They are 
still childless. She hates leaving Manhattan but wishes to appreciate her 
husband’s way of life. Luca prefers the Grand but she chooses the H ilton. 
There are lines of women in beehives and stilet tos. It  distresses and pleases 
her, to see herself as if in a mirror, to see so many women looking like her, 
all in a line to see a show. The rows of women give Virginie this rush, this 
thrill that comes over her in discordant  places. The fact is, she is scared of 
crowds. She hides behind her husband’s new fame, his monstrous vitality; 
in the photographs, she always strikes this sub-alar pose, like a puɷ n cub 
taking cover. She hates going to premieres. She discovers too late that  she 
hates the movies, a detail that  amuses her husband: the visual eɱects strain 
her nerves. She cannot help it . She imagines, as the train rushes straight  at  
her, that  she will fall with the hero into the abyss. 
This neurological defect in Virginie draws her husband to her. Her 
sense that  fantasy is never an illusion and that the purpose of art  is 
hypnosis, a form of body snatching, arouses in Luca both tenderness and 
calculat ion. She is the ideal viewer for whom he makes his thrillers, but  
that does not  mit igate the convenience of marrying a reliable investor. 
It  might be fun to see the shows, she says on the spur of the moment. 
Sure, Luca says, why not. Grist  for the mill. Luca can write anywhere. But 
truth be told, he prefers the casinos. By the baccarat  tables, he likes to 
spread out  his 3 x 7 note cards, ruled. Security and waiters leave him alone. 
They are used to oddballs with money. He ponders a sequence then he 
shuɹ es, inserts a note card into a middle set , moves a top card to the 
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second column, recording his rearrangements on a yellow legal pad, ruled. 
He’s an orderly man and scratches his recon¿ gurations of the plot  in a neat 
list  of rejumbled numbers with corresponding new scenes. The arranging 
of movie scenes via numbered index cards is like playing solitaire with a 
set  of laws that  he is inventing. He is improvising, second-guessing. He 
can see the scenes coming together then he doesn’t . The end is always 
elusive. H is wife taps him on the shoulder.
I  got  the t ickets, she says.
14. T he dossier  M agsalin  r eceives
The sheets of paper Chiara Brasi had oɱered to Magsalin look like a 
script. Are there also drawings? Magsalin shakes out  prints of Samar in 
1901, ordered from the Library of Congress Prints and Photographs (the 
receipts fall out , too, from the envelope): index-card size pictures against  
yellowed boards – of banana groves, dead bodies in grey trenches, GIs in 
dress fat igues gazing down as if in regret  at  a charred battleground. 
Each of the pictures is oddly doubled. Each index card is a set  of thick, 
twinned prints, each identical print  pasted, side-by-side, on stiɱ panels. 
All are roughly postcard-size.
Magsalin is familiar with the doubled photos, and they strike her cold.
They are late nineteenth-century pairs of stereo cards.
You look closely at  the odd, twin pictures as if presented with one 
of those optical illusions that  should come with a caption, Find What’s 
Missing! But there is nothing missing to ¿ nd: the two pictures on each 
stereo card are identical.
On the Smithsonian website, www.loc.gov, search ‘Philippine insurrec-
tion,’ and you come across them. Archived stereo pairs from the years 1899 
to 1913, the bleak years of US imperial aggression before the surrender of 
the last  Filipino forces to American occupation. You may as well just  copy 
and paste the gist . Soldiers wading across a shallow river; advancing through 
open country, et cetera. A group of men with crates of food on the beach, et cetera. A 
burned section of Manila. The burned palace of Aguinaldo. FireÀghting measures. 
Artillery. Ducks swimming. Children wading. Soldier burying a dead ‘insurgent.’ 
Soldier showing oɲ  the barrel of his Colt .45. Et cetera.
Et  cetera. A history in ellipses, too repetit ive to know. Not to mention 
the words in quotes and not. ‘Insurgents’ are in quotes. Insurrection is 
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not. H istory is not fully annotated or adequately contemplated in online 
archives. This troubles translators, scholars, and passing memorabilia 
seekers looking for cheap thrills. 
The puzzling duplicat ion becomes mere trope. Photographic captions 
rebuke losers and winners alike. ‘Soldiers,’ for instance, refer only to white 
males. ‘Burned’ does not  suggest  who has done the burning. ‘Fire¿ ghting 
measures’ is a generous term, given the circumstances. 
Magsalin looks with impatience at  the familiar photos among Chiara 
Brasi’s papers falling from the Manila envelope.
The passivity of a photographic record might be relieved only by the 
viewer the photographs produce. And even then, not  all types of viewers 
are ideal. Photographs of a captured country shot  through the lens of the 
captor possess layers of ambiguity too confusing to grasp:
there is the eye of the vict im, the captured,
who may in turn be belligerent , bystander, blameless, blamed – at  the 
very least  here, too, there are subtle shifts in pathetic balance;
there is the eye of the colonised viewing their captured history in 
the distance created by t ime;
there is the eye of the captor, the soldier, who has just  wounded the 
captured;
there is the eye of the captor, in capital let ters: the Coloniser who 
has captured history’s lens;
there is the eye of the cit izens (belligerent , bystander, blame-
less, blamed) whose history has colonised the captured in the 
distance created by t ime;
and there is the eye of the actual photographer: the one who 
captured the captured and the captors in his camera’s lens – 
what the hell was he thinking?
15. T he p hot ogr apher  at  t he hear t  of t he scr ip t
The photographer at  the heart  of the script is a woman. The infamous 
photographer of the Philippine-American war abandoned a restric-
t ive, Henry James-type Washington Square existence (similar to Chiara’s 
own, except  with more Chantilly lace) to become a bold witness of the 
turn of her century. She is a disturbing beauty with a touching look that 
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her otherwise embarrassingly pampered life fails to obscure. Her name, 
whether classical allusion or personal cryptogram is still forthcoming – 
Chiara has not  yet made up her mind. 
Venus, or Verushka, or Virginia.
It  is 1901.
She is not  alone. The great  American commercial photographer, 
Frances Benjamin Johnson, has already scooped the men of her day with 
her photos of Admiral George Dewey lounging on his bat t leship Olympia, 
docked in Amsterdam. Months before, the Olympia had ¿ red salvos at  
Spain’s pathet ic ships on Manila Bay, thus claiming the new century for 
America. Frances Benjamin Johnson’s photographs of arrest ing domest icity 
on a bat t leship are celebrated in Ladies’ Home Journal and Cosmopolitan – 
Dewey with his lazy dog Bob, sailors dancing cheek to cheek on deck like 
foretold Jerome Robbins extras, prist ine soldiers in dress whites on pris-
t ine white hammocks, and the admiral looking at  photographs of himself, 
with the Victorian photographer in white Chantilly lace by his side.
It is easy to imagine Chiara Brasi reading Joseph Schott’s book, The 
Ordeal of Samar, stumbling upon the idea of the photographer on the scene 
of the atrocities in the Philippines, in Samar. It is the photographer’s lens, 
after all, that astounds the courtroom in the four courts-martial that trou-
bled America in 1902: the trial of General Jacob ‘Howling Wilderness’ Smith; 
of his lieutenant, the daring Marine, Augustus Littleton ‘Tony’ Waller; of 
the passionate and vocal witness, Sergeant John Day; and of the water-cure 
innovator, Major Edwin Glenn (the rest of the Americans of Samar went 
untried). America is riveted to the scandal, as pictures of the dead in Samar 
are described in smuggled letters to the New York Herald and the SpringÀeld 
Republican. Propriety bans the pictures’ publication, but damage is done.
The pictures have no captions, but Chiara makes an eɱort : Women 
cradling their naked children at their breasts. A woman’s thighs spread open on 
cogon grass. A dead child sprawled in the middle of a road. A naked body with 
blasted head, sprayed against a bamboo fence. The congressional hearings on 
the aɱairs of the Philippine islands, organised in January 1902 in the after-
math of the scandal, hold a moment of silence on seeing the photographs.
True, the photographer’s fame is split . 
Senator Albert  J Beveridge, Republican of Indiana, calls the photog-
rapher a traitor to her class. Senator George Frisbie Hoar, Republican of 
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Massachusetts, nemesis of William McKinley, calls her a hero of her t ime. 
Senator Hoar famously accuses his own party’s president  in the after-
math of the Samar trials: ‘You have devastated provinces. You have slain 
uncounted thousands of the people you desire to bene¿ t. You have estab-
lished re-concentrat ion camps. Your generals are coming home from their 
harvest  bringing sheaves with them, in the shape of other thousands of 
sick and wounded and insane to drag out miserable lives, wrecked in body 
and mind. You make the American Àag in the eyes of a numerous people 
the emblem of sacrilege in Christ ian churches, and of the burning of 
human dwellings, and of the horror of the water torture.’
Save for a few clauses of wishful thinking, his words were dudgeon enough:
‘Your practical statesmanship has succeeded in convert ing a people 
who three years ago were ready to kiss the hem of the garment of the 
American and to welcome him as a liberator, who thronged after your men 
when they landed on those islands with benediction and grat itude, into 
sullen and irreconcilable enemies, possessed of a hatred which centuries 
can not eradicate.’
True that . Though the ¿ nal point  lasts only until 1944, when all will 
be forgotten.
 It  is easy for a reader to overlay this historical calamity with others, 
in which the notion of arriving as liberators turns out a delusion, or a lie.
And it  is easy for Chiara to overlay montages of her own childhood 
with the heroine’s: the baby among maids brought out  for display at  lunch 
part ies on Fifth Avenue; the birthday girl whose abundance of presents 
includes her mother’s monsoon weeping; objects of her desire in silent  
parade – rosewood stereographs and magic lanterns and praxinoscopes 
and stereo pairs from the photographic company with the aptly doubled 
name, Underwood & Underwood – her souvenir snapshots from hotels 
around the world – and an antique set  of collect ible prints captioned 
‘nature scenes’: Mount Rushmore, waterfalls, black children, cock¿ ghts. 
Her own aristocrat ic world can be seen as an easy stand-in, but  in 
sepia wash. The movie’s white-petticoated protagonist  clutches the old 
Brownie camera that st ill remains Chiara’s prized possession, given to her 
by her father Luca, her fourth birthday gift , in Manila. 
The script , as Magsalin reads on, creates that vexing sense of vert igo 
in stories within stories within stories that  begin too abruptly, in medias res. 
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The photographer’s presence in Samar is a quandary for the military 
oɷ cers. The enterprise of the Americans on the islands is so precarious, 
perilous and uncertain, that  the burden of the traveller’s arrival in wind-
driven bancas, rowed by two opportunists, a pair of local teenagers who 
hand oɱ Virginia Chase’s trunks to the porters with an exaggerated avidity 
that means she has overpaid them, gives the captain in Balangiga a premo-
nition of the inadequacy of his new let ters of command. 
W ho has jurisdict ion in Samar if a mere slip of a woman in a billowing 
silk gown completely inappropriate to the weather and her situation Àouts 
the general’s orders in Tacloban and manages the journey across the strait  
and down the river anyway on her own steam, with her diplopia and diplo-
matic seals intact , a spiral of lace in her wake, a wavering tassel of white, 
complete with trunks full of cameras, and Zeiss lenses, and glass plates for 
her demoniacal, duplicat ing photographic prints?
13. T he T hr illa in  M an ila
‘O K,’ says Magsalin, taking the envelope. ‘I ’ll see what I  can do. I  know a 
few people who can help you.’
‘Thank you,’ Chiara says, in that shy, nasal voice that  is so annoying. 
‘How do you get  out of here?’
‘Just follow the signs. There are detours for the exits. They’re reno-
vating, you know.’
‘Are you leaving, too?’
Magsalin thinks she will take her up on it , on the forlorn implication 
in Chiara’s lit t le-girl voice that  she would like some company, that  she is 
scared of Manila and her impulsive clueless spiritual adventure to follow 
the path of her lost  and problematic father and get  to Samar – a Freudian 
notion of travel only people as rich and thoughtless as Chiara suddenly 
get in their heads and then stupidly follow through; and yes, Magsalin 
will lead her to the exit  and get her safely through the mall and then onto 
Roxas Boulevard (formerly Admiral Dewey) straight  down the length of 
the ancient Bay to The Manila Hotel.
‘I  want to take a spin around the mall,’ Magsalin says. ‘I ’ll hang around 
here a bit . So I ’ll see you tomorrow at  your hotel.’
The waitress oɱers the cheque. Chiara pays with a credit card. The waitress 
shakes her head. Magsalin takes out her non-Hermès bag and pays with cash. 
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‘Thanks,’ Chiara says.
‘No problem.’
‘My father saw that  ¿ ght , you know. Ringside. They used to watch all 
those shows in the States, in Las Vegas. Boxing. My mom preferred Elvis 
Presley.’
‘They saw Ali-Frazier in Manila in 1975?’
Magsalin is not  sure about the protocol, about when and how she can 
leave the ¿ lmmaker. Is she, Magsalin, the guest or is it  Chiara? 
‘Yeah. The Thrilla in Manila. At the t ime we lived nearby in – let’s see. 
I  have it  here in my notebook. Magallanes Village.’
‘That’s in Makati, not here in Quezon City.’
‘Oh. The Internet  was wrong.’
‘Figures.’
‘The Thrilla in Manila,’ Chiara repeats, and then she gets up, just  like 
that, leaving Magsalin and the pan de sal shop without any warning. 
Bitch.
Chiara is in the dark hallway, and Magsalin has to follow behind. The 
¿ lmmaker is blocking Magsalin’s exit  and gazing, as if mentally noting 
its pros and cons as a ¿ lm location, at  the boarded up spaces beyond 
Philippine Airlines, the scaɱolding that  might be a promised escalator or 
a remnant of someone’s change of mind. 
‘Muhammad Ali Mall. W hat an interest ing tribute.’
‘Ali Mall,’ Magsalin corrects, wondering if Chiara will ever budge from 
the door. ‘That’s what people call it . It’s name is Ali Mall. Yeah, it ’s dumb.’
‘Dumpy,’ Chiara turns to face her, smiling, but  not moving, ‘but  not 
dumb. I  think it’s sweet. I  like tributes. I ’ve read all the books about that 
¿ ght, you know. I  guess because I  see it  through the lens of my childhood. 
After my father ¿ nished The Unintended, you know, after Manila my parents 
separated. It  was not his choice. It  was my mother who ¿ led for divorce. I  
lived with my mom. We kept moving. All over the place. New York. The 
south of France. She could not stay in one place for too long. Memory 
suɱocated her, she said. She had dizzy spells. I  kept missing my father. I  
think she did, too. For a while, we lived in hotels. She hated remembering 
places. Hotels were her way of erasing memory, maybe. She has this thing 
– about embracing the present . One must embrace the present, Chiara – it is all 
we have! The last  t ime my mother, my father, and I  were all together was 
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in Manila. The Thrilla in Manila. I ’ve watched that match over and over 
again, you know. On DVD . Round 6. W hen Ali says to Frazier –’
‘They tol‘ me Joe Frazier was all washed up!’
‘And Frazier goes –’
‘They – told – you – wrong!’
‘Hah!’ Chiara claps her hands. ‘You do a mean Frazier.’
‘Thank you. Were you for Ali or Frazier?’ Magsalin asks.
‘I  love Muhammad Ali.’
‘Do you think he is real?’
‘More real than I ,’ says Chiara. ‘He’s The Greatest .’
Magsalin smiles. 
Just for that, Magsalin thinks, she’ll do whatever this spoiled brat says.
‘I  am sorry about your parents,’ Magsalin says.
‘De nada. It  is my life. W hen I  think of the world around me –,’ and 
Chiara’s gaze does not  wander, does not  look at the world around her, ‘how 
can I  complain?’
‘Myself, I  liked Frazier,’ says Magsalin.
‘Really? But why?’
‘Because he wasn’t really an ugly motherfucker. He was no gorilla. 
Except Ali, the director, made him up.’
22. At  t he hot el in  H on g Kon g, u nk n own  t o her  dau gh t er, Vir gin ie
At the hotel in Hong Kong, unknown to her daughter, Virginie sees visions. 
She is looking for ice. Down the hotel corridor she follows the curls of the 
carpet’s tracks neatly along its moult ing spirals – once, when she looks 
back, she is startled to see the snail-back humps of her former map disap-
pearing at  her glance. The carpet behind her has turned white, or fogged. 
It  must  be her dizziness (her vision is t roubling, but  she refuses to wear 
her glasses), a trick of her strained eyes. She shrugs the vanishing oɱ. As 
she turns and weaves along the serpentine trail of the carpet’s dragon-tail 
design, tottering along the amphisbaena spines in her insomniac st ilet tos 
(a woman who came of age in the ¿ ft ies, Virginie has never worn Àats: she 
grew up believing sneakers are a crime), Virginie follows the spiral toward 
the sign that  says I CE, in Mandarin and English. She sees the man in his 
glit tering suit , a spiral of lace in his wake, a wavering tassel of white, the 
singer in his fabulous garb, the one she had once seen in Las Vegas, so long 
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ago. Virginie experiences no shock because after all she is in the Orient , 
which has the curious eɱect of disorienting her. He is ¿ lling up a silver 
bucket . Behind him, she waits in line. 
16. C h iar a m eet s t he t r an slat or  in  P aco
Chiara in the taxi reads the email attachment from the translator. She 
barely registers Magsalin’s pleasantries, how nice it  was to meet!, etc. She 
reads online in the cursory way she was never taught at  school – in school 
she had to annotate, then look up words in the OED, then give a synopsis 
of her incomprehension. School drove her nuts. Slow reading is an art , her 
teachers kept saying, but their faith was no insurance against  her indif-
ference. School gave her migraines: she kept being told to expand on her 
thoughts when she had none that  merited expanding. Her brain seemed 
like a ball of hair in a bath drain, as miserably palpable as it  was inert . She 
dropped out without regret  to go on a drug trip occasionally punctuated 
by luxury tourism. The result  was her ¿ rst  movie, Stumbling into Slovenia, a 
study of melancholia and apathy that became an indie sensation, though 
in truth all she wanted was to portray a certain patch of light  on a beach 
in Ancona, against  the Adriat ic. 
She scrolls through the at tachment barely reading the words but  
taking in without question the insult  she is meant to feel – the normal way 
one reads on the internet. Temper tantrums are a hazard of fast  reading. 
She begins typing furiously on her iPad as the taxi careens. After all, Chiara 
has a right  to be angry, to be rude. The last  hours of rest  at  The Manila 
Hotel have not  erased her lightheaded feeling that  this city wants her dead.
Punctuation is an ongoing online dilemma. Tacky exclamation marks 
provide rudiments of et iquette Chiara forgoes. She also scorns emoticons, 
stand-alone uses of colons with single parentheses, and illiterate shortcuts, 
such as u for you. She is an internet  prig in a world of online junkies. It  is 
a black mark on her generation that  the mindless adoption of the signi¿ er 
lol, an insuɷ cient  proxy for the vagaries of the human voice, happened 
in her lifet ime. She never uses it . Even with friends, she fails to sign oɱ 
xoxoxo, as if her denial of trite, reciprocal aɱection were a mark of superi-
ority. She never considers the signs of courtesy she has omitted in her texts 
and is not bothered by the aɱection she fails to convey. 
She barely acknowledges the taxicab driver’s bow as he pockets her 
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t ip. Her presence at  midnight  at  the front  door of Magsalin’s home in 
the Paco district  has the same substance as her online tone: unapologetic, 
admitt ing only of intentions relevant  to herself. 
If Chiara were not so t iny, wide-eyed, looking a bit  t roubled in her 
skewed, though st ill faint ly perfumed tank top (you see, the maid catches 
Chiara’s naked expression of distress despite the arrogant blue eyes’ barely 
glancing at  her, the servant , who could shut the door on her face), the late-
comer would never have been welcomed into the Magsalin home – that  
is, the home of the three bachelor uncles from Magsalin’s maternal line: 
Nemesio, Exequiel, and Ambrosio, drunkards all. 
Midnight  in Manila is no comfort  for strangers. Servants in this 
section of Manila are just ly wary of late-night  knocks on the door. Corrupt  
barangay chairmen harass them for tong, doleful bandits pretend to be 
someone’s long-lost  nephew, serial drunks keep mistaking the same dark, 
shuttered home for their own. Chiara does not  notice at  ¿ rst  that  the 
address Magsalin had scribbled on the napkin from the bake shop in Ali 
Mall is a haunted avenue in much too leafy, cobblestoned disrepair, full of 
deciduous shadows, aging tenements of purposeless nostalgia amid wild, 
howling cats, and the occult  strains, somehow, of stupid disco music.
Chiara registers that  the location has a disjoint  familiarity, like a 
¿ lm set  in which she has carefully restored elements of a childhood by 
dispatching minions to gather her recollect ions, so that  her memory 
becomes oddly replete, though only reconstructed through the inspired 
empathy of others. Such is the communality of a ¿ lm’s endeavour that 
magic of this sort  never disconcerts Chiara. Life for Chiara has always 
been the imminent confabulat ion of her desires with the world’s potential 
to ful¿ l them. So while the street  and its sounds have an eerie sense of a 
past coming back to bite her, Chiara also dismisses the eerie feeling. She 
steps into the foyer of the old mahogany home without even a thank you 
to the maid, who against  her better judgment hurries away at  the direc-
tor’s bidding to fetch the person she demands, Magsalin.
‘I  did not  give you the manuscript  in order for you to revise it ,’ Chiara 
begins without introduction.
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‘Pleased to see you again, too,’ says Magsalin. She gestures Chiara to 
the rocking chair.
‘I ’m not here for pleasantries.’
‘You are in someone else’s home, Miss Brasi. My uncles, who are st ill 
awake and, I  am warning you, will soon be out  to meet  you and make you 
join the karaoke, would be disappointed if I  did not  treat you like a guest . 
Please sit .’
Not looking at  it , Chiara takes the ancient  rocking chair, the one 
called a butaka, made for birthing. It  creaks under her weight , but  Chiara 
does not seem to hear the sound eɱect , a non sequitur in the night .
Now Magsalin is towering over the director, whose small ¿ gure is 
swallowed up in the enormous length of the antique butaka.
‘I  did not  revise the manuscript ,’ begins Magsalin, knowing she must 
choose her words carefully, ‘I  presented a translation.’
‘I  did not  ask for a translation,’ says Chiara. ‘I  gave you the manuscript  
as a courtesy. It  is the least  I  can do for the help you will give me.’
‘I  have not  yet  oɱered that  help.’ 
‘But you will. You will get  me to Samar.’ 
‘Yes, that  is t rue. I  have decided to help you get  to Samar. But not  
without extracting my pound of Àesh.’
‘Co-authorship of my script?’ snorts Chiara. ‘That is unacceptable. 
You are only a reader, not  an accomplice.’
‘Permission to make of it  as I  wish, seeing as my perspective oɱers its 
own matter.’
‘And desires that  distort ,’ says Chiara.
‘Possibilit ies and corrections,’ murmurs Magsalin.
‘Misunderstandings and corruptions,’ retorts Chiara.
‘A mirror, perhaps,’ says Magsalin.
‘A double-crossing agent,’ snaps Chiara.
‘Yes. The existence of readers is your cross to bear.’
17. In  t he last  n ovel by Geor ges P er ec
In the last  novel by Georges Perec, a mystery of texts engenders the clues 
deciphering a murder of colonial proport ions; that is, a writer dies. He 
dies in a vaguely polit ical way, in the way in a colonised country only the 
polit ical seems to have consequence. Otherwise, deaths are too cheap 
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for witness. Does it  matter, Magsalin wonders, if one day a world-famous 
director disappears in a derelict , t ree-laden street  in the Paco district  of 
Manila, to the strains of Elvis Presley singing ‘Suspicious Minds’? 
And if anything happens to the protagonist , who would be to blame?
22. T he m on soon s of M an ila
The monsoons of Manila give Virginie a thrill. Frogs from the garden leap 
onto her soaking carpet  into the borrowed house’s Chinese vases. The 
rain traps her in the sala. Cat¿ sh swim toward her shoes. Her baby daugh-
ter’s Wellingtons come splashing down from the dusty ottoman while the 
feral cat , a castaway, casually invades the kitchen and observes. Virginie 
thinks a tadpole is t ickling her wet toes, but  she does not dare to look. 
The cat  Misay is completely dry, like the dark-skinned maid in the corner 
cutt ing up the cantaloupe with utter calm. She is staring at  Virginie’s legs. 
‘Ma’am,’ she says. An obscene dead cockroach, its genitalia splayed out 
for the world to see, is coming and going in waves, like an upturned boat 
with frail masts. Virginie looks down. She screams. The cat pounces. The 
baby claps, and the maid bustles about. The cat  almost  has the cockroach 
in its grasp, but  the maid swipes at  the cat, who runs oɱ, and she sweeps 
the dumb Àaccid bug easily into the dustbin, with a nonchalance that  her 
mistress’s embarrassment observes. It  is odd that  it  is so sunny outside, 
Virginie thinks, when for all she knows the world has turned upside down. 
It  is a sinking ship that  was once a home. Her toes are cold.
23. T he m odel for  t he svelt e  p hot ogr ap her
Virginie Brasi is a slim, disturbing beauty who, even in sleep upon a wicker 
butaka, cheeks checkered by abaca twine, or vigorously gardening in the 
tropics with her mouth open, red bandanna Àuttering against monsoon 
winds that make wild commas of her hair while she tends her wilt ing 
camote, has a touching look that  her otherwise embarrassingly pampered 
life fails to obscure. Maybe it  is her posture – always a bit  slouched, though 
not  quite awkward – that  makes her seem unaware of her power. She is 
inept  rather than thoughtless, therefore her whims are pardonable – those 
dashes across the ocean, for instance, on suspicion of her husband’s in¿ -
delity as he falls deeper into the abyss, the monstrosity of his enterprise 
in the jungles of the Philippines. Thrice she carried her baby, four-year-old 
THEUNINTENDED
Chiara, wrapped in an Igorot  blanket , onto a private, chartered plane. 
Chiara would ¿ nd herself all alone in a hotel suite in Hong Kong, staring 
at  the scarily erect  arrangement of three cattleya orchids triplicated in 
the eerie mirrors, with her small curly head in triple counterpoint  to the 
in¿ nite trinity of her father’s absence. 
Those midnight  migrations to grandiose and sterile rooms would 
haunt Chiara’s childhood, though now her memories are blurred, and her 
mother, emerging in a white bathrobe and oɱering her a guava, Chiara’s 
favourite fruit , taste acquired in the tropics, would look for all the world 
as if nothing were the matter, nothing mattered, though tomorrow she 
will cry herself to sleep in her daughter’s arms.
Virginie’s image in white bathrobe and silver heels haunts her daughter, 
though Virginie also looks vaguely and mistakenly like Gena Rowlands, or 
Mrs Robinson in The Graduate (an unfortunate, involuntary resemblance 
– but the cheap trick that  pop culture plays on her daughter happens to 
the best  of us). Virginie’s image burns in Chiara’s mind, a warning: her 
mother of the bedlam rests. She remembers her sleeping so deeply in that  
awkward rocking chair in Magallanes Village during that  t ime of her child-
hood, in Makati, not  Quezon City. If it  were not  for the occasional spasm 
of Virginie’s slim foot  dangling from the creaking butaka, the rocking 
chair made for birthing, for the optimism of creation – if it  were not  for 
that  occasional twitch of Virginie’s cold toes, lit t le Chiara imagines her 
mother dead.
1. T he st or y she wishes t o t ell
The story Magsalin wishes to tell is about loss. Any emblem will do: a dead 
Frenchman with an incomplete manuscript, an American obsessed with a 
Filipino war, a ¿ lmmaker’s disappearance, his wife’s sadness. This work is 
not only about writers who have slipped from this realm, their ideas in 
melancholy arrest, though their notebooks are t idy; later one might see 
the analogy to real-life grief, or at  least the pathos of inadequate homage, if 
one likes symbols. Of course the story will involve several layers of meaning. 
Chapter numbers will scramble, like letters in abandoned acrostics. Points 
of view will multiply. Allusions, dit to. There will be blood, a kidnapping, or 
a solution to a crime forgotten by history. That is, Magsalin hopes so. 
Kevin Barry

The old dog is t ied by a length of rope to a chain-link fence. Its hackles comb up a silent growl as I  approach through the edges of the small white town and its eyes burn a high yellow like witch hazel oddly 
vivid in such a skinny and unkempt old dog. A dog that  has known some 
weather, I ’d say. There are no people anywhere to be seen – I  am in the last  
slow mile after dusk and my calves are singing. There is a café up ahead 
but  it  is shuttered and dark. I  have walked for many hours and in fact for 
almost  ¿ fteen years now. The dog eases into itself again as I  come nearer 
and its Àanks relax to this softer breathing and I  crouch on my own hind 
legs by its side to converse for a while among the lights of our eyes. 
It’s as if I ’ve known you for a long t ime, she says. 
But when I  lay my hand to her there is a shiver of nerves again as if she 
has known the cruelt ies, too. The town is not  entirely quiet. Somewhere 
t innily bleating behind shutters there is the sound of a soccer game on 
the radio or T V. I  used to be afraid of the dogs but they got  used to me. 
Ever the more so as I  walk I  take on the colours and feelings of the places 
through which I  walk and I  am no longer a surprise to these places. My 
once reddish hair has turned a kind of old-man’s green tinge with the years 
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and this is more of it . W hat the rami¿ cations have been for my stomach 
you’re as well not  hearing. I  have very lit t le of the language, even after all 
this t ime but the solution to this is straightforward – I  don’t  talk to people. 
This arrangement I  have found sat isfactory enough, as does the rest  of 
humanity, apparently, or what’s to be met of it  on the clear blue morn-
ings, on the endless afternoons. We are coming out  of a very cold winter 
in Extremadura which is a place of witches or at  least  of stories about 
witches. To be passing the nights, I  suppose. The dog has a good part  of an 
Alsatian in her and random bits of mutt and sheepdog and wolf probably 
and she tells me of a thin life and a harsh one in this cold-hearted, in this 
love-starved town. 
Go on? I  says.
The lamps above us catch now and buzz for a moment as their circuits 
warm and also to mark the sombre hour there is the hollow doom of the 
church bells – they lay it  on heavily enough around these places st ill. 
Footsteps as the bells fade out to echoes and there is a girl of about sixteen 
years of age and she does not see me at  all but mouths the words of a 
popular song, a song that  is current , I  believe it  is a Gaga, I  know it  well 
enough myself from the cafés and the concourses – all the years I  have 
doled out  in that  same old (it  seems to me) estación de autobuses that 
exists at  the edge of all these towns, I  use them not for the buses but for 
sleeping – and she moves swaying down the road in a cloud of distraction 
(if sleep is what you could call it !) and she hums as she goes and she is not 
a pret ty girl exactly but neither plain and what she has in truth is a very 
beautiful carriage – buenas tardes? She turns in surprise over the shoulder 
but there is not  a glimmer, really, she just  blinks and moves on, and the dog 
simpers and stretches; now there is the chug of a moto as it  t roubles its 
lungs to mount a rise in the road and a shutter is pulled inwards with a hard 
sharp creaking and the sound of the soccer game loudens; all across the 
silver hills in the east the cold spring night lovelessly descends. February 
is an awful fucking month just  about everywhere. There is a waft  of sweet  
paprika and burnt  garlic from a kitchen somewhere. Still there is no life at  
the café. W hatever is going on with that  place. Far away in the north my 
very old parents must be waiting for me or for word of me, at  least ; they 
are waiting for me still at  the bottom of the dripping boreen framed by the 
witchy haw and the whitethorn. It’s what keeps them going, I ’d say. 
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I  don’t know what people take me for as I  pass along the edges of 
the roads. W hat money I  have is by now so comically eked out and in 
such t iny dribs that  my clothes are not good at  all and as certain as the 
weeping callouses on the balls of my feet  is the need for new boots or for 
a pair of good trainers at  least . I  sleep generally where I  fall. In doorways 
sometimes or if the weather’s foul in the cheapest  hostals run always by 
spidery old women in black or in the bus concourses, under the benches, 
or in the lee of buildings, or on the black sand beaches in the south if the 
winter is especially long and hard and I ’ve turned down the road myself. 
At one time southerned was a very common word and southerning a practice. 
For the better of the lungs and so forth. Sometimes I ’m not sure what 
century I ’ve mistaken this one for and I  wonder would I  be better oɱ 
elsewhere. Sometimes I  feel as if my engines are powered on nothing at  all 
but  the lights of the cold stars that  will emerge above us now. I  can get by 
on almost nothing and it  is conceivable that  I  might become very, very old 
myself and as spidery. 
The summers don’t  present  much of a problem. You can always ¿ nd 
cool places. The moto comes into the line of our vision, its engine turns 
oɱ for the decline of the road and it  coasts and a teenage boy steers and 
parks it  beneath a tree across the way from me. He steps oɱ and looks 
across and nods and lights a cigarette and he looks down along the road 
after the singing girl and she senses his glance and turns a look back to 
him – her thick black hair moves – and their glances catch for a moment 
but  as quickly she turns from him and is gone; an old man appears as 
though from the dust  and sits on a half-collapsed bench by a white wall 
that it  seems clear to me was at  one t ime bullet-riddled. Now we all 
watch each other closely and the sense of this is companionable enough. 
A heavy-set  middle-aged man appears in just  a Àimsy yellow t-shirt  that  
reads Telefonica Movistar – it ’s all go – and he crosses the road to the 
boy with the moto – he mustn’t  feel the cold – and he talks to him and 
they look down calmly together at  the workings of the bike, each of them 
with their hands on their hips and their cigaret tes at  a loose dangle from 
their mouths, and they squint through the smoke at  the lit t le moto and 
its failing organs and the man reaches for it , turns the key, revs the handle, 
listens with his head inclined at  an expert’s careful angle, and lets it  dies 
again and shakes his head. Not long for the road by the looks of things. I  
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crouch on my hind legs with the dog whose snout rests in the curve of my 
shoulder now and she whispers to me that the girl is named Mercedes and 
is wanted by not  a few of the young louts around this place with big hands 
on them – these are country people – and she has already in fact  given it  
to one or two of them. On Saturdays. The clocks must have stopped for 
them. Awful to be sixteen or eighteen and already your ¿ nest hour has 
gambolled past  you like a grinning lamb and your moto is fucked also. The 
sky makes a lurid note of the day’s ending – there are hot  Àushes of pink 
and vermillion that  would shame a cardinal. The chain link fence encases 
nothing but a crooked rectangle of dirt  and dead tyres and stones – old 
chicken ground maybe – and it  has an air of trapped misery. 
And more than that you’re as well not  to know, the dog says. 
Dogs, I  ¿ nd, are much the same everywhere. Much of a muchness, 
as my father would say. They know everything about us and they love us 
all the same. My father when he wanted the sound of the television up or 
down would say highern it  or lowern it . One time in Ronda I  nearly fucked 
myself into the gorge there altogether. A thousand foot  fall would have 
sett led the question decisively. But I  thought that  might be a bit  loud. I  
am not by nature a man who has that  kind of show in him. No extrava-
gances, please. 
The old man calls across to the pair by the moto. It  is a weak scratchy 
call like an injured bird would make. The pair by the moto ignore him 
utterly. Another shutter opens. Another T V bleats. The sky pales again as 
quickly as it  coloured. As if somebody has had a Jesuit ical word. That  ours 
beneath this vaulted roof might be an austere church. There was a t ime 
when I  t ried to ¿ ll the sky with words. Morning and fucking night I  was 
at  it . In my innocence, or arrogance – the idea that I  might succeed. But I  
walked out  of that  life and entered this one. 
The teenage boy kicks the back wheel of the fucked moto; the 
middle-aged man in the t-shirt  laughs to make his belly rise and fall. A 
hunt ing bird moves across the acres of the sky in the last  thin light  of the 
day and a breeze comes up the road with quick news – a tree shakes out  
its bare branches and moves. There is a rancid olive oil on the air over the 
odour of stale dog. I ’m sorry but  there is no pret ty way to say it . I  wonder 
if I  was to make oɱ with you altogether? I  could slip this rope from you 
as easy as anything.
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I ’d love to go, she says, and yet I ’d not go. Do you know that kind of 
way? 
Oh, I  do. I ’d love to go home again but  I  will not go. 
Imagine coming up the boreen in Roscommon with my tale of the lost  
years and my rucksack of woes and the lit t le gaunt tragic sunburnt  face on 
me? Wouldn’t  they love to see it  coming. I  do believe they’re back there 
still – I  believe they’re alive and that  I ’d know somehow if they weren’t . I  
stepped onto a train that  night  in Madrid and out of my life. Love? Don’t 
mention it . 
They must whisper their love to Mercedes as night  falls. A hand 
cupped neatly to the shape of her groin. The question mark of it . The old 
man gets up from the bench and walks like a clockwork scarecrow by the 
side of the road. I  stand again to stretch out  my bones. If I  looked hard 
enough, I ’d ¿ nd a café open someplace among these white-walled streets 
and hidden turns – I  could have coɱee with hot milk. But I  have nearly 
had my ¿ ll of the cafés. There is only so much of that  business you can 
take. And there is the danger always of the cerveza and the brandy. There 
are only so many t imes you can climb over that  wall. 
I  rise onto the t ips of my toes and look along the darkening sky and 
road and here she comes again, Mercedes, and st ill she jaws vaguely on 
her song – buenas tardes? Again she ignores me and it  is as if she cannot 
see me even. She carries beneath her arm a carton of table wine – tinto 
is one of the words I  have, and never too far from the t ip of my tongue 
– and a jar of Nutella and in a blue plast ic bag a frozen octopus. This will 
mean a grocer open down the road someplace and a stick of bread for me. 
Tentacles and spindles and bulbous sacs – I  need to dig into myself harder 
lately for the words of things. The dog is up beside me and she sniɱs at  
the air after Mercedes and the evening falls away from us quickly. I ’ll need 
to decide soon where to lie down tonight . The animal must choose its lair. 
The ¿ rst  stars burn coldly on the plain and I  am so many miles from home. 
I  reach out  a last  t ime for you. Your warm skinny Àank and the way that  
you sigh and move closer to me just  once more just  this last  t ime. I  ¿ x a 
¿ nger under the rough collar of rope and work it  to loosen it  and you set t le 
in this moment that  much closer to me. 
A moto runs its troubled lungs; the young girl’s step recedes; the old 
man’s falters. 
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The man in the yellow t-shirt  passes along and he says hello to the dog 
and he looks right  through me. This is no place for me tonight , I  decide – 
I  would rather not their shelter. I ’ll move on again and maybe tonight I ’ll 
keep moving all the way through until the sunlight  wakes the yellow of the 
yellow of the ¿ elds of rapeseed and in truth I  am st ill drinking some of 
the t ime because I  have not yet drank her all the way out  of my mind and 
I  still have this broken heart . 
Ross Raisin

She lies inside the warm belly of the dune and looks out over the furred complex of sandhills, at  the sea. The sun, in, out, of the swift  clouds is on her back. She closes her eyes, allowing herself the pleasure of 
it . The sea presses against the island. Waves crash and suck at  the shingle 
beach below the dunes. The warmth, the rhythm of the water, lull her 
– but  she returns her eyes sharply to the sea, scanning the bare horizon, 
willing herself to remain vigilant .
The following day is colder. A wind is through the dunes. At the crest  of 
the sand slope tiny white Àowers quiver in the marram grass. A bank of 
raincloud a few miles out is moving over the sea, advancing on the island. 
For an instant  she thinks that  she sees something. A dark speck. She keeps 
her eyes focused for a long t ime on the same patch of water, but  it  does 
not  appear again. 
There is a low rumbling behind her. She moves to the other side of 
the dune and lowers herself by the earthy spyhole at the top, from which 
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vantage point she can see the top of the quarry and the roofs of the scat-
tered colony of cottages that is growing up beside it. She waits, her fore-
arms pulsing against the sand. There are voices. The whinny of a horse. She 
creeps closer to the spyhole, watching the opening a short distance away 
where the wagonway on its raised embankment emerges from the sand hills.
The usual two men appear, at the head of a convoy: behind follow a 
grey horse, harnessed to a dumpy wheeled tub rolling along the tracks of 
the wagonway; a boy; a second, larger, chestnut horse; another tub, then 
two more men at the rear. As their course curves closer to her she can see 
the heaped chalky stone inside the ¿ rst tub and the faint white smoke 
above it  when the tub judders over the track joints. She tries to listen to 
the conversation of the front men, but she can pick out only the odd word. 
Rain. Castle. They are Scottish, she thinks. Their boots, clothing, faces are 
smeared white. The hooves of the horses too are whitened, and as they pass 
directly beneath her she notices the white prints on their stomachs, which 
she knows, as she observes the boy moving between the animals, patting, 
stroking, are his. Every few steps the boy turns to glance at the men behind. 
W hen the one she presumes to be the foreman, because his clothes are not  
stained, quickens his pace to join the men at the front, the boy slips from his 
pocket a halved apple and feeds it  to the grey horse. Then, without taking his 
eyes oɱ the foreman, he drops back and repeats the action for the chestnut.
 The procession travels past her, towards the south shore and the kilns 
below the castle. It  begins, lightly, to rain. Before she has pulled her shawl 
fully over her head it  is a downpour. Craters plug the sand around her face. 
She scrambles to her knees, watching the men rush for the saddlebags 
strapped to each horse, to take out  covers that  they pull over the tubs of 
limestone. She waits until they are a good distance ahead before she gets 
to her feet, runs out  from the dune, jumps the tracks and is away over the 
brown exposed farmland across the island for home.
The ¿ re is going in the kitchen. Her mother crouches beside it , pressing 
a spoon against the dry salted cod that  is roast ing in a pan on the hearth 
girdle. She has changed into dry clothes but  her hair is st ill wet, clung to 
the rain-raw skin of her neck. 
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‘Will you see on the butts, Elfrida?’
The girl gets up from the table, where she is binding lats for a crab 
pot , and goes out  the back. Rain pours from the roof down a channel into 
the water butt . It  is almost  full; she shunts it  aside and slides into its place 
a second, empty, butt . W hen she is back inside she sits again at  the table 
to continue working at  the crab pot, watching her mother by the hearth. 
‘They are come in their numbers, the limers,’ the girl says.
Her mother does not  look around from the ¿ re. They fall again to 
silence. There is only the sound of the rain, the minute crackle of ¿ sh skin.
‘More cottages is gone up. I  seen them from the dunes up by the Head.’
Her mother stands up. She goes to the corner of the room and bends 
to inspect  the weather glass. The level in the jar has dropped, the water 
drawn up into the small upturned bottle that Àoats inside. 
‘They have you interested.’
‘They are getten a lot , is all,’ the girl says, but  she lowers her face 
so that  it  does not  show in the light of the candle that she is working 
from. Her mother comes to join her at  the table. She takes up two lats and 
begins, quickly, skilfully, to bind them. There is a rash on the back of one 
hand, another on the exposed part  of her chest , and Elfrida knows that 
she has been at  the harbour all day, sit t ing in front of the herring houses, 
viewing the passage onto the sea. 
They complete the base of the pot , eat , clear away, and her mother 
goes up the stair. She goes out  to check on the butt  and ¿ nds that  the rain, 
which has been easing with the approach of evening, has stopped.
She leaves the cottage and walks through the village to the path up onto 
the Heugh. W hen she is at the top she lays a blanket over a large stone, a few 
steps from the cliɱ edge, and sits down. From here, even in the ebbing light  
of the sun she can see for miles around. To the west the wet amber gleam of 
the mudÀats stretches away to the mainland. Below her – a sheer rock fall to 
the shingle beach and the harbour, on the other side of which the Needles 
tower above Black Law. Hope surges inside her chest at the sight of them; 
the urgent belief that they must be visible still from the sea.
She looks out  at  the open water. A wind that  she can see but  not  
feel batters the Farnes, foams over the concealed ridges of rock that lie 
just  below the surface. Last summer, there had been storm after storm. 
The herring shoal, as it  migrated down the coast , had been unpredictable 
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and the island cobles, her father’s amongst them, had drifted farther and 
farther out  to sea in search of it . They had provisioned for three nights. 
By the sixth night  her mother ceased her vigil by the harbour. After eight  
nights her father returned, with the other survivors: the sixty-three men 
out  of ninety who had set out. 
A shifting breeze brings the smell of smoke from the village, snugged 
into the corner of the island behind her. The weather has been kinder this 
summer, she reminds herself. The men have set  out  better provisioned – 
her father with seven days of squeezed corned beef and onion sandwiches, 
water, tea. She recites her usual blessing, pulls her shawl t ight  to her chest  
against  the strengthening wind. By tomorrow the excursion will have 
entered its second week. She trains her sight  on the black throat of the 
harbour passage onto the sea. An awareness of duty, and her mother, holds 
it  there, or tries to – but  her eye is drawn back to the land at  the side of the 
passage where the cast le, massed against  the darkening sky, rises above the 
six glowing orange rims of the lime kilns. Since they were lit  the previous 
week they have burned all day and all night , and before long they are the 
only thing remaining in the gloom, except  for the intermittent  Àare of the 
lighthouse on Outer Farne.
She watches the convoy roll out  of the sand hills and she shrinks back as 
they pass below her. Once they have gone ahead she is pulled by guilt  to 
squint  a ¿ nal t ime at  the sea, before she comes out  of the dune.
There are no hills or long grass so she follows stealthily on the shingle 
alongside the wagonway, wind and spray lashing her cheek until she is 
close to the south shore. Through the gap between two large boulders she 
can see a great  deal of act ivity beneath the cast le. Men are coming in and 
out of the access tunnels at  the base of the kilns. A schooner is moored at 
the staithes by the foreshore – a pulley-wheel in its rigging winching down 
a basket  of coal to where three men stand on the rocks ready to reach 
and guide it . She looks for the quarrymen, and spots them stationed by 
the track up to the kiln tops. She watches the boy, stroking the chestnut  
horse’s neck, until the foreman appears from an access tunnel, at  the head 
of a small group. There is some calling out which she cannot understand, 
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and her gut  hollows at  the sudden thought of her father – his opinion of 
these migrants; these landsmen.
Ropes are t ied to one of the tubs. Some of the men move to the front  
of the tub and take up the ropes, wrapping them around their waists; 
others form a ruck behind the tub, bracing their hands against it . At the 
foreman’s command they begin to heave it  up the slope to the kiln tops 
– and it  does move, slowly, but  some of the men start  to slip in the mud, 
losing their footing sliding with the tub back to the bottom. 
The foreman claps his hands and two men move towards the horses. 
The boy shakes his head. He stands between the horses, gripping their 
reins. The foreman says something to him and points to the tracks up the 
slope. Again the boy shakes his head. More men advance and there is a 
short  struggle as the boy is restrained while the chestnut  horse is tethered 
to two ropes.
The new combination of horse and men ascends steadily. W hen they 
near the top the boy breaks from where he is detained and runs to the 
slope. ‘’Tis over hot for her,’ he shouts – he is Scott ish, she comprehends, 
pressing her forehead to the stone gap. There is a commotion, but  the boy 
indicates with his hands that  he does not  intend to stop the operation. He 
runs easily up the muddy slope and posit ions himself by the horse’s head, 
talking into its ear, cupping a hand over its eyes. 
As the horse reaches the level ground at  the top she notices the heat  
haze above the pots, the air rising and glistening over the cast le ramparts. 
The horse starts stamping, arching its neck. The boy unties it  from the 
ropes while the men, shielding their faces with their hands, turn around 
and put  their backs against  the tub to drive it  towards the lip of the ¿ rst  
pot . It  t ilts, t ips, and limestone cascades down the chamber. There is a dull 
crash, sparks jumping above the pot , but  her eyes move to the horse, and 
the boy, his mouth against  the animal’s neck, soothing, stroking, guiding it  
gently back from the pot . 
She is woken early by the sound of feet  outside. Voices. There is a loud 
knocking at their door. A moment later there is another at  the next  door, 
then the next, repeating, echoing down the street . She gets out  of bed and 
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goes into the kitchen where she ¿ nds her mother, dressed, pulling on her 
boots. Her face is bright, desperate.
‘They are home, Elfrida.’
Other people are hurrying down the street : wives, mothers, sisters, 
sleep-dazed children. An old man is coming out  of a doorway, through 
which the embers of a ¿ re breath slowly in the dark. She stays in step 
with her mother, who is almost  running now: she is making a noise, a thin 
repeated moan, that  shocks Elfrida, embarrasses her. Her mother, though, 
seems oblivious to her presence – her eyes are set  on the pink horizon of 
sea and then the harbour that is coming into view as they hurry with the 
others down towards it .
The tops of coble sails show above the barnacled roofs of the herring 
houses. Blood is thundering at  her temples. She counts the sails – realising, 
before they reach the back of the throng of women, that  they are not all 
there. Half, at  most . She scours the sheds along the harbour where men 
are hauling in carts and shattered remnants of wood but  she cannot see 
her father so she looks to the cobles, bobbing and broken on the water, 
and cannot ¿ nd his own. Some of the women are crying. Two have their 
arms around their men, sobbing into their chests. Another woman is on 
her knees, t rembling, alone. Elfrida wants to take her mother’s hand, but  
her mother’s hands are bunched into t ight  red corals of knuckle and she 
knows that she cannot go to her.
A ¿ sherman, a friend of her father, is at  the water’s edge, addressing 
the crowd. Behind him, half a dozen men stand motionless, looking down 
at their boots submerged underneath the green skin of water. 
‘No shelter, nothing,’ the man is saying, ‘and thereckly the entire sea is 
boiling and we cannot see an arm’s length.’ The men in the water remain 
silent  as he relates the story and it  occurs to her that  they have rehearsed 
this; they have agreed on these words to say to the stricken congregation 
of women.
‘We are pulling buckets, and all we are thinking is to get  left  the storm 
but when it  is passed we are someway a clean distance oɱ where we were, 
and it  is only us, these cobles that  you see here.’
‘Did you not  go back?’ one woman shouts.
‘Ay, of course. But nothing. Nothing.’
‘They are swep away?’
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He lowers his face, shaking his head. ‘I  couldna tell you. I  don’t  know.’
Her mother begins to walk away. Elfrida turns instinctively to go with 
her; but  there is nothing that she can say. She does not move. She watches 
her mother’s even progress away from the harbour. Through the clouds a 
weak blanket  of light  is thrown upon the crumbled remains of the priory 
as she passes below it , onto the village lane, out  of sight .
All afternoon her mother has kept  to her room. She came out  for the short  
silent  meal that  they have recently ¿ nished and now she is in there again. 
Elfrida watches the passage by Castle Point  merge into the rocks and the 
black sea beyond. Two seals playing in the harbour are perceptible now 
only from the occasional oiled Àash of fur as they jump and slip about 
each other. She urges herself to feel more of her mother’s pain, but  it  will 
not come – she feels instead a blank, a blackness; and the constant sidling 
desire to turn her sight  to the six molten rings.
Three ¿ gures are walking up the shore below her. She steps to the 
edge. W hen they are almost level they look up, all three, to where she 
stands. She is afraid, exhilarated, but  she stays rooted to her posit ion. 
They look away, then continue down the shingle until they are beyond 
the rocks at  the corner of the island. She waits, her shoulders st iɱ with 
cold, until the black spots of their heads come into view again on the 
other side of the rocks, walking on and gradually receding into the dark 
sheet  of the mudÀats. An uprising of seabirds launches, some way ahead, 
at  their approach. A moment later she listens to the passing thunder of 
wings, follows and loses the Àock in the night  sky.
The curing begins the following morning. Elfrida and her mother make 
the walk down to the harbour in long boots, oilskin jackets and shawls 
wrapped across their chests. The same gathering of women is outside the 
herring houses, hair pinned above pale faces, wait ing by the silver blaze of 
¿ sh that  is piled inside a line of carts, already st inking in the sun.
Mrs Allan, who used to teach Elfrida in the school, arranges them 
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into threesomes. She comes up to Elfrida and her mother and signals for 
another woman, May, whose man is returned, to join them. As she calls the 
names Mrs Allan places her hand on her mother’s shoulder. Elfrida sees 
the ¿ ngers squeeze; sees her mother clasp Mrs Allan’s elbow in return, and 
she is hurt  by this Àeeting gesture, left  out , a child.
They ¿ le through the doorways of the two upscutt led boats, into 
the dark stale workspace. Some of the taller women drag in the carts and 
pour the herring into the long, brine-¿ lled troughs that cross the length 
of the room. Elfrida binds May’s then her mother’s hands with strips of 
Àour sack-cloth to protect  them from any slip of the gutt ing knife. She 
can feel her mother’s breath on her face as she t ies the strips fast  with 
thread, running it  round and round her sturdy, unÀinching hands, stroking 
secret ly over her ¿ ngers with each circuit . 
The teams take up their formations along the troughs and are imme-
diately to work, with no explanat ion or preparat ion, st raight  into the 
fast  rhythm that  will cont inue into the evening. Elfrida starts pricking 
on, scraping the scales from the herring and cut t ing oɱ the heads into a 
basket . She slides each completed ¿ sh to her mother and May, who gut 
and separate the cleaned ¿ sh into a bucket , ready for packing. A sunset 
of blood deepens over the cloth on her mother’s hands, working beside 
her own. Blood pools in the t rough, drips to the Àoor. All around them 
the room is silent  but  for the sound of scraping and gutt ing. Sliced necks. 
The soft  pat ter of piling heads. There is the wet st ink of guts. The basket 
between her feet  ¿ lling with eyes. Through the bright  doorway the men 
are at  work: some folding drift  nets and torn sails, for the women; some 
sit t ing and tending to the bust  hulls of their cobles, which have been 
lifted and lined up on wooden blocks along the side of the harbour, like 
casualt ies.
 Elfrida, carefully, regards her mother. She studies the side of her face 
for any sign of what  she is thinking, but  there is nothing. She is intent 
only on her task, the quick skilful dance of the ¿ sh and the gutt ing knife 
in her hands.
They break, late in the afternoon. Each woman is allot ted a single 
herring, which they take home to fry and eat  with bread, onions, a meal 
that  will become as inevitable over the coming days as the thick clag of oil 
in their hair and the briny cuts on their ¿ ngers.
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W hen Elfrida and her mother have eaten, Elfrida, left  alone, clears 
the plates and, with the t ime that remains before the evening shift , goes 
up to the Heugh. The air is warm and still. The sun has lowered behind 
the Needles, and for a t iny moment two brilliant  halos Àame around them. 
At the throat  of the harbour a porpoise breaks the surface – it  goes back 
under and she traces its course, anticipating where it  will come up again.
‘Alright.’
She startles. He stays, unmoving, at  the top of the path.
‘Sorry.’ He points to a rock close to her own and walks towards it . She 
¿ nds that she cannot respond, even to move her head. 
He sits down on the rock. 
‘A view, that.’
They both look down at the drop.
‘I  seen ye, up a height  here.’ She does not know if he is looking at 
her. ‘Ye the harbour pilot eh?’ he says, and she is at  once fearful that  they 
have been talking about her, the quarrymen, laughing at her. But when 
she glimpses across at  him he is staring at  the cap on his lap, his hands 
¿ sting, un¿ sting inside it . Four miles over the sea the castle at  Bamburgh 
is backlit , then gone.
‘Speak English? W here ye from?’
‘Here.’
‘I ’m from Dundee. Working for Nicoll’s, burning the lime. I  stay next  
the quarry.’ He stands abruptly. ‘Ye can see it  from here.’ He points, as if 
it  is new to her, as if she does not know by heart  every dune and pool and 
plant of the place.
‘I  am away to work,’ she says, gett ing up.
He does not understand, so she nods in the direction of the herring 
houses. ‘Curing.’
He continues watching her. She feels herself colouring and wonders if 
he can tell through the dusk.
‘Good night ,’ she says, and begins the descent  towards the village.
She can hear her mother’s voice inside the cottage as she nears it , 
coming back to pick up her oilskin. Assuming that  she is praying she waits 
on the step until she has ¿ nished, but  there is a succession of ratcheting 
sobs, words, muttered and broken in between. She moves back from the 
step and walks alone down to the curing sheds.
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W hen her mother arrives, a short  time later, she hands Elfrida her 
oilskin, without comment, and Elfrida does not look at her face; nor, fearful 
of what she might detect there, does she let her mother look into hers.
The morning is grey and soft . A ¿ ne mizzle dampens their faces as they 
hasten towards the bustle and laughter that  is audible before the edge of 
the village. On the approach to the sheds they see that a new group of 
women, a dozen or so, have arrived. They stand apart  from the islanders, in 
yellow aprons, talking. Herring girls, from the mainland. They are looking 
out at  something. Elfrida views with them, surveying the kiln tops, the 
wagonway, Àushing with unexpected relief when it  dawns on her that they 
are looking at the castle. 
‘Shake your feathers, you lot, come on now.’ Mrs Allan claps her hands 
and the crew of silent  island women watch the newcomers, all of whom 
are young, some not  much older than Elfrida, go inside the ¿ rst  shed.
A team of three is stat ioned to one side of her at  the trough. She 
tries, without at tract ing their at tention, or her mother’s, to follow their 
conversation – rapid, Scottish – about Berwick, the poor state of their 
dormitories above the curing sheds there; the relief of decent  rooms now, 
above the pubs, where there is not the constant  reek of ¿ sh. Or men, one 
of them says, quietly, though Elfrida senses that May and her mother hear 
it  too.
Their work is quicker, more precise, than the island women. From 
last  season she knows that  they will have been moving down the coast-
line since the spring, t railing the migrating shoal, stopping at  each of the 
¿ shing towns along the way – accumulating money, stories, adventures, 
moving on. Their four teams ¿ nish the ¿ rst  gutting almost  simultaneously. 
They sort  their ¿ sh into piles of three sizes, then each of the packers 
climbs with a simple easy motion into their barrel to arrange the ¿ rst  layer. 
Many of the island women slow or stop to observe. In very short  t ime they 
have the layer Àush and clamber out, pour salt  into the barrel, then press 
it  down with the tamp st ick – except  for one girl, whose team, Elfrida 
suspects in mockery of the island women, lower her by her ankles into the 
barrel to tamp down the layer of salt  with her hands.
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He comes at  the same time, as the sun is burning into the back of Bamburgh 
Castle. He nods in greeting and sits on the same rock. For some t ime, 
neither of them speak. W hen she gives a cautious glance over she sees 
that he is stroking a thumb over a long red weal on the centre of his palm.
‘Tide is running,’ he says.
She looks at the thickening membrane of water over the Àats. An ancient 
excitement – altered tonight, new – runs through her: the knowledge that 
the island will soon be cut  oɱ, freed, taken by the black swarming sea.
‘Ye ever get left  this place?’ he asks.
‘Ay, of course.’
They fall silent  again. Her mind turns to Berwick. The t ight  busy 
streets. The herring girls, laughing in their dormitories. She wonders if he 
has seen them; if he knows that  they are on the island.
The last  t ime that  she was on the mainland was in the winter, with her 
father. He had been in need of new nett ing and had borrowed a horse and 
cart  from the Arms’ landlord in agreement that  he would pick up the pub’s 
supplies for the week. She can remember his quiet  carefulness with the 
horse; her own determination not  to disappoint  him. And, strongly, the 
same sensation of being adrift  that  she has known each t ime she has been 
away from the island. The strange threatening absence when the noise of 
the sea is not all around her – even while it  echoes still inside her body, soft  
and insistent as the blood in her veins.
She pictures with sudden clarity his coble, wrecked, wood and boxes 
and Àoating sandwiches. A need to be home grips her. She gets up, barely 
lett ing herself look at the boy while she mumbles a goodbye and walks away.
The next  evening he has something for her. Nestled inside his cap, which 
he carries with slow reverence up the path and across the cliɱ top towards 
her, is an egg.
‘W here d’you get  this?’ she asks.
‘Ahint  the quarry.’
‘It  is took’d oɱ a nest?’
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He smiles. ‘Clam the rocks for it .’
‘It’s a Cuddy Duck. You’ll have to put  it  back.’
He gapes up at  her, baɹ ed, disappointed. ‘This is all I  took. There 
was more.’
‘They are not  for taking.’
She is surprised at  the force of her own words. They both look at  the 
perfect  green shell, sprutt led all over with thin white streaks, like a prize 
gooseberry. She imagines showing it  to her mother. Here, look, I  have 
been given an egg. This is what I  have been doing, thinking, with my t ime 
while you are praying and hoping and grieving alone. Small tufts of down 
are st ill clung to the shell. ‘You must  put it  back,’ she says again, and leaves 
him there, cradling his cap.
W hile they work that evening, rain begins to tap on the roof. She is 
not onto the next  ¿ sh before it  becomes loud enough that  they have to 
shout above it . The herring girls rush to the doorway to look outside at  
the steaming harbour. Her mother, though, does not  look up once from 
her work, her eyes remaining ¿ xed on the slice and twist  and purple slurp 
of entrails onto the table.
Mrs Allan lets her go early, when she has come to the end of her batch. 
She goes outside into the rain, but instead of following the path home she 
starts to walk in the opposite direction, following the edge of the harbour, 
past  a bait  pile of shell¿ sh taller than herself, then along the foreshore past  
the schooner moored at  the staithes and – shielding her momentarily from 
the rain – the cast le ramparts, until she comes to the kilns. She pauses, 
listening to the chemical ¿ zz of water hit t ing the roasting lime, then 
continues on to Castle Point .
Through the misted dark she cannot see farther than her ¿ ngertips 
reaching towards the sea. She shivers at  the caress of water running down 
her neck. Her face feels bruised with cold, but  she stays there, refusing to 
yield. Diɱused for an instant  through the sea fog is the minute brightening 
of the lighthouse. She lets out  a cry, a howl, which immediately disappears.
The rain persists through the night  and into the morning. Inside the shed 
the air hangs with damp. The herring girls are quieter than usual, and 
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Elfrida grows certain that  they can sense the anxious mood of the island 
women. Her body aches. She knows it  is likely that  she will fall ill. She 
scrapes and slides and discards the tornbellies, staring into the bucket  of 
eyes, t rying to concentrate. 
Before lunch the wind picks up and a belt  of clear sky moves in from 
the sea. Excitement speeds through her at  the sight  of it , which she 
suppresses, knowing, however she tries to convince herself otherwise, 
what it  is for.
He is there, wait ing for her. Straight  away he tells her that  he has returned 
the egg: he did it  at  night  during the rain and almost  slipped to his death 
the rocks got  that slick. She says that  she is pleased. He smiles, studying 
his feet . 
‘Are ye working the morning?’
She shakes her head. It  is a Sunday.
‘Will ye meet  me?’
‘W here?’
‘Anyplace. Here. Show me the island?’
She tells her mother that  she will be gone for the morning, and has 
planned an explanation that she is taking out  over the Àats with a small 
party collecting ragworms for the start  of the cod season, but her mother 
does not ask, so she leaves her in the kitchen, kneeling at  the hearth.
He is ready on the Heugh, a cloth sack over his shoulder. Her skin 
goes cold when he comes towards her, but he stops a few paces away.
‘We’ll be oɱ, then?’ he says.
She steps carefully onto the steep stony path, charged with an aware-
ness of him behind, following her. At the bottom he comes alongside and 
they walk together onto the beach. To their left  the t ide is full out and 
the Àats lie bare beneath a thin haze. They skirt  around a soft  wet heave 
of seaweed: brown, dark green, seamed here and there with red, then 
yellow, like a forest  at  the turn of the season. He does not  appear uneasy 
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at  their silence, she thinks. They slow to watch a curlew toying with a crab 
– tossing it  into the air then monitoring it  scutt le brokenly away before 
going again in chase of it .
They enter the sandhills. They rise along ridges where marram grass 
brushes against  their legs, then dip into the hollowed shelter of the dunes, 
which are warm already in the sunlight . He lets her go ahead of him to pass 
through a narrow gully – and they come upon a pond. A small tree grows at  
the centre of it , directly from the water.
‘I ’ve no been down here before.’
She does not know how to reply, so smiles, but  he quickens ahead and 
she judges that  he has recognised where he is – the quarry visible now away 
to one side.
‘You’ll have the sea thereaway just now,’ she says. And as they come over 
the lip of the next dune it  is there, shimmering and unending before them.
‘We’ll sit  down here eh?’ To her surprise he pulls from his sack a rough 
woollen rug, dusted with white patches. He lays it  down on the bank 
facing the sea and she waits for him to sit  down – but  he gestures for her 
to go ¿ rst  so she lowers herself at  one side of the rug, and is relieved when 
he sett les down at  the other.
‘I ’ve pieces,’ he says. She cannot help let t ing out a small laugh when he 
takes out two unwrapped sandwiches, uncut, a brown ¿ lling seeping from 
the middle.
She shakes her head. ‘Thank you.’
He takes a large bite from his sandwich, gazing at the sea. ‘That 
Berwick?’ He points, chewing, to the huddled smudge of town far away 
on the mainland.
‘It  is.’
‘Dundee’s too far to see,’ he says, staring north, intently enough that  
he is not distracted by the doleful signal of a seal, screaming from the 
rocky peninsula beyond the beach where an eccentric party of seals and 
spread-winged shags are enjoying the sun together.
‘Yer family work the herring catch eh?’
‘Depends the season.’
‘Yer da, he a ¿ sherman?’
She turns her face from him. Her throat  is constricting. A small noise 
escapes her and she knows that  here, now, she is going to cry. She laughs 
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weakly, as the tears come, because it  is happening in front  of him. She 
¿ ghts to control herself but he is moving closer to her and as she sees 
his face, gentle, unembarrassed, she lets herself place her head against  his 
chest . H is shirt  smells of something animal; horses, she realises. 
‘I ’d heard tell about the Àeet . I ’d no thought – just  no thought, sorry.’
She stays against him for a moment. W hen she pulls away he is mindful 
not  to look at  her while she wipes her face.
He goes into his sack. ‘Here.’ He produces an earthenware mug, full of 
blackberries. ‘These is oɱ the bushes by the wagonway.’ He hesitates, then 
oɱers the mug, grinning. ‘I ’m allowed to take these eh?’ 
She smiles, picking a couple out . ‘Them that  wants them is welcome.’
A sudden rush of noise from behind makes them both start . A dense 
Àock of knots – twenty thousand or more – appears over their heads. He 
twists, grabbing his sack, and holds it  above her. For several breaths the 
dune is in shadow – and then the Àock passes, the sun once more on her 
face. She watches the dark cloud of birds speeding to sea, a long tendril 
at  the back swirling and thinning, split t ing from the main body, then 
absorbed again into its mass. He stays where he is, close to her. He is 
stroking the red mark on his palm, and she sees that  there are other cuts 
and scabs on his knuckles. 
He notices her looking. ‘Hands is battered. See.’ He holds them out. 
‘And see this.’ He pulls up the sleeve of his shirt  to reveal a long raw blister 
up the inside of his forearm. It  is recent. Damp. ‘Burned it . All that  rain. 
Makes the quicklime terrible jumpy.’
She puts out  her own hands. ‘I ’ve keens too. Bealings on all the ¿ nger 
ends.’ She shows him the swellings where brine and salt  has got into the 
t iny cuts from the scaling knife. He takes one of her hands, carefully 
cupping it  in his own, to inspect more closely. 
‘Working hand, that.’
He trails a ¿ nger lightly over her cuts. She closes her eyes – but  opens 
them again at  the thought of her mother. She gets to her feet , saying 
quiet ly that  she is needed. He gives a small nod before she scales the dune 
side. Only when she is at  the top and turns round to take him in does she 
see the people on the beach below, coming down from the quarry cottages, 
some pointing, waving, to sea – where a distant  scattering of cobles, nine, 
ten, not enough, is sailing towards the island.

E.C. Osondu

Whenever Tochi’s elder brother visited from London their house became one long party that did not stop until his departure, right  up to the moment his Àight was called. Lots of Star and Gulder 
beer was consumed. Chicken Pepper Soup was made the way his brother 
preferred it  – clear and light and spiced with habanero peppers and 
scented leaves. And of course the girls, a diɱerent  girl each day, sometimes 
two. Tochi often wondered what it  was about living abroad that  made his 
brother go at  life with such gusto.
At their house his brother would stand on the balcony wearing only 
a pair of shorts with a towel around his neck because he was perpetually 
sweating. He said it  was the change in the weather, but  that  bott le of beer 
followed bott le of beer could not have helped. He would look up, raise 
his hands and say, ‘Ah freedom! So this is me enjoying my life here. This 
country is sweet, I  tell you. Life in London is great  – the only trouble is that 
white people don’t  know how to enjoy themselves. They don’t  know how 
to have fun. Breathe in their air over there, so sterile. Smells of nothing.’
And he would breathe in the air noisily.
‘Do you know how many things I  can smell here?’ he would say. ‘I  can 
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smell the aroma of akara frying. I  can smell tomato stew. I  can smell the 
bread from the bakery. I  can even smell the sawdust  from the sawmill. 
This life. Give me another beer. Let  me enjoy myself jare.’
He would be drinking and he would pause, tell Tochi to increase the 
volume of the music playing on the sound system and he would break into 
a jig.
‘Won’t you dance? Ah I  will dance, oh. If I  lived here I  would be 
dancing every day.’
Tochi wanted to ask him if he was not  living in the same London where 
the latest  dance moves they watched on T V originated from. Eventually, 
he did. 
‘Have I  not told you that they don’t have the secret of enjoyment the 
way we do here? They dance over there but their dancing has no spirit .’
‘W hat about the ones we see on T V dancing?’ Tochi asked.
‘Those ones are dancing for money. They are performing. Put t ing on 
a show. Do you see them dance with reckless abandon the way we do 
here? Besides, they only dance with their feet . Here we dance with our 
ent ire body.’
And he danced his way to the bathroom.
H is brother’s old friends from high school visited. H is brother compli-
mented them. He told them he envied their lifestyle at  home. He said he 
would come back in a second if he could get  their kind of jobs. 
‘But you make money over there,’ they told him. ‘You make hard 
currency. Iron money. Pounds and euros, not  this weak naira.’
‘Over there people make money with one hand and the government 
takes it  back with their two hands. Tax, tax, tax. Everything is bills and tax. 
You see this our house, you see this balcony, if this house was in London 
you’d be paying taxes because your house is overlooking the street .’ 
‘But what about the girls? The pret ty white girls we see on television 
and in the movies?’
‘Forget  them. W hen you are in a relat ionship with them you are always 
looking over your shoulder. Watching your back. Sleeping with one eye open.’ 
‘But they are not  materialist ic and demanding like our girls.’
‘Yeah right ,’ his brother said and he laughed.
‘Wait until they kill you for the insurance money and then you’ll know 
who is more materialist ic.’
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Tochi listened to these conversations nervously. They made him a bit  
uncomfortable because there was something he had been meaning to ask 
his brother. For days he could not  ¿ nd the courage. It  was not until his 
brother was packing his bags for the return journey that  Tochi eventually 
found the courage to ask if he could join him abroad in London.
‘To stay here and go to school is what I  believe is best  for you,’ his 
brother said.
‘But I  have already gone to school.’
‘Go to school some more. Get a master’s degree or even a doctorate. 
I ’ll sponsor you.’
‘But there are no jobs here.’
‘And you think there are jobs in London?’
‘It  must  be better than here.’
H is brother laughed. It  was not  his usual deep-throated laughter. This 
laugh was totally lacking in humour.
‘Let  me tell you something. If you cannot swim the Lagos lagoon there 
is no way you can swim the river Thames. I  see all my friends here; they 
work in banks, they own their own companies. They wear suits, they have 
drivers, maids, houseboys. They come back from work; they go to the club 
to drink beer and eat  suya. They are happy. Such opportunit ies rarely exist  
for us outside of here.’
‘But look at you, you are successful.’
Once again, the dry laughter. He shook his head.
‘You do not  understand.’
‘Make me understand.’
‘Here’s the diɱerence – no job is considered too low over there.’
‘You know I  am a hard worker.’
‘Seven, eight  years ago before I  left  I  was like you. Let  me just  say this. 
I  will not stop you. If you step into the city of London at  any t ime my door 
is open.’
Gett ing the visa was not diɷ cult . Through a contact  his name was 
included on the list  of healthcare workers at tending a mental health 
conference at  the university of London. He became a psychiatrist  at  
the university teaching hospital. He had his letter of invitat ion and was 
prepared for the interview. The young interviewer asked him a couple of 
routine questions and just  when he thought it  was over she paused.
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‘Tell me, why have you never at tended any international conferences 
before now?’
‘I  have never been invited before now.’
‘Really?’
‘Yes, and I  only go where I  am invited.’
H is response made her smile. She told him to return in a couple of 
days for his visa.
Three months later Tochi arrived London. After he had cleared immi-
gration, he walked casually to a Thomas Cook to change the twenty-pound 
note in his pocket  so he could buy a train t icket . He did not  want to join 
the long lines at  the t icket  windows. He was coming from a place where 
long lines or lines in general were a dreaded thing. He handed the note to 
the clerk. The clerk held it  up to the light . Brought it  down. Held it  up 
again and seemed to sniɱ it .
‘This is your money innit?’
‘Yes it  is.’
‘And whereabouts did you get it  from?’
‘I  bought at  a Bureau de Change in my country, at  the airport .’
‘No worries. Please step forward towards me,’ she said politely.
He stepped forward. She made a call. In the next  minute a man in a 
dark uniform appeared by his side.
‘Come with me, please,’ the oɷ cer said.
He began to sweat  beneath his heavy wool coat.
‘This is a counterfeit  pound note,’ the oɷ cer said to him in the airport  
police stat ion. ‘I  am going to keep it  and it  will be destroyed at  a future 
date. You may go.’
He had shown them the receipt  from the Bureau de Change from 
which he had purchased the currency, he sensed that was what had saved 
him. He was exhausted but  buoyed up by the fact  that  he would soon be 
seeing his brother. He soon arrived at  his brother’s council Àat in Peckham.
But the brother he was seeing in London was the opposite of the 
brother who visited home. This one slept  through the day and left  for 
work dressed in a well-made suit  at  night. 
W ho wore a dapper suit  to work at  night? Tochi wondered what type 
of job his brother did.
H is brother encouraged him to familiarise himself with the city. 
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‘Get to know London. Some people live here for thirty years and don’t  
even know where Soho is. Tourists visit  here for two days and they go to 
Soho every day. Get to know your way around.’
He bought him an expensive t icket  with which he could ride the bus 
or tube. He rode the double-decker. There he listened to fellow Nigerians 
as they conversed with themselves in their native dialects like they were 
on a Lagos Molue bus.
He loved the names of the bus stops. They were like mini-stories in 
and of themselves; Elephant and Castle, Bird in Bush, Bricklayers Arms.
He got an occasional casual cleaning gig with a Ghanaian. The 
Ghanaian taught him the tricks of the trade.
‘Clean a lit t le bit . Make the work last . You are paid hourly. If you want 
to sleep, turn on the vacuum cleaner on high, leave it  running and go sit  
on the toilet  seat and sleep. W hen your supervisor is coming he will hear 
the sound of the vacuum cleaner and think you are busy and turn back.’
He kept what he earned. H is brother bought all the foodstuɱ they 
needed. There were so many Nigerians living in Peckham that one could 
live in Peckham as if one lived in Lagos. You could conduct all your busi-
ness using a local Nigerian language.
Then one day his brother bought him a nice navy blue suit  and a 
powder blue T M Lewin shirt  and a dark pair of brogues and told him to 
shave, take a bath, use an aftershave and cologne and get  ready to go to 
work with him.
They drove over the bridge that  separated Peckham from the city, 
went past the football stadium, and into the city centre. Just  after Trafalgar 
square his brother brought the car to a stop in front of a Gentlemen’s 
Club. Tochi began walking towards the entrance his brother stopped him.
‘W here do you think you are going?’
‘I  thought we were going inside.’
‘To do what?’
‘To watch the dancing girls.’
‘Don’t be silly. You are here to watch me, not  the girls.’
He sat  back in the car and began to watch his brother. As soon as the 
club began to empty out  he approached a man who looked a lit t le drunk 
and friendly.
‘Do you want company mate?’
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The man gave his brother a strange look.
‘W hat kind of company?’
‘Girls, any kind of girls you want – white, black, blond, redheads. I  
have them all.’
‘W here?’
‘In my place not too far from here. Get in the car. I ’ll take you there.’
The man got in the car a lit t le nervously. He sat  in front  while his 
brother drove.
H is brother tried to reassure the man that he was safe.
‘You’ll be safe and comfortable where I ’m taking you to. If for any 
reason you feel uncomfortable just  let  me know and I ’ll drop you oɱ at  
your hotel or wherever.’
‘Is this some kind of brothel?’ the man asked.
‘Not a brothel, mate. We’ll soon be there. Nice cosy place with friendly 
girls. You can relax. If you don’t like it  I ’ll take you back for free, like I  
mentioned earlier.’
Then his brother was on the cellphone.
‘Yes, a friend and my younger brother I  had earlier mentioned to you.’
They parked on a side street . The buildings looked like oɷ ce build-
ings. H is brother rang the bell. A girl let  them in. At ¿ rst  he thought she 
was a black girl. Later he would see that she was just  darkly tanned. She 
was Eastern European but  liked black guys and was trying hard to make 
her skin darker.
In the large sit t ing room of the Àat were lots of girls. Some were 
dressed in lingerie. A few wore swimsuits. Some sat  in the large kitchen 
drinking coɱee and smoking.
The girl who answered the door was at tending to the man they had 
brought in. She was rubbing his shoulders and asking him to feel at  home, 
look around and pick any of the girls hanging around to be with. Another 
guy, apparently the owner of the place was typing on a laptop as an Indian 
guy read numbers oɱ a credit  card to him. 
The man they came in with was guzzling a cold can of Heineken’s beer. 
A girl was sit t ing on his lap. She was touching his face and telling him in 
accented English to make himself at  home that  she was not  about to eat 
him up unless he wanted to be eaten. The man laughed. The girl laughed. 
Soon the man gave some money to the girl who handed the money over 
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to the dark-tanned girl. The girl who was earlier sit t ing on the man’s lap 
took the man’s hand and led him into a bedroom. They shut  the door. H is 
brother tapped him on the shoulder. 
‘Time to go,’ his brother said.
They drove to another Gentleman’s Club. Again his brother waited. 
Again the patrons streamed out and he homed in on one. They chatted. 
He got  the man into the car and drove him to the Àat.
By the time his brother brought in his last  customer it  was almost 4am.
The guy on the computer was still feeding in numbers with the Indian 
guy standing beside him.
‘These are no good. Bring new ones tomorrow,’ he said to the Indian.
The dark-tanned girl came into the kitchen where they were sit t ing 
and handed his brother some pound notes. H is brother took it  and pock-
eted immediately.
‘Aren’t  you even gonna count the cash?’ the tanned girl asked.
H is brother smiled.
‘No need to count, I  know you are not  gonna cheat  me, Eva’.
‘I  don’t  cheat . It  is you Africans that like to cheat . Like my ex, your 
good buddy Ade. Never sat is¿ ed with one woman.’
H is brother only smiled. He made Tochi a cup of coɱee and made 
one for himself. ‘Now, you have seen everything. This is my job. This will 
soon be your job. You will study me. This is your school. You must never 
pick some nationalit ies. Slightly t ipsy men are good but  not  totally drunk 
men. You must  be careful so you don’t  pick an undercover cop. Usually, the 
men are mostly tourists who have been at  the strip club. They are aroused. 
They want to be with women. We bring them here to the girls. They have 
a good t ime with the girls. They pay good money. We get  a cut . Nothing 
complicated about it . Leave the girls alone. I  know it  is tempting but  keep 
it  strict ly business.’
At night  the next day, Tochi wore his suit  and began to get ready to 
head out  to the gentlemen’s clubs. He looked out  into the London night . 
Back home the night descended suddenly without warning and covered 
everywhere with impenetrable inkiness. Here the night was grey – gauzy, 
even – but  like the night  at  home it  st ill hid much.

Suzanne Scanlon

‘Well yes of course I ’d read it , but  you know it’s hard –’‘You dated him anyway!’‘I  mean how could I  –’
‘There’s a blog about that  –’ 
‘Something so cartoonish could not have been real, you know?’
‘A Twitter maybe, something.’
‘Or very real.’
‘Surreal. That  way. That  he was just  what – I  mean, worse – than the 
men he wrote about.’
‘The one who sleeps with the H ippie Chick?’
‘Or the two guys having that  sick conversation –’
‘Today’s modern woman blah blah –’
‘Something about the way it  was like how – women, ha! – were totally 
hosed, you know, by wanting to be independent and also wanting to be 
totally overcome and undone and ravished in love, by a man. Like blissed 
out  and destroyed, obliterated.’
‘Yeah.’
‘Well that  was actually smart . I  mean that’s why he gave me it  that  day, 
before we –’
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‘Very.’
‘Do you think –’
‘It’s like this book I ’m reading where this –’
‘But regardless, it  is condescending for a man to come to such a 
conclusion – like, he’s trying to undo through intellectual analysis the very 
women he’s seducing.’
‘W here she talks about um how you can’t  desire what you have – how 
it’s like hide and seek and you can’t  seek what isn’t  hidden –’
‘The most cynical –’
‘But I  mean maybe there’s something to it . Also.’
‘But smart . Yeah. I  know.’
‘I  know you know. I ’m just saying. I ’m just  saying.’
‘Yeah.’
Maybe the story begins here: Harold just  beyond the doorframe; you see 
him, don’t  you? He holds a sweatshirt : grey and torn, with the insignia of a 
Jesuit  boy’s school in the Bronx: XAVI ER. Esther’s sweatshirt , a gift  from 
a boy she’d met in asylum. That’s what Harold liked: that  it  belonged to 
a boy, a boy from asylum, another boy, and that  the boy must have liked 
Esther very much, to give it  to her. And now, he, Harold, is the one who 
got  it , and got  her, too.
Not that  the boy in asylum ever got  Esther, of course. But maybe that  
was better, leaving it  there, in the realm of desire. Or not  even desire. 
Back to the moment, the beginning: here’s Harold, in the doorway, 
wearing tennis shorts. H is elegant  legs, which taper at  the knee. 
‘This is what makes legs sexy,’ a girlfriend once advised Esther. They were 
in high school.
‘Without that  taper, you have fat  legs.’ 
Esther considered her own legs. 
‘My mom said these were the legs of an obese person.’
‘You can’t  have everything,’ the friend consoled.
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Or was it  later, the beginning, or maybe this was the end, that  day in class, 
when Harold held up his copy of the essay, to make his point . With his left  
hand, gesturing to the page, saying, 
‘This was originally published alongside a very unattractive photo of the 
author.’
The beginning might be later, too, like the time Harold took a pair of sweat-
pants that had been given to her by a boyfriend she’d had when they met. 
‘I  fed them to my dogs,’ he told her, of the sweatpants, and it  seemed 
to be a joke, hyperbolic. 
Still, Esther loved it , the way Harold wished to possess her, this 
violence of competit ion. She’d never been loved that  way before, violently, 
madly; and even though, later, she decided it  was not  love, she’d never, 
anyway, had love performed that way before this, which was what mattered 
sometimes, above all, or in the moment of it : the performance of love.
If Esther were asked now to describe Harold – in one line, retrospec-
t ively – she would say: Harold wore shorts. Or: Harold was aware of the 
beauty of his legs. 
‘To be concerned with fame is much like a preoccupation with sexual 
appeal: one day it  pleases you, soon enough, it  destroys you.’ 
‘...’
‘You become consumed with trying to keep it . Like everything else, it  
becomes something to lose. The prospect  of losing it  terri¿ es you.’
‘…’
‘So what you have to do is not  get  at tached to anything; it ’s all here to 
be lost , just  as we are.’
If you worship money and things, if they are where you tap real meaning in 
life, then you will never have enough, never feel you have enough. It’s the truth. 
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Worship your body and beauty and sexual allure and you will always feel ugly. 
And when time and age start showing, you will die a million deaths before they 
Ànally grieve you. 
Esther holds back the curtain covering the small window at the top 
of the door. Harold is no longer in shadow; he is complete, in colour, lips 
pursed and head bowed.
‘Did you get my email?’ Harold asks. 
‘I  don’t want it .’
‘…’
‘My dad would be mad if I  lost  –’
‘It’s not  really me, mine, I  don’t care.’
‘It’s important  to him.’
So a boy named Brian, incidental here but  maybe not? had given Esther the 
Xavier sweatshirt  years earlier, just  after he was admitted to the adolescent  
program. This was late in Esther’s stay. Suddenly, there were so many kids 
on the ward; it  changed everything. Brian carried a bible, wrote notes he’d 
sign with bible verses. St  Francis Xavier School in the Bronx, on Haight 
Street. 
Esther didn’t  want to be a mental patient anymore, not  this way – not  
in front  of so many children. Lit t le eyes on her: it  forced her to grow up. 
Eyes that  did not gaze, but  needed. Be not afraid. 1 Peter 3:4 Something 
had to make her want to leave that  place, why not  the transformation of 
long-term asylum into short-term high school respite? Babies are famous 
to themselves, Harold said. She’d sung the biblical line as a child. The idea 
of it : Jesus, a Savior, holding you. Nothing to fear. This was how the gaze 
worked. She became supplicant . She wanted to believe. This, too, was why 
she loved Harold; he also wanted to believe. He didn’t  believe, but he 
wanted to. 
If Brian believed, why was he in a mental hospital? 
‘Do the Jesuits look askance?’ she asked one day, thinking of James Joyce.
‘Not at  all.’
‘I  don’t  think fervour sits well.’
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‘They only mind when I  speak of the visions.’
‘...’
‘W hen I ’m lucky. Occasionally. I  have to prepare, to be ready –’
‘W hat happens?’
‘A bird Àying over, around and around in circles; he comes closer and 
closer and then – right into my heart .’ 
Brian closed his eyes, put  his hand to his chest, a lowered salute.
‘...’
‘Another t ime, spiders, bleeding, but others – Saint  Dymphna, for 
example.’
‘The patron saint of nervous illness.’ 
‘She was, in fact, molested,’ Esther told Brian; she’d loved Lives of the 
Saints as a girl. ‘I  mean, that’s the irony, right? She was abused like so many 
women here on this psych ward but  really she’d been raped, desired by her 
own father, then ran away.’
‘I  didn’t  know.’
‘He cut her eyes out.’
Esther’s aunt sent a prayer card of Dymphna to the asylum; Esther 
threw it  in the trash immediately. 
‘So why is she the saint  of mental illness? W hy not the saint  of women 
traumatised by wacked-out patriarchal violence?’ 
Brian listened, nodded, but didn’t  register the story as Esther did. He 
told her it  was usually a male saint  or apostle appeared to him, anyway. 
This is where mental illness gets interesting, Esther wanted to say, but  stopped 
herself. She did like Brian, even if he lacked speci¿ cs; that  fatal Àaw of 
the faithful. He went on about Jesus coming to him, laying hands; t reacly 
imagery from her own, t ired girlhood. Next it  was Francis of Assisi, a hall-
mark version of goodness and love. 
But back to the real story here, which is about Harold, and now that we’ve 
discovered where it  begins, let’s get to the point. There is a point! I  promise. 
For example, here’s Esther, out of bed now, in jean shorts, no bra, carrying 
the big book to the door. It’s Harold’s book. Harold won’t walk through the 
entranceway, she notices, a new boundary. She hates boundaries. Boundaries 
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are for maps, a woman protested, in a play she had seen some weeks earlier. 
That’s how she felt. Maps. Keep your boundaries for your maps. 
But not really. She liked boundaries sometimes. She liked them when 
Brian was around.
Here’s what Esther wrote of the moment later, in her notebook:
I  said fuck you but not out loud and only in retrospect. I  wanted to be back in 
bed. You could see that and yet. You needed it. Something about your father. I  
said I  will give you something. And I  got your book, a big book, which I  never 
wanted, with an essay you insisted I  read, an essay I  of course read, an essay 
about rape, an essay written by one of my favorite writers ever, a writer you 
would only call ‘weird’ which Àne so what or was it ‘scary’? No ‘scary’ was how 
the other prof, my default-prof, described Kathy Acker: ‘Scary’.
Some background: Back when they still liked each other, when bound-
aries were for maps, maybe, but certainly not for student-professor relation-
ships, Harold appeared at Esther’s door one afternoon; he carried a big book.
‘You have to read this,’ he told Esther, of the book, but not the book 
itself but just  one part icular essay within the book, an essay written by a 
female writer Esther admired. In the essay, which Harold wanted Esther 
to read, the writer argued – or so it  seemed to Esther – that  date rape was a 
reductive, problematic term; women, the writer suggested, were less often 
the vict ims they wished to be considered.
Or so it  had been in her experience.
The writer of the rape essay was the ¿ rst  to art iculate for Esther what 
it  was to be woman right  now. Not in this rape essay but in her ¿ ction, 
which Esther admired, where the writer wrote sharply, smartly about 
women doing stupid, dark, destructive things: fucking men they feared or 
despised, for example. 
Esther sat  down to read ‘The Rape Essay’ as she came to call it , though 
that  was not the t it le. She ignored the implications of Harold gift ing her 
this way, but  acknowledged the gesture as ritualised courtship, which 
Harold took seriously. She hadn’t  expected how essential this phase would 
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be for Harold: the opening of car doors, for example.
The problem, the admired writer argued in this essay, was that  many 
women allowed themselves to get to a risky, dangerous place – Àirting, 
drunk, physically involved – because of the erotic charge – and yet , these 
very women wish to call it  ‘rape’ when it  ends violently or forcibly or 
merely regret tably. 
Esther and Harold had bonded over asylum stories. ‘War stories,’ he called 
them, but  it  was also intellectual inquiry; she found it  excit ing. Sparing as 
Àirtation.
‘It  reminds me of, like, Bill Cosby.’ She tells him later, by phone. 
He groaned.
‘Didn’t  he like blame black people for not  being, you know –’
‘If you think you can compare what it  is to be a privileged white woman 
to what it  is to be black in this country, under the hold of systemic racism.’
‘That’s not  what I  –’
‘The juggernaut of 20th-century feminism.’
Esther re-read the essay in bed that night , and again the next: what the 
woman argued was for a more nuanced understanding of relationships 
between men and women. Sometimes women got  what they wanted but  
didn’t  want. Be careful what you ask for, as a particularly simpering asylum 
keeper would say to Esther and the others. There was some truth in it .
Back in the doorway, things are st ill rising: Harold, esteemed and brilliant , 
appears helpless, shy; lacks the energy or bravado of his ¿ rst  appearance 
in her genkan. 
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It  was hard to believe that  this was the man she’d been hating with 
such intense feeling all week. It  was easier to hate people who weren’t  
bodies, who didn’t  have faces.
‘It’s t rue that  some of us are, well, complicit  in ways we don’t want to 
acknowledge. In our own joy and suɱering. It’s not  possible not to be.’
‘That  doesn’t  mean that  –’
‘Rape st ill happens.’
‘I  read the essay –’
He doesn’t  move.
You burn with hunger for food that does not exist.
Q. W hy was the t-shirt  special?
A. It  was from the American Philosophical Association.
Q. W hat did it  say?
A. On the front  it  read ‘The statement on the back of this shirt  is t rue.’ 
Q. And on the back?
A. ‘The statement on the front  of this shirt  is false.’
The large book fell open ¿ rst  to another essay in the book, which 
contained one of Harold’s essays. It  fell open to the page, she discovered, 
where Harold had mutilated some text , taken scissors to pages, cut  entire 
paragraph-sections. 
You are like me, but worse, she thought.
You have been snared by the delusion that envy has a reciprocal.
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‘Was he a cutter?’ 
‘Not really, but .’
‘Same thing?’
‘For sure.’ 
It’s funny how easy it  was for her, Esther, to imagine that  to be Harold was 
more sat isfying than it  actually was. To be Harold was, in fact, excruci-
ating. Or so his mutilated pages revealed.
This could be the climax: a few days after dropping oɱ the book, he invites 
her to take a ride in his new Volvo. On the way to the Super Kroger, he 
spoke of his work. 
D id  he br in g it  up , or  d id  she? 
It’s hard to say. She told him she hadn’t read his big book. W hich was 
true. 
Was r ead in g it  r equ ir ed? 
He said that was good. He said it  was a relief. He said he much 
preferred hanging out with people who hadn’t  read his books. 
She said, But I  loved the others, and that one story. 
W hich? 
That was the story of my life! she told him. 
Did your family read it? she asked. 
My mom and sister I  think. 
Not sure. 
Really? 
They don’t  talk about it .
W hy d id  t hey sp eak  of it ? 
She closed her eyes, thought: I  want to sleep with you because I  want to be 
you. Or, as the poet wrote: I  want to sleep with what I  want to become. 
T hat  wasn’t  it . 
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He wanted her to know: I  am nothing. Nothing. And the fact  of you 
desiring me because I  am something has me wishing only to make you feel 
that nothingness, too, as I  do.
She’d read something in the paper. 
I  don’t read it. 
You were mentioned. 
I  don’t read it. The Japanese woman, she called me a misogynist . 
He was parked in front  of her house now, just  across from a park. He 
looked at her. 
That really hurt. 
She didn’t  ask. 
W hy d idn’t  she ask ?
Maybe we are all misogynists, then.
T hey bot h  k n ew what  t he Jap an ese lady m ean t . 
And misandrists.
Esther could no longer say how many men had given her books to read, or 
told her to see a certain movie or listen to certain music. But how many of 
those men held the authority of Harold? 
Harold did not  care for or about her at  all. He never had. The simple 
truth was perhaps obvious to everyone from the beginning – but had not 
been to Esther. 
‘It  would be, as your professor, an act  of love to maintain boundaries,’ the 
doctor asserted. ‘That’s what parents do, what professionals must  do, too. 
To do otherwise is sel¿ sh.’
To his co-professor, to fellow students, to the many other women who 
had been objects of Harold’s attract ions, this was not  news. 
‘Abusive, too.’
‘It  sounds simple but it’s profound: the ability to love in this way, from 
a distance, through restraint.’
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Rang cherries was Harold’s phrase for that  shock of recognit ion. The essay 
was contained in the large book Harold held in his arms; the book also 
contained an essay writ ten by Harold, though he did not mention it .
It was funny how you used the word date. We both laughed. It was funny how 
you opened doors for me. It was funny that when I  commented on the insistent 
opening of doors you said that your mother had taught you. To open doors. It 
was funny that I  knew then that I  would teach my son the same thing. 
They laughed, Esther thinks now, because they both understood the absur-
dity of the charade. There is nothing more at tract ive than shared secret  
knowledge with another human being – secret  knowledge that will lead 
the two of you to a shared space. 
Socrates: the best learning takes place in bed. 
Harold’s joke that wasn’t  a joke. 
‘Sometimes,’ Esther con¿ des in Harold, ‘sometimes I  need so badly to 
write the book that  is in my body, yet  feel unable to write it  – and this gap 
makes me want to die.’ 
Harold told her she must  write, no matter how afraid. 
‘You write as if saving your life,’ he tells her.
‘It  will kill you but  you have no choice.’
‘That’s when it  matters, when you have no choice.’
The truth will set you free. But not until it is Ànished with you. 
Years later, people say to Esther – You are brave – and it  will chafe. 
What does it mean to be brave when you don’t have a choice? 
The older you get , Harold told her, the more you feel that line of 
Heidegger – that to be fully alive means to feel yourself in decay, moving toward 
death.
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So, is there a resolution? Maybe it  was the night Harold told Esther he 
admired the rape essay but  otherwise found the writer herself scary. 
‘How so?’
‘Just scary. That was my impression.’
In the box with the notebook she’d kept while knowing Harold were 
papers she’d saved from college. One was a paper she’d writ ten in asylum, in 
response to an assignment for a course t it led Skepticism and Aɷ rmation, 
taught by Maire Jaanus, the striking Estonian who had been married to 
Edward Said. This she only learned later, reading Said’s obituary in the 
New York Times.
‘In the future, perhaps we will all at tend college while living in a mental 
hospital,’ she joked.
‘It  made me sad to read of this woman and scholar so essential to 
my undergraduate education, to my inchoate intellectual identity – now 
rendered a mere footnote in the obituary of a great man.’
‘And later my default  prof called Kathy Acker scary.’
‘This made an impression on you?’ 
‘It  seemed that women could very easily be scary – and these were 
women I  most  admired – women I  wanted to be.’ 
‘I  began to understand how terri¿ ed I  was of these women, and how I  
wished to become them – at  once.’ 
‘Perhaps it is that some of us need to write and others shouldn’t be writing.’ 
‘The world is divided into two kinds of people.’ 
Toward the end of The Rape Essay, the writer Harold described as ‘scary’ 
wrote: 
A few years ago I  invited to dinner at my home a man I’d known casually for 
two years. We’d had dinner and comradely drinks a few times. I  didn’t have any 
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intention of becoming sexual with him, but after dinner we slowly got drunk 
and were soon Áoundering on the couch. I  was ambivalent not only because I  
was drunk but because I  realised that although part of me was up for it, the 
rest of me was not. So I  began to say no. He parried each ‘no’ with charming 
banter and became more aggressive. I  went along with it for a time because I  
was amused and even somewhat seduced by the sweet, junior-high spirit of his 
manner. But at some point I  began to be alarmed, and then he did and said some 
things that turned my alarm into fright. I  don’t remember the exact sequence 
of words or events, but I  do remember taking one of his hands in both of mine, 
looking him in the eyes, and saying, ‘If this comes to a Àght you would win, but 
it would be very ugly for both of us. Is that really what you want?’ 
She came outside, sat  next  to him on the porch. He noticed a scar on 
her thigh, visible in the midday light . From a far oɱ boulevard, she heard 
the lone squeal of an ambulance.
‘You know I  wanted to see you because I  saw you the other day in 
Stevenson –’
‘W hat?’
‘I  was gett ing oɱ the elevator and you were in the –’
‘I  didn’t  see you.’
‘I  said H i, and you looked at  me, like – like I  was a piece of excrement.’
Esther told Harold she did not  recall seeing him that  day, but it  was 
possible. They were silent  for a while. She found a ladybug on her arm, 
Àicked it  away. 
‘My doctor says it  is sexual harassment.’ 
‘Well, I  don’t  – we could have a ¿ ght  about it , and I ’m not sure who 
would win.’ 
She stared ahead.
‘Yes, you would win, but it  would be very ugly for both of us. Is that 
really what you want?’
‘There’s nothing to win.’ 
He didn’t  say anything, just  looked ahead: his lips pursed, eyes 
narrowed, a long frozen stare of grat itude, sadness, anger or nothing at all.

Sara Baume

1.
I’ve often thought that  pigeons resemble t iny, shaved-headed men in high collars with their arms shoved down inside their shirts, the sleeves t ied behind their backs. I  know this is ridiculous; how can a bird possibly 
look like a man? But it ’s the picture that lights up in my head every t ime I  
see a pigeon, inescapably.
Since I  was a child, my mother’s uncle has kept homing pigeons. He 
lived four doors down the terrace from my parents and me. Almost every 
evening I ’d call to his house on my way home from school, and he’d allow 
me to measure the un-popped kernels of corn into the feed trays, to 
choose a bird for him to lift . Then he’d hold her in his lap, his ¿ st  encir-
cling her wings, gripping them st ill for me to extend a ¿ nger and stroke her 
plumage, very gently, very slow.
These days only my great-uncle and I  live in the same terrace, four 
doors apart . My mother and father are both gone from this town which 
has, in recent years, become more of a suburb. It  has an apartment block 
and a mult istory car park; there are more traɷ c lights than trees, more 
supermarkets than churches. Now my great-uncle has lung disease and 
coughs at  the end of every sentence and sometimes at  the beginning and 
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in the middle too. Now he wears a red button. HOME CARE PERSONAL 
ALARM SYSTEM it  said on the box it  came in, but  my great-uncle calls it  
his rocket  launcher, and he never presses it ; I  know because mine is the 
number it  will phone ¿ rst  if ever he tries to launch his rocket .
I  live here in my mother’s house with my boyfriend, who doesn’t  like 
it  when I  call him my boyfriend; he thinks it  makes us sound slipshod, 
unserious, liable to be rent  apart  at  any moment, as if we aren’t  soldered 
by stronger stuɱ. We are soldered by our baby. She was born with so much 
hair, more than my boyfriend, more than my great-uncle, more than all 
the t iny men-pigeons I  have ever found myself imagining. W hen I  brush 
her hair, I  try not to picture it  sloshing around the pools of Àuid inside me. 
Even though she has been born for nine months, has now been out  of me 
for as much t ime as she was in; even though my boyfriend and I  gave her a 
noble and beautiful name, we have yet to call her by it  or cut her hair; we 
refer to her only as ‘the baby’. 
2.
Two weeks ago, four of my great-uncle’s pigeons were taken to St  Malo 
for a cross-channel race. He never t ransports his own birds, and so has 
never seen them liberated along with all of the others, like a bat tery of 
feathered missiles, I  imagine, like ash-coloured ¿ reworks. My great-uncle 
only ever waits at  home for them to come back to him. Three returned 
roughly when they were expected but  there was no t race of the fourth 
unt il he received a phone call from a woman in Bethnal Green, a stranger. 
Then I  took out  my old school at las and opened it  across his kitchen 
table. He showed me Brit tany and I  turned the page and showed him 
London, and my great-uncle shook his head and said he couldn’t  make any 
sense of that . But  it  must  be my bird, he said, how else could the woman 
have called my number? 
For years, I  believed that  the way a homing pigeon navigates has 
something to do with ley lines, with Feng Shui, with water divining, but  
this isn’t  so. There are particles of iron in the tops of their beaks, micro-
scopic magnets which keep them aligned to the north. W hen they are far 
away, they smell the air, they listen to the sound waves: my great-uncle has 
explained this to me, though in diɱerent  words. And once they’re closer 
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to home again, they identify features in the landscape. A pigeon can race 
from six months of age right  the way up to ten years, and in most  cases, he 
says, an older bird is better. The strength and speed of youth is no match 
for the experience and ¿ delity that  comes with age. 
My great-uncle said he could not  Ày himself, because of what it  did to 
his ears, and he couldn’t sail either, because of what it  did to his stomach. 
But I  knew these weren’t  the real reasons; the real reason was because he 
was old and afraid. Think of all the people who’ve been born since me, I ’ve 
heard him say, think of all the things they know which I  don’t. He told me 
that  he would pay for the trip if I  arranged it , that he did not  care about 
the cost, but  it  had to be as soon as possible; this was the important  part . 
I  am to go by bus and plane, to return by train and boat . He gives me 
a carrying case which looks like a cat  box and has another, smaller box 
inside which doesn’t  have any air-holes, which rat t les when it  slides. Then 
he gives me instructions: for handling, for feeding, for calming down when 
in distress, and he gives me the name of the fourth bird, the lost  and found 
bird, as if she might answer to it . Her name is Martha.
W hat about the baby, my boyfriend says. Because he earns a better 
wage than me, my boyfriend is the one who works full-t ime. He is an 
engineer. But he takes a half day every Friday and spends long hours every 
weekend watching the T V channel which shows nothing but sport . I ’ll 
only be gone for one night , I  say; you can look after her. I  am annoyed 
with the baby because of something she has done to me; a small act of 
violence. Three mornings ago, as I  bounced her on my hip and tried to 
single-handedly butter toast , she fastened her puny ¿ st  onto my earring, 
and pulled, hard. It  was such a bizarre moment. My inst inct  to protect  
myself collided with my inst inct  to protect  her; I  dropped the butter knife 
and raised my free hand to slap her oɱ, but  stopped myself just  in t ime. 
Instead, I  blew hard into her face. I  blew because this was something the 
family dog had been frightened of when I  was a child, was the only way 
he could be made to surrender whatever forbidden thing he had clasped 
between his teeth. He’d Àatten his ears and squint  his eyes but open his 
mouth and back away. Something made me assume the baby would react  
as an animal would, and I  was right. As soon as I  blew in her face, she let  
go of my earring, and started to bawl. 
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3.
I  t ry to carry the cat  box onto the bus, but  the driver says it  is too big and 
makes me put  it  in the luggage hold. It’s a non-descript day in February; on 
every dual carriageway the sky is white as it  always is, the grass is green as it  
ought to be. W henever I  take a long trip, which is seldom since the baby, I  
try to make the t ime pass by looking intently at  the changing landscape; at  
each new, yet similar, segment as it  arrives into and departs from my ¿ eld 
of vision. Once, in secondary school, my biology class was taken on a ¿ eld 
trip to a nature reserve where we were each given a small wooden square 
and instructed to toss it  randomly into the air and chase it  to where it  fell. 
Then we had to get down on the ground and analyse everything we found 
in the plot of earth inside its frame, which at  ¿ rst  looked like nothing but 
grass, yet on closer inspection became weeds, seed-heads, pine needles, 
three diɱerent species of t iny Ày, and a woodlouse. Now, looking out  the 
bus window, I  t ry to see beyond the white and green, to single out the 
unexpected. I  remember how my school friends were jealous of the plen-
titude of my squared-oɱ plot  of earth, of my woodlouse. I  remember how 
our teacher said that  plentitude was a reÀection not  of the plot  itself, but 
of the person who analysed it .
From a seat  somewhere behind me comes the sound of a computer 
game, its unmelodious yet cheerful tune. I  wonder if there’s a child back 
there; everyone I  am able to see is an adult  who is at tempting to sleep, 
as if to defy the arduousness of remaining conscious throughout this 
suspended period of t ime, this journey. After a while, I  try to sleep too, but  
every t ime the bus stops, I  wake against my will, like a doll with t ipping 
eyelids. At every stop, I  look out at  people lingering on the footpath below 
the bus, saying hello or goodbye to their loved ones; they are people not 
watching and not  wait ing for me, not  wishing I  would wave. And this 
suddenly makes me miss my boyfriend, miss the baby, makes me ¿ nger 
my wounded ear. Though the hole was stretched beyond its limit , the lobe 
was not torn open, and I  didn’t  go to the doctor even though it  bled and 
throbbed more than I  thought such a useless wattle of Àesh could. W hat 
st ill bothers me about the whole thing – what bothers me most  – is how, 
for all the t ime the baby was pulling, I  was mewling in distress, and she did 
not  respond to this at  all, even though I  know she must be able to under-
stand the meaning of someone crying out  in pain, as every animal does.
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The last  thing I  see before I  ¿ nally fall asleep is the speck of a very 
high aeroplane, small as a stain in a ¿ ngernail, one of those ones which is 
meant to indicate that  your body is de¿ cient in calcium or zinc, or some-
thing else I  can’t  remember. And when my eyelids t ip open again, the bus 
has arrived at  Terminal Two. 
4.
Again, my cat  box is rejected by oɷ cialdom; I  have to bring it  to Oversize 
Luggage, to watch as a gigantic kitchen appliance encases it  in super-
strength cling-¿ lm. I  ¿ nd I  have forgotten all the inane lit t le protocols 
of Àying. Before I  am allowed through the security gates, I  have to stand 
over the designated bins, throw away a perfectly good pair of tweezers, 
choke down a carton of pineapple juice. I  have not boarded an aeroplane 
since I  gave birth, and this makes me assume that  the airport  police will 
not frisk me. I ’ve been frisked for almost  every Àight I ’ve ever taken, but 
something makes me expect  that  I  am no longer ineɱably suspicious by 
virtue of having become a mother. The plast ic archway doesn’t  bleep, but  
the airport  policewoman still draws me aside and invites me to raise my 
arms, to outstretch them as if I  am pretending to be the aeroplane. As she 
runs her gloves up and down my body, I  sing the soft , burring sound of an 
engine inside my head. 
On board, I  read the duty-free brochure from cover to cover; I  pay 
full at tention to the attendant who performs the safety announcement; I  
even study the In-Case-of-Emergency leaÀet. I ’m going to be the only one 
who survives this Àight, I  think. Then I  look out my window and see the 
wing. I  always end up in a seat  where I  can see the wing when I  am Àying; 
I  always spend the entire Àight watching for some part  of my part  of it  to 
break oɱ. 
I ’ve never understood how a building can be one hundred Àoors high, 
how a tunnel can travel beneath an estuary; I  cannot picture what sort  of 
crane-like machine it  was that  built  the ¿ rst  crane, nor how an aeroplane 
is able to lift  into the sky, and hold there, and climb and continue to climb 
for thousands of vertical miles, and ¿ nally to land again at  its destina-
t ion without any part  of either wing breaking oɱ. I  am a social worker by 
profession; my domain is strictly human, and so, what I  ¿ nd most  strange 
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and fascinating is the way in which people, in which we, every single day, 
place our trust , our lives, in contraptions we don’t  fully comprehend. Even 
though my boyfriend could easily explain all of these things, cement up 
the cracks in my perception, I  never ask. 
I  look out  the window as we Ày, past the obtrusive wing. The move-
ment of the wind and the rebound of the sun, their conspired optical illu-
sion, makes it  seem as if great  swatches of grass have been cast in silver. 
How evenly shaped and neatly spaced the landscape seems. It  makes 
me think about a project  I  did with a lit t le girl as part  of an art  therapy 
session: together we made a garden on a tray with pebbles for paving slabs, 
moss for lawn, a t in-foil pond and matchbox shed. From the plane, the 
landscape is too placid and perfect  to seem real; it  seems instead like the 
set of a miniature railway, an architectural model, a garden on a tray. The 
lit t le girl came into care that day because her mum had been evicted and 
needed some t ime alone in which to condense the contents of an apart-
ment to the size of a single room in a B&B. 
You don’t  have to get up very high to meet  the edges of this island. 
Soon all its even shapes and neat  spaces have bled together into green and 
blue, into shadows of cloud on the surface of the sea. 
As we begin to descend, my ears swell up with air. They have never 
hurt  like this on a Àight before; it  is as though they are act ing in sympathy 
with my great-uncle. For a while, the noise grows ferociously loud, until it  
seems impossible that  I  am the only passenger who can hear it , that  it  is 
st ill only inside me, until, at  last , my ears burst , clear. I  look around at  my 
fellow passengers, see that  they are all, again, either asleep or gazing direc-
tionlessly, distracted by their own swollen, blaring silence, stupe¿ ed by 
the in-Àight air condit ioning, the sculpted foam, the poetry of remaining 
st ill and the world remaining st ill but  something in-between you moving, 
uncontrollably. Now we come down over the monstrously tall buildings of 
London city, drop below the birds in Àight, the ones who Àap and Àap and 
never seem to get  anywhere, the ones who glide and seem to get  incredibly 
far with almost  no eɱort, now we land with all the landed ones.
I  won’t be Àying back again because Martha would not be able to 
tolerate it ; ascending beyond the point  at  which her wings could ever 
reach alone inside the hold of a hollering machine would be too much 
for an already disorientated bird to bear. Her beak-magnets would be 
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misbalanced beyond realignment, my great-uncle explained, in diɱerent  
words, and I  am enthralled by the peculiarity of this, of the bird who 
cannot Ày, either by its own aeronautics, or by ours.
5.
I  am to follow the directions in my phone, to go ¿ rst  to collect  my great-
uncle’s pigeon, then to the Àat of my friend where I ’ll be staying the night . 
I  have not visited London since I  was a student, and I ’d forgotten how 
much of the city is papered with advertisement panels, making it  feel as if 
I ’m walking through the pop-up pages of a magazine. There are a lot  more 
squirrels than I  remember, at  least  one in every tree I  pass, and some-
times in the bins too, all of them grey, and there are even more pigeons, 
on every footpath, windowsill, phone wire or on no ¿ xed thing at  all, just  
treading air. There are so many pigeons in London, I  suddenly realise how 
absurd it  is to have come all of this way to retrieve a single, part icular one. 
By the t ime I  ¿ nd the right  address in Bethnal Green, I ’m t ired, thirsty, 
too hot  from tramping around, from the streets and buildings and under-
ground trains all crawling with moving bodies. I  want to tell the woman 
who phoned my great-uncle that  she should never have removed the band 
around its ankle; that  she should have disregarded his pigeon like all of the 
others, but , of course, I  only thank her and accept  her tea. 
I  expect  Martha to be somehow less pigeon-like, more special. I  want 
her to be a bird-of-paradise pigeon, but she is grey like all the others. 
My friend’s Àat is in a Victorian terrace in New Cross, on the top Àoor. 
It’s terribly clean, and I  hope she hasn’t  cleaned for me. I  always feel enor-
mously guilty when my friends tidy up on my behalf, because cleanliness 
is not something I  have ever noticed or appreciated in the way that other 
people seem to. My friend is single and childless, so we don’t talk very 
much about my boyfriend and the baby. Over the dinner she has prepared 
for us and glasses and glasses of wine late into the night, I ’m happy to talk 
about the ¿ ne points of her life and feelings towards them. Only once it’s 
very late and I ’m very drunk do I  ¿ nd myself chattering about homing 
pigeons, telling her the things I ’ve learned from my great-uncle over the 
years. They’re the only bird able to recognise themselves in a mirror, I  tell 
her. They mate for life, and when a squab is born, it  takes three days for 
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its heart  to start beating, four for its eyes to open. The homing pigeon is a 
domestic species; her spirit  of adventure has been selectively bred away, and 
so as soon as she ¿ nds herself removed from her nest box, I  say, she’ll Ày up 
to a thousand miles just  for the quotidian privilege of sleeping there again. 
My friend seems genuinely interested, or at  least , convincingly pretends to 
be; she fusses over Martha, wanting to know if I ’m quite sure she is OK, not 
injured in any way, or excessively fatigued, dehydrated, hungry.
At ¿ rst  my friend says she thought that  homing pigeons were extinct , 
and I  explain that  she’s thinking of the passenger pigeon; the last  one died 
in Cincinnati Zoo in 1914 and now her sawdust-stuɱed skin is on display 
in the National Museum of Natural H istory in Washington, and people 
make pilgrimages to see her. She is called Martha, I  tell my friend, and this 
pigeon is her namesake. Now she wants to know how they’re trained, and 
I  tell her that  some breeders believe the best  way is just  to be nice to their 
birds, to build a bond strong enough for them to attempt to Ày back to 
their t reasured home and treasured human whatever the conditions: over 
channels, through storms, across the paths of peregrine falcons. But my 
great-uncle uses a diɱerent  method, I  tell my friend, the one he believes to 
be the most  eɱective. My great-uncle only races hens, and each hen is ¿ rst  
allowed to pick a mate and raise young, in order that , even after they’re 
weaned, she retains a powerful at tachment to the nest box where they 
were raised, and then, only after she has returned intact  from a race does 
my great-uncle grant her access to her box and mate, her promised land. 
He trains his birds by means of deprivation and reward, I  tell her, and my 
friend says, isn’t  that  kind of cruel? And I  agree; it  is.
A couple of t imes over the course of the long evening, my friend 
suddenly stops speaking in the middle of a sentence. Her eyes widen and 
she holds a hand up to hush me, but after several seconds, she waves her 
upheld hand and says, never mind me, I ’m sorry, it ’s nothing. Just  before 
we go to bed – she in her room, I  on the futon – she explains that  she has 
seen a mouse, and though she hasn’t  been able to ¿ nd any of its t races, 
though it  hasn’t  stolen any food or nibbled any wires, it  st ill bothers her 
because she is afraid of things which scutt le, of things with naked tails. 
Now she tells me how, one night she at tacked the Àat with duct  tape, 
sealing up every ¿ ssure and gap, every skirt ing board. If I  happen to hear 
a mouse-like sound during the night, or see a mouse-like thing, my friend 
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says, I  have to promise to tell her. She is not  absolutely sure she’s sealed it  
in instead of out . 
I  don’t  fall asleep straight  away; I  lie on the futon feeling red-wine 
sick, studying the indeterminate shapes of someone else’s room in the 
dark, the unfamiliar shafts of light . I  listen for the mouse, but  all I  can 
hear is the t raɷ c passing, the pigeon shuɹ ing and muttering in her cat 
box. I  can’t  sleep and now the drunkenness subsides and I  start  to miss my 
boyfriend again, to miss my baby, and I  realise that  this must  be exact ly 
how Martha feels. 
6.
Martha seems perkier in the morning, but  I  feel abysmal, as though I  
have been beaten-up, poisoned, water-boarded. I  haven’t drunk so much 
alcohol in a long t ime, not  since before I  learned that I  was pregnant, and 
the hangover renders me vulnerable to all the slightest  things which are 
wrong with my body: my earlobe throbs and my lower back begins to ache; 
I  feel a cold sore coming. My friend says she’ll walk me to the train station; 
already I ’ve forgotten the way.
Before we part , my friend and I  agree to make that  pilgrimage 
together some day, to Washington, to go and visit  the original Martha. 
Standing on the platform with my bag and cat box after she has gone, I  
watch a man outside the stat ion, down in the street below. He is wearing 
Àuorescent  yellow and trying to lift  the cover oɱ a manhole. He has a long 
metal gadget  hooked into one of its dents but  he is struggling to angle it  
properly; the cover repeatedly rises up about ten or twelve inches before 
clanging back down again, and each t ime it  does, it  pulls him down a frac-
t ion after it , causes him to stumble. For as long as it  takes for my train 
to arrive, I  watch the Àuorescent man battling against  this contraption 
invented and cast  in iron and set into the street  by other Àuorescent men 
just  like him. 
I  have to take three diɱerent trains before I  arrive at  the ferry port , 
and every t ime I ’m out again in the open air, amongst the free pigeons, 
and then at the quay side, I  think about the feathered missiles, the ash-
coloured ¿ reworks; I  think about liberat ing Martha. But I  know, of 
course, this would be pointless. On the ferry, I  ¿ nd us a quiet  corner on 
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the topmost deck, an empty bench in the shelter of the funnel. I  place her 
down beside me and watch her t iny man’s bald head through the window 
of her cat box, the way her t iny man’s arms are hidden and bound. I  extend 
my ¿ nger through the bars and stroke her grey plumage, clammy with salt  
and rain and spew.
Before I  left  for London, my great-uncle told me that  he wasn’t going 
to race pigeons any more. The rules have changed too much, not  just  
because of bird Àu but  because of pylons, masts, satellites. Nowadays, the 
air is full of radio waves and phone signals; it  interferes with the earth’s 
magnetic ¿ eld, with ley lines, with Feng Shui, with water diviners, with 
the t iny part icles of iron inside a homing pigeon’s beak, my great-uncle 
told me – in diɱerent  words. It  was the only race in the world – he said, in 
these words exactly – with a single starting gate but  a thousand diɱerent 
¿ nishing lines. Now it’s just  like any other race; now it’s just  like all the 
other races.
Niven Govinden

Lighter than he ever felt ; in transit  he’s free of the bulk that’s plagued him all his life. Through his weightlessness he understands how incon-sequential he is as a form; one of a million sycamores scattered by the 
wind. H is learning comes from nature: the animals that are bred and killed 
on his father’s farm; how one creature is replaced by another. Death, not 
of one’s choosing, but determined by others. He no longer has a voice, 
his throat raw from the pain he’s been made to express. Hoarseness too, 
from his captors. The fourth man, who stands at  the bottom of the tower, 
who enjoyed his work more than the others, shouting now until his voice 
reduces to a whist le. Let  this be the last  t ime this bastard speaks to anyone. 
Let his vigour and greed rob him of that  which his deems so precious: his 
righteous tone. Both his fear and hatred are ¿ nite: the length of t ime it  
will take him to hit  the ground. He understands distance like never before; 
and how, in his case, the pull of both death and gravity are intertwined. 
The month before he butchered a goat  with his father to celebrate the 
birth of his sister’s child. The two of them had stood apace from the 
animal, untethered in the yard, watching it  gorge on a ¿ nal meal of scraps; 
to their minds, oblivious to its fate. He watched his father’s movements: 
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how he managed to be both fast  and gentle as he crept towards the beast 
and scooped it  up into his arms; the width of his palm as he stroked its 
head upwards from eyes to crown, ¿ rm and slow; words passing from his 
lips that he was unable to hear; soothing the animal they way he too had 
been soothed as a child. He understood in those ¿ ve swift  steps from the 
kitchen to the barn door, where the cutlass was wait ing, that  parenthood 
was itself a lie: its kindness could no longer be believed if soft  words could 
belie violence so readily. W hen, at  the top of the tower, one of his captors 
had said ‘We will get  you something to drink soon. Pepsi,’ he knew then 
what he was in for. He did not  need the blindfold removed to see the truth 
marked on their faces. He gives thanks that his family are not  here; that 
the party he chose to visit  was in another town that  took half a day to 
travel to. He is proud that  he withheld his name, and that  he was unable 
to identify the others (nor they him, if they too were similarly rounded 
up on leaving). He is proud that he has cried and screamed, and uttered 
noises that  made them uncomfortable; naturally eɱeminate notes that  
made them beat  him more. He is still learning how the world works, no 
more so than in these past  days; learning on his feet ; aware that  he too can 
inst il a fear of his own; that  it  remains in his power to do all that he can 
to make them afraid. ‘Fifteen is nothing. If you are old enough to dance 
with these men, you are old enough for the punishment,’ the fourth man 
said as he was pushed up the tower steps to the balustrade. The shouts 
from below – cheers, screams, prayers; it  no longer matters – recede into 
the distance as he travels; deafened by the rushing air and his heartbeat  
that  races alongside. It  is only now that he sees his body as a machine; how 
he has been engineered by something greater than physiology; stream-
lined and functional despite his defects. That  only through levity, he is so 
capable. The mark he will leave. Flails. Flies. Falls. 
Kristín Ómarsdóttir
[Translated by Lytton Smith]

Here she is, walking the streets because she’s bored. She’s called Lilja, and she’s bored even though she has a beautiful name. This street  has looked the same way for years: for dog years and cat  years (and girl 
years). Pink houses, gray concrete, pavement slabs, meadowgrass, blue sky. 
Boredom costs less than elat ion; elat ion is pricey and only oɱers prosperity 
in the right moment. Lilja doesn’t  take risks; she has found her equilib-
rium. She looks at  the clock, bored, looks at  the clock, bored, looks at  the 
clock. She’s never met a more boring person than her, she doesn’t  know 
whether she’s able to get rid of herself and enjoy someone else’s company. 
Because of this, she thanks her friend when they meet in the square.
‘Humpf, I ’m sooooooo bored,’ she interjects.
He stares at  her: she’s wearing a light  green, polka-dot  summer suit . 
She stares at  him: he’s wearing striped summer gear with a yellow sixpence 
similar to a sun-crown on his head, the son of a powerless sun king whose 
name isn’t  recorded, not  here nor anywhere, save for on a tombstone 
which stands among all the others in an anonymous garden.
‘Not nearly as much as me. I ’m dying’, he says.
They walk oɱ. The sun shines in the empty sky; it  never changes. Isn’t  
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it  going to shine tomorrow just the way it  shone yesterday? That means 
you can rely on its appearing in t imely fashion each morning. They head 
into a garden together. Doing so might possibly lead to an inconsequential 
alteration, a detour on the way to their lunch spot via the fragrant  park, 
given that  boredom is bad enough to kill – and even allowing that Àowers 
aren’t  fragrant, except  for in books.
‘Listen to the birds: do you hear the bird?’ Lilja asks. ‘I ’ve never heard 
this kind of birdsong before.’
‘I  concur,’ answers the nameless sun king’s son, ‘I ’ve never heard this 
bird. W hat’s the bird called?’
They peer around. On top of the tree branches a red bird sings.
‘This species went extinct a long time back,’ he opines, ‘I ’ve read 
learned art icles about it  in scienti¿ c journals.’
Lilja points: ‘But look at  that  one! It’s green and sings like a rabbit  
born in the wrong body, and I  read about it  in this book I  had when I  was 
lit t le; it  ended its miserable life in the woods as a meal in a ¿ ne palace.’
She claps her hands and jumps up high. How fun to recall children’s 
stories as the sun approaches midday.
‘The Queen had never tasted such a delicious meal’, she continues, 
laughing because she’s proud of the memory. It’s warily that he observes 
his friend’s unexpected delight; if it  continues along such lines, rejoicing 
excessively at  the wonders of nature, it  could endanger her mental health 
and put  their security at  risk.
‘This species of bird was also killed oɱ a long t ime back,’ explains the 
wary friend once he’s scrutinised the trees more closely; he points to the 
bench: ‘Then take a look at  the tortoise rest ing under the bench! Such 
tortoises haven’t been seen anywhere in the world for decades. Yes, and do 
you see that  Àower?’
He points to Àowers which resemble a bridal bouquet.
‘Never seen it ,’ she concludes.
‘Never seen it ,’ he agrees.
‘Except in books,’ she adds.
‘Except in books,’ he adds.
‘W hat is going on?’ she asks.
‘W hat is going on?’ he asks.
‘Smell that ,’ she asks. ‘Oh, I ’m dizzy.’
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‘I ’ve got  a headache,’ he answers, and sneezes.
‘It  gives me icy chills, even though it’s spring, and doesn’t  lessen the 
boredom despite the brief pleasure; it ’s all confused and, what’s more, I  
can’t  be bothered to be a part  of such puzzles. Let’s leave this ghost-garden.’
He repeats her words and, silently, counts himself lucky: he recognises 
his girlfriend again.
‘Let’s leave the ghost-garden before we become part  of the ghostworld. 
Lilja, my dearest , might we be dead?’ he continues, questioningly.
‘An extinct  and obsolete species?’ she adds, just  as questioningly.
They take to their heels along a broad gravel path that  runs through 
the middle of the garden, beginning by the south gate, or what here passes 
for a southerly direction, and ending at  the northern gate. They draw 
breath and examine each other intimately. The speckled summer suit  is 
just  the same as before. The striped summer clothes just  the same. The 
sixpence as yellow as before. The twitching in her eyes is still there. They 
convince themselves they aren’t  dead and they aren’t  an extinct  species. 
She pinches him; he complains. He pinches her; she complains. They are 
awake and their breath reminds them a heart  beats in their breast.
‘Oof, we survived without being stamped out or killed, but  I  have to 
admit: we almost  didn’t  make it , Lilja.’
‘But we aren’t  surviving boredom, are we?’
‘No.’ He shakes his head.
‘Oof, this puzzle exhausts my mind, and I ’ve st ill got  to go to work for 
four hours this afternoon,’ she says, blowing her nose into a yellow hand-
kerchief she got  as a summer present .
‘It’s better to live bored than to be dead,’ he says, and his reassuring 
words have their desired eɱect . They continue their journey and go into 
another, muted garden.
‘It’s good to be in here because we can’t  hear chirping,’ Lilja asserts. 
‘This is a good place for boring folk like us,’ and he concurs; he is of the 
same mind. They each take the other’s hand and walk along a broad gravel 
path through the garden to the north. Their shadows indicate the path 
to them like a manual or a compass needle. On either side rise statues 
of kings, queens, working folk, slaves, angels, horses, goats, dogs, birds 
and snakes. So quiet  is this museum made of stones, soundless, soothing, 
peaceful, and it  ennobles the wretched mind. The midday sun sidles into 
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the napes of their necks but doesn’t  blind them in the eyes or wipe them 
Àat, just  lovingly warms their shoulders and their palpating hearts. At the 
end of the garden they come to the north gate; from there, it ’s a short  
distance to a nice lunch spot .
They sit  down, tuck white serviet tes into their necks, order fresh 
mussels that are safe to eat because they were grown in a pool where para-
sites are destroyed without ruining the ¿ ne taste and salt , or the texture 
when teeth bite into the seasoft  pebbles. The sensation approaches utter 
bliss.
‘I ’m almost starting to miss the boredom given how glorious this food 
is. We’d best be careful,’ she says, her admonishing tone tinged with humour.
‘Squeeze more lemon on the dish’, the sun king’s son suggests, ‘and it  
makes the dish better st ill.’
‘I  don’t want it  to be too good because I ’m afraid of utter bliss.’
‘There’s nothing to fear, Lilja, it ’ll pass; you’ll be bored again come 
four, latest . W hat do you say we meet up after work, compare notes, go 
into a music store and listen to beautiful sounds to lift  us up before the sly 
evening tedium takes over?’
‘It’s a deal,’ says Lilja.
They seal their pact , palms together.
‘Can’t we avoid the garden of extinct organisms on the way back?’ asks 
Lilja once they’ve paid for their meal with winning smiles: they live in a 
city which has done away with cash, in which payments are made through 
physical gestures.
‘I ’ll keep an eye out  for that ,’ says her friend, full of con¿ dence in 
himself, for con¿ dence means an advance, a tax reduction. He takes her 
by her arm and guides her through the garden which is ornamented with 
statues.
There’s a statue of a naked man leading a horse. Following him, statues 
of two naked women, stopped in their traces; one holds a baby, the other 
leads a goat.
There’s a statue of a naked man leading a cow. Following him, statues 
of two naked women, stopped in their traces; one holds a baby, the other 
holds a goose.
There’s a statue of a military commander riding a horse. An oɷ cer, 
with a winged helmet on his head.
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There’s a seated statue of a naked woman, and in her lap and t iptoeing 
along her shoulders, birds; one bird examines (eyelessly) the world from 
the top of her head as she reads a book.
There’s a kneeling statue of a boy; he cradles a bird in his palms.
At the boy’s feet lies a statue of a girl with a knife in her heart ; the pool 
of blood is the same color as the stone.
There’s a statue of a naked man leading a donkey. Following him, 
statues of two naked women, stopped in their t races, one holding three 
children and the other two travel bags; their donkey is laden with parcels 
and luggage.
And a lion statue tears apart  a wolf.
Standing there is a statue of a hunter and a young boy; he’s holding 
a dead goose, and a retriever stands at  their feet with a fox in his mouth.
And there’s also a statue of a naked man holding a globe; around his 
neck a snake hangs. The man’s hair blows as though there’s a wind.
‘Are we statues or are we extinct or are we an obsolete species?’ Lilja 
asks her friend, who has a consuming passion for questions of a philosoph-
ical nature. She leans her head against his shoulder, feeling like they’re 
both statues: although they seem to be walking, in reality they are motion-
less, and it’s the world that’s going past , the park passing them by until 
they reach the south gate.
‘Examining the situation more closely, we probably intend to be all of 
them at once,’ he replies, having ¿ rst  stroked his chin as a way to think 
ponderously.
‘You have to choose, whether you’d rather be a statue or an obsolete 
species,’ she demands.
‘An obsolete species in the kingdom of heaven,’ Lilja herself responds 
once she has waited so long for an answer that  she’s about forgotten her 
question. ‘It’s got so that  things are more excit ing in the kingdom of heaven 
than in the world of the living, though it’s rather crowded there and there’s 
barely room for any more extinct  creatures – it’s totally jammed, yeah? – 
that’s why men keep inventing new drugs to postpone the arrival of more 
people, see, due to the bottleneck that’s formed on the divine side. But it’s 
not possible to delay arrival inde¿ nitely: everyone dies, unless something’s 
discovered, an injection for eternal life. Those pit iful extinct animals that  
cannot reincarnate: they gallop around in heaven like I ’m here in this city.’
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He lifts the locks of hair that  hide her eyes from him.
‘W hen you think this way, it  leaves me even more bored than this 
morning and I  get  so sad I  cannot be bothered to drag my feet  along the 
ground,’ he admits frankly, smiling such a beautiful smile that  the funds in 
his bank account swell enough to possibly cause an abnormal swelling of 
the economy.
‘You don’t  need to drag your feet  along the ground,’ answers Lilja, 
unabashed, ‘the earth moves for you and takes you where you want to go.’
They stand in the square, half of which is hidden from the sun, though 
the main part  of the square reveals a set  of balmy circular tables with chairs 
and sunshades for t ired and thirsty passers to sit  under and rest  their 
weary bones, sat isfy their thirst , send loved ones the following message: 
I  am less bored because I  have you to think about and to look forward to kissing 
on the cheek when next we meet, and though we never meet, I ’ve still got you to 
think about.
They say goodbye to each other with a kiss on the cheek and promise 
to meet at  the end of the workday, at  ¿ ve, in the music store. They each 
point  at  the same time to the music store which stands beside the soap 
shop on the shady side of the square. W hen they have broken themselves 
away from each other, they wave goodbye. She has put  yellow gloves on. 
For his part , he’s put  on sunglasses. She works in an oɷ ce, designing tech 
that let  you communicate with your subconscious, in the adjoining street  
to the left . He works in an oɷ ce which builds dreams, in the adjoining 
street  to the right.
They put  on their headphones and listen to beautiful songs in the 
music store. She closes her eyes, and when she closes her eyes, he closes 
his eyes.
‘I ’m less bored with my eyes closed,’ he thinks, and she thinks about 
the way the music envelops them.
It  seems to her that  that  the notes lift  her up. It  seems to him that the 
notes lift  him up and back down when the silence comes. They descend 
to earth. They smile beautifully at  each other – a bonus, a bonus, clink, 
clink, the clinking of a moneybox – smile, smile, smile – she takes his 
hand and he takes her hand. The moment becomes impatient  wait ing for 
them. Until ¿ nally they take oɱ the headphones and hang them back on 
the pock-marked wall of the booth where headphones wait  for customers 
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to listen to music. The husband and wife who run the store smile at  them 
even though they’ve not  bought anything.
‘I  feel I  owe you my good fortune when you smile at  me the way you 
did when the music ended,’ says Lilja.
‘Then we’re quits,’ he says, ‘because I  felt  the same when you smiled at  
me when the music ended.’
‘Let’s go home,’ she wishes.
‘Let’s go home,’ he wishes.
They each take the other by the hand and walk home along a long 
sidewalk beside the equally long street. Cars drive in the opposite direc-
tion from their direction home. The sun sets and causes long shadows that  
stamp the sidewalk behind them like a bungee rope which wants to drag 
them back to the square – but they won’t let  it , the shadows have no say over 
their lives, their homeward steps are purposeful – clink, clink – and on the 
horizon a ¿ ne block of Àats rises, friend and beacon, and the shadow of the 
Àats oɱers them a welcome home after their long walk along a noisy street, 
the traɷ c swelling a noise like irons dragged in a monotonous direction.
‘That was a long walk and I  wasn’t  really bored at  all,’ says Lilja, once 
they’re standing by the gray wall and yellow door that leads them, via phys-
ical gestures, inside.
‘Same here,’ says her friend, ‘I  am less dissat is¿ ed in myself than I ’ve 
been for a long t ime. Home is best.’
‘Home is best ,’ repeats Lilja.
Clink, clink.
They lie under a white duvet, she in a check night-dress, he in verti-
cally-striped pyjamas, staring up at  the ceiling, which is white, and sits 
under the roof, lacking clouds, sun, moon or stars; it ’s not  been forgotten 
that  the ceiling was painted recently.
‘I  miss the birds we heard and saw in the park today, in the garden of 
extinct  species,’ whispers Lilja.
‘I  do, too,’ he admits, ‘and, worse still, I  feel I  can’t  remember how 
they sang. Do you remember the color of the turt le?’
She shakes her head. No. ‘Can’t  remember anything, except that  when 
we walked through that  mysterious garden it  really got on my nerves, but 
now I  miss the birds. Will we ¿ nd them again?’
‘Probably not ,’ her friend answers, morosely.
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‘We should look in the morning, before we go to lunch.’
‘But we’d just  be sadder and more bored by the sensation,’ he warns.
‘I  expect it  to be that  way, I  can’t  get enough of it , I  want to bore 
myself exponentially each and every day so that on the way home we arrive 
eventually at  a set t lement, the harmony spoken about in books.’
‘I  don’t entirely follow you, Lilja,’ he admits frankly, sensing that  the 
discussion could result  in poverty, could lead to their exclusion from this 
¿ ne block of Àats.
‘Hopefully we can’t  ¿ nd the garden tomorrow because then we will 
experience regret  mixed with boredom, and as a result  I ’m sure the green 
potato soup I ’m going to have at  the lunch spot will taste better st ill.’
‘I  think the mixture ‘boredom + regret’ will sit  poorly in the soul,’ he 
says, trying to protect  the stability of their lives and their livelihood.
‘Boredom gets new dimensions from regret and the longing for the 
song of extinct  birds. Listen, try to listen to your soul now.’
She begs.
He lends ears to his quiet soul.
Listen, listen.
The soul is soundless, no chirps come from it .
She lends ears to her own soul.
Listen, listen.
This is an expensive joke, their bank balances shrink, falling in value 
as the situation continues.
She hears something that could be called longing – she believes – for 
the singing of extinct  species of bird, for Àowers that resemble veils, a 
snoring turt le, the breaking sound when the sole of a shoe steps on a nest .
‘Lilja,’ says the son of the nameless sun king, giving up the search for 
the sound of his soul, giving up gett ing lost  in the silence of his soul, like a 
spirit  in the desert , ‘don’t  be oɱended, my best  and only friend, but  I  think 
you might lose your mind if you keep continuing on.’
He takes her hand under the duvet  because he wants to look after 
her and provide her security. The moon casts a beam through the window 
which they forgot to blind and the light twinkles on the duvet  like the feet  
of extinct  dance-maidens.
‘If I  lose my mind, I ’ll die and go to heaven with the extinct  organisms. 
There I ’ll come upon birds and seals, t igers and lions and a polar bear who 
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will eat  me, and thus I  will end up reincarnated on an earth that has turned 
into a desert . I  will look for you and not ¿ nd you.’
‘W hy won’t  you ¿ nd me?’ he asks, alarmed.
‘Because you’ll have drowned in the swimming pool which is run by 
cannibals.’
‘Lilja, my dear, my sourest  lemon in this city, I  think I  should call the 
doctor, you are losing your mind: if you continue in this delirious babble 
we will be cast  out from this block of Àats and end up dest itute on the 
street , dressed like wretches. I  feel it  deep inside; I  feel it  deep inside. I  
am sensitive and at tuned to my environment, or else I  would not  have 
achieved so much in my job.’
‘I  reckon Noah must  have followed the extinct  animals to heaven,’ 
Lilja ponders to herself, and watches her friend run out  and grab the 
phone with a frantic grasp; he dials. He has legs reminiscent of a bird, a 
torso reminiscent  of a bear, the head could be on a Àower. She thinks. The 
man on the phone answers:
‘State Department for Extinction, who is calling so late at  night?’
He throws the phone up towards the ceiling. Their lives plummet in 
value.

Francesca Marciano

The swallows keep darting back and forth across the roof like shooting arrows. I  think they must be playing a game – a kind of hide-and-seek – because they don’t seem to get t ired of it . I  am not used to seeing 
birds Ày through airports. It ’s quite a stretch to call this thatched roof 
standing on pillars an airport  and I ’m worried about the size of the plane 
we are about to board. If this is the size of the airport  of the Big Island and 
we are going to the Small Island, how big can the next  plane be?
I  look around at  my fellow passengers. We are not  more than ten and 
that worries me too. There are large men clad in white kanzus (I ’m already 
using the local language thanks to the Teach Yourself Swahili booklet I  
bought in Dar es Salaam) and koÀa, which I  just  learned is what their ¿ nely 
stitched cap is called. Judging from their potbellies and thick gold watches 
they seem rather aɹ uent. A couple of them have small-sized wives sit t ing 
next  to them, wrapped in the black cape they call buibui. The men talk 
loudly, mostly among themselves or on old-fashioned Nokias – only a few 
have smartphones – whereas the wives don’t  Àinch. They are as still as 
pillars of salt  surrounded by hefty bundles and boxes. I  can see baskets 
brimming with mangoes, cartons containing some household appliances, 
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an electric fan, a kettle, a DVD player. They must’ve been shopping on the 
mainland; I  didn’t  see any shopping opportunit ies for such items as kett les 
or fans on the Big Island. Just  a few gift  shops and a desolate, half-empty 
supermarket. A crackling voice on the intercom speaks in Swahili, and the 
man next  to me shakes his head with disdain.
‘Delay,’ he says, meeting my eyes.
‘How much?’
‘One hour.’
It  could be worse, I  think, so I  pull out  my book.
I ’ve been to Africa before – to Egypt and Morocco – but  never south of 
the Sahara and never to such a remote place. During my travels I  rarely ever 
mix with the locals, sealed as I  am in my work bubble, always surrounded 
by colleagues. We end up spending most  of our t ime inside conference 
rooms, in line at  those ghastly buɱet  lunches, or in our anonymous hotel 
rooms watching the news. Since I ’ve been on this part icular detour I ’ve 
been feeling more vulnerable but  also more adventurous. I  think I ’m 
beginning to get  the hang of traveling solo. For instance, whenever I  am 
the only white person within a contained space, I  ¿ nd that  reading is the 
best  thing to turn to. It’s actually an act of courtesy, I  realised; it  allows 
people to stare and even point  at  me if they need to – usually it ’s the 
women who ¿ nd something ridiculous about my clothes and tend to giggle 
with hands over their mouths. My reading gives them total freedom to 
examine me without creating unnecessary embarrassment.
‘Are you Italian?’ a voice asks me in English.
I  lift  my eyes from the book. Sit t ing across from me is a man in his 
early ¿ ft ies. He’s clearly been looking at  the cover of my book. He must  
have just  sat  down; I  hadn’t  noticed him earlier. He wears a white linen 
shirt , nicely tailored cotton trousers in a shade of ochre, Ray-Bans and 
soft  loafers without socks. This last  detail, more than anything, tells me 
he must be Italian as well. Those are expensive car shoes, the kind Mr 
Agnelli made famous. Only Italian men wear loafers without socks with 
their ankles showing this much beneath the trousers.
‘Si,’ I  say, and I  shake the hand he’s already holding out .
I  am not sure whether to be relieved or disturbed by this chance 
encounter. He lights a Marlboro and begins to chat  amiably in Italian, 
ignoring my desire to read on.
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H is name is Carlo Tescari, he’s been living in Tanzania for the last  ten 
years. He’s built  a couple of luxury safari camps near Ngorongoro. Before 
that he lived in Kenya, where he built  more luxury camps and sold them 
for a fortune. Twenty-¿ ve years in East  Africa, he says, as though it’s a 
record of some kind. Funny, because he looks as if someone had just  lifted 
him from the Via Roma in Capri and landed him in this t iny airport  on 
the Big Island, on his way to another, smaller island not  many people have 
ever heard of.
‘Are you with the N G O ?’ he asks me.
‘No.’
‘Just visit ing?’
‘Yes.’
‘There are no hotels, you know. Not even a guest  house.’
‘I ’m staying at  a friend’s place.’
‘Are you?’ He looks at  me with a hint of suspicion. ‘Is it  an African 
friend?’
‘No. An old friend from Italy. He has been living there for ¿ fteen years.’
‘Is this the man who works for that  N G O ?’
‘Yes. That’s him.’
‘I  thought so. Someone at  the embassy in Dar suggested I  see him to 
get  some advice. I ’ve got his contacts somewhere.’
He opens his leather briefcase and Àicks through his documents.
‘Here it  is. Andrea Nelli, right? I  spoke to him last  week on the phone, 
he’s expecting me. Well, that’s quite a coincidence, isn’t  it?’
I  nod, politely.
‘Then I’ll come along with you to his place. We can share the cab. If you 
don’t mind.’
‘No, I  don’t ,’ I  say, even though I  do, actually.
‘I  just  need to ask him a few questions, it’s not  going to take long. 
He’s the only mzungu that  lives on the island, other than Jeɱrey Stone. I ’m 
staying at Jeɱrey’s, I  know Jeɱ from Nairobi. He’s the local veterinarian 
and hates it  there. Apparently your friend has been on the island for, what  
did you say, ¿ fteen years?’
‘More or less, yes.’
‘Jeɱrey has been there only three months and he’s desperate to leave. 
Not much company.’
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‘No?’
‘No. And it’s a dry island. No booze. The death of an Englishman. Very 
tradit ional Muslim community.’
That, I ’m aware of. Andrea has instructed me over the phone ‘long 
sleeves and no bathing suits. You can swim in a dress if you really have to.’
Carlo Tescari seems eager to extract  more details about my host.
‘W hat’s he like? He wasn’t  very forthcoming on the phone.’
‘I  haven’t  seen him in ages. Since he moved out  here.’
‘I  see.’
He takes a good look at  me.
‘So is this a happy reunion?’
‘Yes.’
‘A sort  of “Dr Livingstone, I  presume” moment.’ He chuckles, then 
adds, ‘I  hear your friend has become very local.’
‘I  wouldn’t  be surprised, given that  there are only locals, as you say. 
Except for your unhappy vet , of course.’
He grins, showing a crown of teeth so white they might even be false.
It  t roubles me, to arrive at  Andrea’s house in the company of this 
man. I  had envisaged a completely diɱerent scene when I  decided to track 
him down a couple of weeks ago. And now, after such a long journey, I  am 
nearly at  his doorstep, about to show up with exactly the kind of person 
he will loathe.
This part  of the journey, from the Big Island to the Small Island, was a 
last-minute diversion from my original it inerary. I ’d been invited to at tend 
a conference in Dar es Salaam on ecosystem disturbances and the manage-
ment of protected forests. It  was only once I  was on the plane to Tanzania, 
while perusing the map of East  Africa, that  I  realised how close I ’d be 
to the place where Andrea had disappeared. Not exactly close-close, but 
certainly closer than I ’d been in all this t ime, when it  seemed he had 
vanished somewhere unreachable and exotic, never to be found again. 
None of us – not  any of his friends – had ever heard of this t iny island in 
the Indian Ocean, which at  the t ime of his disappearance was mentioned 
only in passing in guidebooks; later, when we’d all become expert  Internet  
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surfers, all I  could ¿ nd online in relat ion to the island were a couple of 
blurred photos of the ruin of a mosque, as though no travel writer had ever 
cared to explore it .
I ’m a biologist  with a doctorate in agriculture and food sciences and 
my specialty is biodiversity in Central European forests. At  the confer-
ence in Dar I  spoke at  length to a sleepy audience on the eɱects of atmo-
spheric pollut ion on lichens. Afterward, in the half-empty conference 
room, a mix of scient ists from diɱerent  parts of the world exchanged 
mild comments about  my talk over watery coɱee and stale biscuits. 
Before I  could say anything they had already switched subjects, and were 
discussing the heat , the malfunct ioning of the air-condit ioning in their 
rooms and the poor reception on their phones. Once in my hotel room, 
instead of giving in to my resentment , I  decided I  st ill had a chance to 
give this exhaust ing t rip a more signi¿ cant  purpose. To ¿ nally get  hold of 
an ex-lover I  hadn’t  heard from in ages seemed a much more rewarding 
task than introducing rare species of lichens to my colleagues. I  Googled 
all the local airlines t ill I  found a connect ion that  could take me to the 
island where Andrea supposedly st ill lived. From Dar I ’d have to Ày to the 
Big Island and from there the only way to the Small Island would then be 
to get  on a rusty ferry that  takes a day and a half. The Indian Ocean tends 
to be choppy—-at least  that’s what  I  read on Trip Advisor – so I  opted 
for a twelve-seater plane. Before I  bought the t ickets I  Googled Andrea’s 
name in various combinat ions with the island name t ill I  found a number 
for an N GO. Someone picked up the phone after the ¿ rst  ring. It  was him. 
I  gasped.
‘Andrea? You are not  going to believe this. It ’s Stella.’
‘H i, Stella, where are you?’
He sounded wholly unfazed.
‘I ’m in Dar es Salaam. Not too far from you.’
‘W hat are you doing in that horrible city?’
‘I  am a speaker at  an international conference on biodiversity.’
‘Sounds like you got  your Ph.D after all.’
‘I  did.’
Silence. I  thought maybe the line had been cut  oɱ. Then I  heard him 
clear his throat.
‘Come see me. I  haven’t  spoken Italian in so long.’
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‘I  was thinking I  actually might do that . I  could come for three or four 
days. If that  would be O K … I  mean, if you are not  too busy.’
‘Just come.’
There was another pause. I  then tried a more familiar tone.
‘Andrea? It’s wonderful to hear your voice again. It’s been such a long 
time. How are you?’
‘I ’ll tell you when I  see you.’
Naturally Carlo Tescari sits next  to me during the short  Àight on our t iny 
plane and continues with his entire life story and his future business plans. 
Apparently our shared nationality gives him the right to treat  me like an 
old friend and there is very lit t le I  can do to fend him oɱ. So I  learn the 
real purpose of his trip. On the east  side of the island where the main 
village is situated, the coast  is just  mangroves and muddy shores. But on 
the northwest side, beaches as white and as soft  as talcum powder stretch 
for miles and miles. He surveyed the coastline from a Cessna a couple 
of months back. He opens the briefcase and shows me a map. On a half-
moon-shaped cove he plans to scatter a few thatch-roofed huts (he calls 
them bandas), with a larger common area built  in natural materials and to 
be exquisitely designed by a Dutch architect . A minimalist , ecological, yet 
stylish and highly comfortable retreat  for people seeking complete privacy 
in the wilderness. Of course he’ll need to bring a road and water, but  he 
doesn’t  think it’ll be that  hard.
‘Building the road is going to be the most  work of all, but  I  think I  can 
get some polit icians involved,’ he says. ‘Hopefully your friend can give me 
some advice as how to oil the right  people.’
From the sky the landing strip looks like a narrow slit  cutting through 
the dense foliage. I  close my eyes and hold my breath till we touch ground. 
The ride in an ancient blue taxi corroded by rust is just as bumpy as our 
landing; the roads on the island are packed dirt scarred by large ruts. It’s 
baking hot, the earth is a deep vermilion and there’s a ¿ lm of orange dust 
shrouding the trees lining the way. I  keep my eyes on the window, looking 
straight ahead, while Carlo Tescari goes on and on about the diɷ culty of 
dealing with old-fashioned Muslim politicians who don’t welcome foreigners.
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As we approach the town, an ugly tower looms over the tops of the 
trees. Its concrete structure is covered in blackish mould, the plaster is 
Àaking, the window frames have rusted badly and have come oɱ in places. 
Strings of faded laundry adorn the squared balconies of apartments that 
look as though they were intended for the Russian working class. The 
tower – designed in the seventies by an architect  in Leningrad? A gift  from 
the Communist  party to the president of this corrupted republic? – is 
rot t ing away in the sticky weather. We keep on driving, past the town 
on a winding road snaking through coconut and banana trees, random 
patches of vegetable gardens, ugly cinder-block houses. Women carry 
yellow plastic buckets on their heads sloshing with water. I  intercept their 
corrugated brows and suspicious looks as they peek at  the white people 
inside the car without smiling.
So this is where he has been all these years, while we, his friends, fell 
in love with other people, moved to diɱerent  cit ies, got our degrees and 
found jobs. Some of us had children, some of us died in car accidents, 
some overdosed, some became famous, others did nothing with their lives.
In the beginning, when he ¿ rst  left , we often wondered why Andrea 
had stopped answering our let ters. Then, as the years went by, we ceased to 
think about him, as though it  were pointless to keep track of his existence: 
he’d simply gone too far and had fallen oɱ the radar. If we mentioned his 
name, it  was always only to say how lucky he was, to be living in such an 
exotic place, to have Àed from our pasty, predictable, urban lives.
Funny, how we assumed the island he’d escaped to should be a set t ing 
out  of a Graham Greene story: we pictured a small colonial town on the 
edge of a harbour in a lush, t ropical landscape, its narrow streets winding 
through a lane of wooden buildings with lacy balconies, lat t iced verandas, 
with a touch of romantic decay. 
He’s wait ing for us on the porch of the house – another no-frills cinder-
block box with a blue door and small windows – standing erect, with arms 
crossed, in an assert ive posture that  demands respect. He’s wearing a 
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starched white kanzu and a koÀa and, because of his dark hair and tanned 
skin, he doesn’t  look that much diɱerent from the local businessmen I  
Àew in with. He’s put on some weight  and grown a short  beard. He’s quite 
stocky, actually, and his curls are gone, though his green eyes Àicker for a 
moment when he sees me and that  Àash of mutual recognit ion gives me 
a jolt  in the stomach. I  feel a light  resistance from him, a rigidity, when I  
Àing myself into his arms. He moves his face slightly to the side, so that  I  
miss his cheek and end up kissing air. He steps backward and smiles shyly.
‘Hey, Stella,’ is all he says.
‘I  can’t  believe I  ¿ nally got hold of you!’ I  almost  shout, unable to 
repress my enthusiasm.
‘Wait a minute, let  me deal with him ¿ rst ,’ he says calmly, almost 
dreamily, lift ing his chin toward Tescari, who has stayed behind, talking to 
the taxi driver, possibly telling him to wait  for him.
It’s disappointing, of course, that joy for this reunion should be put on 
hold and mitigated by the presence of a stranger.
Tescari sprints onto the porch baring his white teeth. He oɱers his 
hand.
‘So very pleased to meet  you at  last . I  can’t  stand communicating via 
e-mail or phone; one has to be able to look people in the eyes when talking 
business, don’t  you think?’
I  catch a Àash of surprise in his eyes as he takes in the white kanzu 
and koÀa.
Andrea doesn’t  answer, he simply shows us into a small room, empty 
save for a green couch sheathed in plast ic, a makeshift  bookcase with a 
few paperbacks, and a sisal mat on the cement Àoor. On the bare walls 
hangs but  a single picture, Arabic calligraphy. Tescari takes in the ambi-
ance, then throws me a reproachful glance, as if I  have lured him into a 
trap. Andrea shows him the couch.
‘Please sit  down.’
Andrea instead sits on the Àoor, folding his legs in lotus posit ion. 
Tescari slides uncomfortably onto the very edge of the couch, as though 
he wants to avoid contamination, and the plast ic cover makes a screeching, 
embarrassing sound under him. He opens his briefcase and pulls out the 
drawings. I  stand, as I ’ve not  been asked to sit  down yet , glad to keep a 
distance from the posit ion that  Tescari has been given on the couch.
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There is a moment of uncomfortable silence. Andrea and Tescari stare 
at  each other as if neither one wants to be the ¿ rst  to speak. Then Andrea 
makes a gesture with his hand, signalling that  Tescari should begin.
Tescari fumbles through his documents, then unfolds a large drawing.
‘As I  told you on the phone, I  have investors in Europe that  are 
extremely keen on this project. They are ready to come in as soon as I  let  
them know the permits have been secured. Here, take a look at  the plans.’
Tescari hands the drawing down to Andrea, who takes a cursory look at  
it  and says nothing. I  hear a noise in the next room. Someone is splashing 
water on the cement Àoor.
‘We’re planning to Ày the clients down from Dar to make it  easier for 
them to reach the camp. All we need is a landing strip for a Cessna, that’s 
not  a problem, but  we’ll have to build a road to carry building materials 
and so on.’
Tescari taps his shirt  pocket.
‘Can I  smoke?’
‘No. You can go outside if you wish.’
Tescari leaves the pack of cigaret tes in his pocket.
‘How far is the beach from the main road? From the plane we couldn’t 
see, the foliage was too thick. And how about water? Do you have any idea 
how deep one has to dig?’
Andrea doesn’t  answer. Just  sits there with his legs in a knot. Tescari is 
puzzled but  decides to ignore the awkward silence.
‘You are the ¿ rst  person I  am talking to, here. I  will see the Ministry 
of Land and Forests as well, of course. But before I  do I  wanted to have a 
clearer picture of the technical aspects. I  was told you’re the best  person 
to talk to since you know everybody on the island.’
Tescari watches as Andrea folds the map shut .
‘I ’ve lived in East  Africa long enough,’ Tescari says. ‘I  know it  can be 
tricky to start  a project  like this if you are an outsider. That’s why I  came 
to see you ¿ rst . To get  a sense of –’
Andrea hands the plan back to him. He speaks, slowly, enunciat ing 
each word dist inctly. H is tone is steady, unwavering.
‘You can rest  assured you will not  get  any permit, nor any help, to 
build this resort . The people on this island are not interested in facili-
tat ing this kind of project  so that you and your investors can stash your 
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clients’ dollars in a Swiss account. If anything, I  will do everything in my 
power to prevent this from happening.’
There’s a moment of silence. Tescari clears his throat .
‘I ’m afraid there’s a misunderstanding. We are going to hire locals. 
Everyone will pro¿ t  from this venture,’ he says. ‘By which what I  really 
mean is that it  will give jobs to lots of people. I ’m sure that you, more than 
anyone here, realise that  this island needs some –’
Andrea raises his palm to stop him.
‘This is a traditional island. We won’t  allow foreign speculators to 
wreck our customs and oɱend our values. We don’t  want half-naked tour-
ists on our beaches smoking and drinking. The people here don’t  need 
jobs, we grow our own food and catch our ¿ sh, and this is the way the 
island has lived for centuries.’ Andrea’s voice is quiet, unperturbed. ‘We 
don’t  need you. Is that  clear enough? Now you can go. Please.’
And he stands up, gesturing toward the door with a sweep of his arm.
Tescari shoots up, holding his folded plans to his chest , stunned. He 
turns toward me. ‘This man is crazy.’
‘Please go. I  see your taxi is st ill wait ing for you,’ Andrea insists, 
standing by the door.
‘Crazy,’ Tescari says to me, a ¿ nger to his temple. ‘Honestly, if I  were 
you I  wouldn’t stay here.’
And then he’s out  the door.
I  hear the engine start  and the taxi pulls away. It  is a relief and yet  part  
of me feels abandoned.
‘Wow,’ I  say.
I ’m waiting for Andrea to remark, wait ing for him to erupt  in a roaring 
laugh and utter something outrageous. For him to undo the monastic 
posture, get  out of the starched kanzu and declare that what he just  said 
was a joke, a performance he played on the Italian with loafers.
Instead he keeps very still and suddenly I  feel uneasy.
‘W hat are you?’ I  ask.
‘W hat do you mean?’
‘W hat are you here, anyway. Are you some kind of mullah?’ I  say, with 
a nervous laugh.
Andrea strokes his short  beard and thinks for a moment. He doesn’t  
get that  my question is meant to be humorous.
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‘No. Although I  did convert  to Islam years ago.’
‘Oh. I  see,’ I  say, as though that  explains everything.
We stare at  each other uneasily. I  look around the empty room and 
I  wonder many things at  once: whether he has a guest  room for me or 
I  am to sleep on the screeching plast ic couch, whether he might in fact 
have gone crazy or even be under medication, whether coming here was a 
terrible mistake. It  has nothing to do with his converting to Islam. It’s that  
he just  seems so much slower. Numbed.
‘That  guy,’ he says, ‘isn’t  the ¿ rst  one to show up here with a plan. I ’ve 
told them all to fuck oɱ. One by one.’
Here he gains a bit  of speed. He’s more animated and that feels 
reassuring.
‘I  know how their plans work. They build what they call an eco-friendly 
self-sustainable camp in the wilderness for a pit tance, so that  for ¿ ve 
hundred dollars a night  millionaires can take a crap under the stars. Then, 
slowly but very, very surely they declare the beach oɱ-limits, they deny 
access to the local ¿ shermen because their clients need their ‘privacy.’ As 
though this has been their land for generations. Over my dead body they’ll 
get in here.’
‘Absolutely!’ I  cheer. I ’m relieved: he’s sounding like himself at  last .
It’s only now that  I  realise that  since I  ¿ rst  arrived Andrea still hasn’t  
really looked at me. And I  cannot tell whether he’s happy to see me or not .
H is body used to be lean and taut. H ip bones, ribs and knee-caps showing 
under baggy jeans and faded t-shirts. Long hands and nimble ¿ ngers that 
touched things gently. I  loved his feet  too. Once I  told him, ‘You have 
the hands and feet  of a dancer,’ because there was a special gracefulness 
in the way he moved in space. He never brushed his hair, which was a 
tangle of light brown curls, often shading his eyes – those green, bright 
eyes that  changed with the weather – and I  suspect  he didn’t  wash it  often. 
W henever we’d be all together – me, our friends – discussing something 
we’d read, whether it  was polit ics, literature, ethics, he’d sit  back while we 
made our loud arguments. H is silence made us edgy, we felt  observed and 
judged. We wanted him to level with us, so we’d turn to him and say, How 
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about you, Andrea, let’s hear what you think, and often what he said was 
just  the opposite of what we’d so fervently maintained t ill then. He always 
seemed to come at things from another perspective, and what we had 
thought was right  suddenly seemed wrong, what we thought was daring 
seemed banal.
We all wanted to be a this and a that: a writer, a photographer, an 
actor, an architect, a polit ical activist , whereas he didn’t  seem to strive to 
be anything. He was good with his hands, he knew how to ¿ x things and 
work with wood, he worshipped his motorcycle and spent  hours adjusting 
and calibrat ing its mechanisms. We were aware that  he knew a lot  – more 
than us – that  he loved to read and the books he chose were unusual and 
diɷ cult , as though he had already read and digested what we were reading 
and was way ahead of us. He read essays, literary crit icism, obscure play-
wrights and poets, but he never lectured, never quoted from them. I  think 
he found it  pathetic, the way we showed oɱ, always keen to sound witt ier, 
more well read, more up-to-date.
We never met his parents and knew very lit t le of his background. He 
was an only child and apparently his father was a strange man who drank 
too much and didn’t  seem to have a real job. H is mother had left  the 
family when Andrea was a teenager and he didn’t  like to talk about her. 
Once he said he thought Freud had given all of us an alibi to whine.
At a t ime when we all strived to be reckless, he was the most fear-
less with drugs, though he never seemed high, only more concentrated, 
sharper. We made love the ¿ rst  t ime under a shower, while tripping on 
LSD. I  st ill remember how the yellow mosaic of the bathroom glimmered, 
and how I  was convinced I  was inside an Egyptian palace, shimmering 
with gold and sunshine. I  don’t  remember whose apartment it  was, and 
why I  was alone under the shower – the sprinkling water felt  like a cascade 
of yellow diamonds – but  suddenly there he was, smiling, gett ing out  of his 
clothes, entering the magic circle of gold with me.
I  was already in love with him by then and I  wasn’t  the only one. We 
all fought to get his at tention, to spend t ime alone with him – men and 
women alike – and some of us fought harder to become his lover. There 
were jealousies and treacheries, though he never used the power we had 
given him to manipulate us.
One day he announced he was going away. Someone he knew had 
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oɱered him a place as a volunteer to teach English to children in Africa. 
He mentioned the name of the island, a name so diɷ cult  to pronounce 
that it  became impossible to remember.
The last  t ime I  saw him it  was on a winter day on the street right  
below my apartment. He had come around to say goodbye right  before 
gett ing on the plane. He must  have buzzed the intercom and I  had come 
down. I  was living by the Via dei Riari then, in a small studio at  the end of 
the street , at  the foot  of the Gianicolo H ill, and I  remember the feeling 
of sorrow clinging to my clothes as I  walked out on the street . It  was driz-
zling and cold and he wasn’t  wearing a coat  or a jacket; all he had on was a 
thick black turtleneck and his old leather gloves. I  also remember how he 
was leaning against  a brick wall next  to his motorcycle and how the wind 
ruɹ ed his hair.
He has a wife.
She must  have been the one throwing water on the Àoor. She is only a 
girl – a very thin, very young girl like so many I  saw along the island road 
with sloshing buckets balancing on their heads – who looks frightened 
to see me. She wears a threadbare kanga wrapped around her waist  and 
another one with the same pattern over her shoulders. As she advances, 
she pulls its edge over her hair, which is braided in thick cornrows, as 
though she needs extra protection. Andrea speaks quickly to her in Swahili, 
and she whispers something inaudible. She lowers her eyes to the Àoor as 
she stands before me like a schoolgirl in front  of the principal.
‘This is Farida,’ Andrea says. ‘She hasn’t  met many Western women.’
I  stretch out  my hand and she hesitates before moving hers tentat ively 
toward mine. I  rush to grab it . It ’s limp, and still wet  from the washing.
‘Hello, Farida, very nice to meet  you,’ I  say in English.
I  realise my voice has taken the hideous inÀection I  sometimes can’t  
help myself from having when talking to Africans. I  tend to stretch all my 
vowels, in an unconscious eɱort  to imitate their accent .
‘Women don’t  shake hands here,’ Andrea warns me.
‘Right. Sorry.’
‘Don’t be sorry, foreigners don’t  always know.’
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Farida has beautiful eyes with long, curled eyelashes and her skin 
looks soft , Àawless. She must be eighteen at the most . Her pupils dilate 
with apprehension, so I  let  go of her hand.
‘She doesn’t  speak any English,’ he says.
Farida whispers something to him, he nods, releasing her, and she 
rushes oɱ, back where she’s been hiding.
He shows me where I  am to sleep. It ’s a small room in the back, 
behind the kitchen, with a Spartan four-poster bed and a mosquito net . 
He stands by the door for a moment  and I  feel his eyes on me for the 
¿ rst  t ime. I  look at  him and again, for a split  second, I  feel that  Àicker of 
recognit ion, a t iny leap of the heart , as though we both know what the 
other one is thinking. Snippets of the past  are hovering between us. I  am 
about  to say something – I  am not sure yet  as to what  – but  I  need to say 
something that  will shorten the distance, make us close again. He cuts me 
oɱ before I  open my mouth.
‘I ’m going to the mosque for prayer, then we’ll have dinner. You must 
be hungry.’
It’s beginning to get dark outside when he comes back. I  hear more water 
splashing, this t ime from the plastic bucket  he showed me in the bathroom 
we are meant to share. W hen he knocks at  my door to call me for dinner 
he has changed into a pair of cargo pants and a faded t-shirt . We sit  on 
the mat under a bright  Àuorescent  light and Farida brings out  our dinner. 
Andrea scoops up rice, ¿ sh in coconut sauce, thinly cut  greens mixed with 
sweet  potatoes and chapati from warm aluminum pots covered by lids, 
while Farida retreats again to the back room. He hands me a full plate 
and begins to eat  skillfully with his ¿ ngers, using the chapati to gather the 
food and mop up the sauce. I  take a moment to study his technique. No 
food reaches past  his ¿ rst  knuckle, I  observe. A trick I ’m unable to imitate.
‘Would you like a spoon?’ he asks.
‘That  would be great , actually.’
He says something in the direction of the kitchen, and after a moment 
Farida reappears with a spoon, then departs again.
The food is not  bad but  it  is bland. I  am disappointed; I  was counting 
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on some delicious surprises coming out  of that  kitchen. Instead it’s an 
unhappy sort  of food, without zest, like one ¿ nds in hospitals or schools. 
And the buzzing light  overhead washes everything in a deathly pallor.
‘Isn’t  Farida eating with us?’ I  ask.
‘No. She eats later.’
‘W hy?’
‘It’s just  the way it  is.’
‘Women eat  later?’
‘Yes.’
‘That’s absurd.’
‘Relax, Stella. It’s O K.’
He throws an amused glance at  me.
‘And trust me, she much prefers it  that  way when there are guests.’
‘W hy? Am I  that  scary?’
He smiles. ‘It’s very likely she thinks you are.’
There is tenderness in his voice when he speaks of her. I  see now how 
protective he is of her and that  he won’t let  me int imidate her more than 
is necessary. I  am the stranger here.
‘So,’ I  say, suddenly eager, as if it ’s t ime to get  down to business, ‘where 
is your oɷ ce?’
‘W hich oɷ ce?’
‘The N G O  you work for.’
‘This is the oɷ ce. Right  here.’
I  look around. There is no trace of a desk, ¿ le cabinets, papers. Only 
an antiquated telephone sit t ing on the bookshelf.
‘We’ve lost  a few big donors because of the recession, like everyone 
else, and we had to get  rid of staɱ. I ’m alone right  now. In fact, there’s not 
much activity at  the moment.’
He explains how for the past ¿ ve years he’s been working for this 
N G O that  oɱers microloans to women. He was hired, he says, because of 
his expertise with the local culture. He says all this with an ironic t inge. 
I  tell him I ’ve heard a lot  about micro-credit  and how very successful it’s 
proved in developing countries. He says that  yes, it  is a good template, but 
it  needs to be adapted from place to place. Here on the island, he says, 
the idea is to give the women two goats each to start  with, so they can 
slowly build a herd and sell the milk. They can also get  chickens, for eggs. 
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Theoretically within a few months they should be able to repay the loan 
and start  saving some capital.
‘W hy theoretically?’ I  ask.
‘Stuɱ happens all the t ime. Either it ’s the animals that  die of myste-
rious diseases, or they’re stolen by neighbours. Or the husbands take the 
money and use it  for whatever they need. So actually most  of the women 
have failed to repay the loans.’
‘That’s disappointing.’
He nods and keeps eating in silence. Somehow I  had expected him to 
feel more passionate about this project . That he’d ¿ nd it  a rather noble 
task to devote one’s life to lift ing women from poverty.
‘So, what happens now?’ I  asked. ‘Are you out of a job?’
‘No. They have kept me on a salary while they try to ¿ gure out  how to 
change the modus operandi.’
‘W ho’s “they”?’
‘A bunch of Norwegians,’ he says. Now I  do hear a bit  of passion – just  
shy of a sneer.
He shrugs and looks into his plate.
‘As if they’d have any idea of how to operate it . They show up twice a 
year and they don’t  even speak the language.’
I  resist  asking more. Though I  have so many questions, clearly he 
doesn’t  particularly like to talk about any of this; he must  know that  this 
bare room looks nothing like an eɷ cient N GO . Maybe there will be 
another opportunity, later. Maybe we both need a lit t le t ime.
He ¿ lls my glass with water. I  wonder if it ’s ¿ ltered but I  don’t  dare 
ask. I  could do with a drink, actually. It  would really help me to soften up 
the edges and get  through this more smoothly.
W hen I  ret ire to my room in the evening I  discover that Farida has scat-
tered pink frangipani petals on my bed. The scent  is sweet  and heady. I  
would like to take a photo of it , but the power goes oɱ just  as I  start  
fumbling inside my bag for the camera. A couple of minutes later, Farida 
knocks lightly at  the door and brings in a kerosene lamp that ¿ lls the 
room with a warmer glow. Now that  we are alone, she covers her mouth, 
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repressing a laugh, and reaches for my hair. She holds a strand between her 
¿ ngers for a moment, test ing its texture.
Later, once the sounds of closing doors, splashing water and coughing 
have ceased next door, I  lay awake on the hard mattress, lending an ear to 
the other side of the wall. I  am not ready to handle any intimate sounds 
that might seep through their bedroom walls.
Time here moves as slowly as inside a dentist’s wait ing room.
I  am trying to ¿ gure out  what Andrea’s routine is, to get  a sense of his 
existence, but  his life keeps eluding me. There has been a procession of 
visitors throughout the whole morning, all of them men who sit  out  on the 
porch with him and talk very loudly in Swahili. I  watch Andrea as he slaps 
his thigh and raises his voice, joining the chorus. He’s a diɱerent  person in 
this new incarnation – that  cool aloofness, that lightness of touch he had 
when I  knew him, seems gone. Swahili sounds like a language that needs 
a strong vocal emission, wide gesticulation and theatrical facial expres-
sions. The men wear shirts over colorful kikoys wrapped around their 
waists, bantering and laughing on the stone bench that  I ’ve been told is 
called baraza. It  could be local gossip, or perhaps they are just  recounting 
a ¿ shing expedit ion; I  notice one of them is moving an open hand like a 
knife slicing his forearm, perhaps demonstrating the size of his daily catch. 
Andrea hasn’t  introduced me to any of them.
After lunch – another disappointing meal of plain white rice and fried 
¿ sh with too many bones – I  tell Andrea I ’d like to go out and take some 
pictures of the village. I  have begun to feel hostage to the house, as though 
– inexplicably so – there’s an unwrit ten rule that  I  am to stay put  and not 
wander out . It  is decided that  Farida is to accompany me in my wander-
ings. Apparently it  doesn’t  look good for any woman – mzungu or local – to 
be out on the streets by herself. This has of course not  been openly stated, 
but somehow I  get the drift . Farida reappears clad in her black buibui, 
showing an unforeseen eagerness for the assignment she’s been given, and 
oɱ we go. The minute we are alone she urges me in sign language to enter 
a neighbour’s house. I  try to protest  – I ’ve had enough of being shut inside 
– but  she won’t  relent. Evidently she’s no longer so scared of me.
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We enter another squared house with a small inner courtyard where an 
old lady wrapped in a bright pink cloth sits quiet ly next  to a goat  with her 
withered legs stretched out  in front. She looks blind, and strangely beau-
tiful. Farida ignores her and we enter a dark, stuɱy room. I  hear giggles 
coming from its depths. There are two young women about Farida’s age 
who get  up from the Àoor and come toward us. Farida shows me oɱ to 
them with pride, like a girl with a new doll. I  have a feeling that  news of 
my arrival has been spreading and the neighbours are expecting to get  a 
glimpse of me. There is a brief discussion, then the young women decide 
I  have to follow them to the next  room, darker than the ¿ rst  one. Here 
they pat the Àoor mat t ill I  sit  down. More women, both young and old, 
join us now, appearing from the recesses of what looks like a big house, 
and sit  across from me, making sounds of appreciat ion. I  am surrounded. 
The room smells of cheap lotions, cloth, sweat , boredom and sleep. Farida 
must  have told them it’d be O K to go ahead and touch me, because now 
they tug at  my hair, at  my clothes, they inspect  the fabric, grab my wrist , 
discuss my rings, my watch. The room is st iÀing; my clothes st ick to my 
back as sweat rolls down my spine. I  glance at  my watch and I  see it’s only 
half past  three. The end of the day still feels a long way ahead.
After two more visits in the neighbourhood, we are back on the road, 
although the way Farida grips my arm enhances the feeling of being her 
prisoner. We walk past  the mildewed Soviet  tower, toward what looks like 
the centre of town, but  soon I  realise there is no centre, no pret ty square 
as such, no leafy gardens, no latt iced verandas, no bustling heart  of the 
village, but  only more cement buildings decaying among heaps of trash. 
The market  – the destination I  have so eagerly prepared for – sits under-
neath yet  another concrete structure, built  by the same ghastly planners. 
At this t ime of day it’s half empty except for packs of stray dogs wandering 
through the leftovers of market  day.
I  look around, searching for a view of the ocean. It  comes to me that  
since I ’ve landed I  haven’t  seen a single shade of blue. I  look in every 
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direction, walk this way and that, but the sea is nowhere to be seen. How 
can this be possible? How can an island – especially such a small island 
– conceal the water surrounding it? My anxiety mounts. There must  be 
an outlook, a promontory, a belvedere from which one can see water. I  
pose the question to Farida. W here is the sea? The sea! I  ask in an almost 
desperate tone. Water? But she shakes her head, amused. I  t ry with Italian. 
Mare? Acqua? Eau? No, she doesn’t  understand a word, and I  didn’t  carry 
my Teach Yourself Swahili with me. Suddenly I  must see water. My heart  
pounds. This must  be what a real attack of claustrophobia feels like.
It  is then, from out of the corner of my eye, that I  get a glimpse of 
khaki. My brain registers the shade, the texture of the fabric, and instantly 
Àashes a message. Your tribe. It  is indeed a man in his thirt ies, in a light 
blue shirt  and shorts. Right  behind him are the loafers of Carlo Tescari. He 
and his friend Jeɱrey Stone – tall, with thick blond sideburns and round 
across the waist  – are chatt ing as they come out  of the ¿ shmonger’s with 
a parcel wrapped in newspaper.
My brain Àashes again. I  know exactly what’s happening here. They 
will have delicious peppered shrimps in chili sauce for dinner. I  raise my 
arm and yell.
‘Hey!’
It  has not  been easy to get rid of Farida. She was very upset  when I  began 
to smilingly signal ‘You can go home, it’s ¿ ne, I  know the way. Just go 
home now, I ’m O K.’ But the stubborn girl didn’t  want to move.
‘W ho is she?’ Jeɱrey Stone asked. We had just  been introduced by 
Tescari, who had rejoiced when I  had invited myself for a drink.
‘You need a break from that  madman, eh?’ Tescari said, and I  think he 
winked, too. ‘W hat did I  tell you?’
‘W ho is this girl now?’ Jeɱrey Stone asked again.
I  didn’t  reply and Farida didn’t  budge.
‘Can you speak to her in Swahili? Please tell her she can go home, that 
I ’ll be ¿ ne, I  know my way back.’
Both Tescari and Stone spoke to her with the brisk tone people use 
with servants in this part  of the world. Farida seemed hurt . She gave me a 
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look under her long eyelashes, perhaps expecting me to explain her role to 
these men. She was my hostess, her face said, she was responsible for me. 
We must  go home together. But I  didn’t  obey her silent request. Instead I  
moved my hand again toward what I  ¿ gured was the direction home.
Please. Please go.
Then a couple of words from the Swahili book resurfaced.
Nyumbani, tafadhali.
Reluctantly she turned and started walking away.
Jeɱrey Stone lives in a slightly nicer concrete box than Andrea’s, although 
no building on this odd, seemingly seaview-less island meets any of the 
requirements that might elevate it  to something even remotely romantic. 
Stone has made an eɱort to make the place look cosy, though. He has a few 
colourful throws scattered across his sofa and armchairs, a Moroccan rug 
on the Àoor and a few coɱee table books with old photographs of hunting 
expeditions or East  African interiors. We sit  outside on the veranda on 
plantat ion chairs and an older man with a severe expression in kanzu and 
koÀa brings out a tray with iced gin and tonics and freshly roasted cashew 
nuts. Apparently Tescari has brought the booze all the way from mainland 
Tanzania and, judging from what’s left  in the bott le, they’ve had quite a lot  
of it  already.
Tescari has an appointment tomorrow morning with the Ministry 
of Land and he’s pretty optimistic that  he’ll get his permits without a 
problem.
‘Despite,’ he adds, turning to me, ‘what your friend claims.’
I  ignore his remark and say yes to a re¿ ll of my glass.
‘He has married a local, right?’ Jeɱrey Stone inquires as he pours.
‘Was that  her?’ Tescari asks.
I  nod and feel both men’s eyes on me. I  know they expect  me to make 
a remark or to crack half a joke as a sign of solidarity to the white man’s 
cause when stranded on such unfriendly land, but  I  keep my straight face 
and ignore the question, asking Jeɱrey what his job involves and whether 
he’s planning to stay here much longer. He isn’t , he’s applied for a post  in 
Uganda. Come the end of the year and he’ll get the hell out of this hole.
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This short  parenthesis in the colonial world on the island has had the 
power to rejuvenate me, probably because of the alcohol intake, but  I  walk 
home strengthened, and full of ideas.
Andrea’s on the porch, crossed-legged on the baraza. Pretending to be 
looking into some miraculous cloud formation in the sky. I  know he’s been 
waiting for me, but  when I  walk in he just  says hi, as though he’s not  inter-
ested in where I ’ve been. I  move to sit  next  to him and he scoots over to 
make room. We sit  quiet ly for a moment, though I  am not quiet  inside. I  
am energised and determined to pierce through the armour with which he 
has been shielding himself. We enjoy a moment of silence, then I  begin.
‘How come one never sees the ocean on this island?’
‘On this side of the island it’s more diɷ cult  to see it .’
‘Then take me somewhere where I  can. Otherwise I ’ll never believe 
this is an island.’
He stares into nothingness.
‘Come on. Let’s go. Just you and me this t ime.’ I  make my voice sound 
as conspiratorial and commanding as I  can.
But he looks up at  me, as if weary.
‘W hy?’
‘Because I ’ve come all this way to see you, and you, Andrea, haven’t 
spent  a minute with me. You’ve either handed me over to your wife, or 
talked to me like a stranger.’
He doesn’t  reply and looks away. I  can feel him retreating, curling up. 
I  raise my voice.
‘Come back!’
He looks at  me, start led, almost frightened. ‘W hat do you mean, come 
back?’
‘Just  come back, for God’s sake!’ I  shout. ‘Come back into yourself! 
Come back! I  feel you have turned into an alien.’
‘Have you been drinking?’
‘It  doesn’t  matter and who cares? It’s exactly what I  think. This person 
you are pretending to be – is not you.’
‘Oh really? And who am I  then?’
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‘I ’ve known you a long t ime. Longer than anybody else here. I  know 
this is not  you.’
He stares at  me and doesn’t  say anything. I  hold my breath. Does he 
hate me?
‘No you don’t ,’ he says coldly. ‘You think you know me, but  you don’t .’
He glances toward the door of the house. ‘And please lower your voice.’
Fifteen years of never eating fresh vegetables, but only rice, chapatis 
and fried ¿ sh in coconut oil have modi¿ ed his shape, the texture of his 
skin, the molecules of his inner organs. Fifteen years of not having access 
to decent books, but just  airport  paperbacks snatched from the few foreign 
visitors, must have starved his mind, shrunk his intellect. Fifteen years of 
not speaking his mother language, forgetting its poetry, its songs, its sonor-
it ies and rhythms. And how about going to prayer ¿ ve times a day, kneeling 
on a mat, his forehead touching the ground? In which way might that strict  
discipline transform an agnostic, a free spirit , a biker with long curls?
‘Why are you st ill here?’ my voice breaks. I  had no idea I ’d be so crushed.
He doesn’t  say anything.
I  think about my boyfriend of ¿ ve years, Gregorio, whom I ’m not 
sure I ’m st ill in love with but  who has become my family, our sunny two-
bedroom apartment in Monteverde Vecchio, my old dog, Olga. My daily 
morning run in the park, my small, clut tered oɷ ce at  the faculty, a couple 
of my brightest  students. The list  of my life’s highlights is not that long 
and maybe not that  interest ing.
W ho am I  to judge? Maybe Andrea didn’t  come here seeking adven-
ture. Maybe he has chosen this place to venture inward rather than expand, 
since everything here – the people, the buildings, even the geography – 
lacks beauty and brilliance. Maybe he was relieved when he found a place 
where he could shrink and set tle into a smaller life, away from the eyes of 
others. From all our expectations.
‘I  am here because this is my home now,’ he says, looking up again, to 
somewhere far away, above the mango trees across from the house.
‘Don’t  you ever miss Rome?’
‘Rome?’ he asks, as baɹ ed as if I ’d said Mars. ‘No. Never. I  never think 
of Rome.’
‘And us? Don’t  you ever think of us?’
He shakes his head slowly.
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‘No I  haven’t. In a long, long t ime.’
That’s fair, I  think. I  hadn’t been thinking much about him either. I  
hadn’t  t ruly missed him till now.
‘Take me to see the ocean, Andrea. Just  the two of us.’
He stares at  me and something shifts in his eyes – is it  tenderness? Or 
maybe just  a spark of it .
We drive for almost an hour in his battered Toyota with the N G O ’s logo 
painted on the side, heading north through a thick forest  and then turning 
west, toward the set t ing sun. We walk on a sandy path through the bushes 
and suddenly it’s as though a curtain has been lifted. Miles and miles 
of open view, of deep blue sea and sand lined with the vibrant  green of 
the forest . The sand is as ¿ ne as talcum powder and snowy white, just  as 
Tescari’s brochure described it . I  ¿ ll my lungs with the salty air, exhilarated 
by the open space. We sit , and watch the sun go down. It’s low tide and the 
water has just  started to retreat , its rivulets are sculpting wavy furrows in 
the sand, the crabs running obliquely on its t ranslucent  surface.
‘This is beautiful,’ I  say.
The sun looks like an egg yolk ready to plop into the sea. I  stand up 
and quickly strip oɱ my shirt  and unbutton my trousers.
He stands up, too, alarmed.
‘W hat are you doing?’
‘I ’m going for a swim.’
‘No. You can’t  go in like that .’
He quickly picks up my clothes and hands them back to me.
‘Yes, I  can. There’s nobody around for miles and miles. And you’ve 
seen me naked before.’
‘Stella!’
I  drop my panties on the sand and I  slide oɱ into the velvety, luke-
warm water. I  dive in and swim until I ’m almost out of breath. W hen I  
re-emerge I  see him standing on the edge of the water with my clothes 
crumpled in his hand.
I  swim out and out, where the sea gets bluer and darker, and after 
the last  strokes I  can muster, I  wonder if I  should worry about sharks. 
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Suddenly, I  make out a shadow, as a dark, elongated shape darts past  me. I  
shoot up screaming, and he emerges from the froth, like a shiny dolphin, 
stark naked.
We drive back in silence. It’s a good kind of silence, as if the swim has 
exhausted us but  also washed something away. The opaque ¿ lm that has 
shrouded my days here has dissolved and now everything looks brighter.
By the t ime we reach the village it’s night; there has been a power cut , 
and the house is wrapped in darkness, but  for the faint  glow of the kero-
sene lamp Àickering through the windows. I  can tell that Farida has been 
looking after our supper, there’s a smell of curry waft ing onto the porch. 
Before entering the house Andrea stops for a moment and rests a hand on 
top of my shoulder.
‘You are the ¿ rst  person from my old life who has come to visit . It  was 
a shock to see you. It  was a shock to be speaking Italian again. I  am sorry 
if I ’ve seemed distant . It  just  felt  like – well, like a lot  to contend with.’
‘Of course. I  understand. Don’t  worry.’
‘The day you arrived I  was up all night , I  just  couldn’t go to sleep. I  
was reminiscing, you know – all this stuɱ that  I  thought I  had forgotten 
started coming back.’
‘I ’m sorry I  barged into your life just  like that, I  didn’t  –’
‘No. No, it’s great . It ’s really good to see you, Stella. Yes.’
I  reach for his hand, which is st ill rest ing on my shoulder, and I  wrap 
my palm around it .
‘Do you see me as a failure?’ he asks. ‘Like some kind of beached 
hippie?’
‘No, I  don’t ,’ I  say, and I  squeeze his hand in mine, hard. ‘I  really don’t .’
We enter the house and in the semidarkness I  discern Farida sit t ing 
st ill on the Àoor, slightly slumped, her head hanging low. Only now I  
realise how worried she must  be, seeing that Andrea and I  have disap-
peared together. After all I  am an impenetrable mystery to her – an older 
mzungu woman – an enigma she cannot even converse with or maybe even 
begin to grasp, like all of Andrea’s life before her.
But as she hears us coming in, she leaps up and comes forward, and 
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her face lights up. Maybe I ’m wrong again here, I  keep misreading the 
signs. From the way they look at  each other, the way they gently exchange 
a few words, I  see their bond is even stronger than what I ’d glimpsed 
earlier. I  look at  Farida again. No, she isn’t  concerned after all. I ’m not a 
threat to her. She knows her husband intimately.
And far better than I .
The next  morning they drive me to the airport  in the N GO ’s car. I ’m Àying 
back to Dar and from there on to Rome. Gregorio is coming to pick me 
up at  the airport  with Olga. Strange, how home has never felt  so blurred.
For the occasion Andrea and Farida have put  on their nice clothes 
– immaculate white kanzu and embroidered buibui because there will be 
people they know leaving or arriving on the small plane from the Big 
Island and there will doubtless be polite conversations and exchanges of 
news. Andrea moves around the t iny airport  with ease, he weighs my bag 
on the scale, has a chat  with the man in overalls who checks my t icket and 
passport, greets the people he knows. Farida has once again been holding 
my wrist  t ightly all along and now that  Andrea has gone to get  me a bott le 
of water she keeps repeating something to me in a hushed voice, some-
thing urgent , which he’s not meant to hear. She repeats it  two, three t imes 
and I  turn my palms up. I  don’t  understand. She reiterates the same words, 
more forcefully this t ime, but  I  widen my eyes.
‘Nini? W hat?’ I  ask.
She laughs. And then Andrea comes back and tells me it’s t ime I  go, 
they are about to board the plane, so I  am going to have to leave without 
knowing what Farida so urgently wanted me to know. Though I ’m aware 
this is not the right  thing to do here, I  hug her and kiss her on the cheek. 
And yet  I  don’t  shake hands with Andrea because I ’ve been told that’s 
another taboo, one I  don’t  wish to violate as my part ing gesture.
‘Wait! Just  a second!’ I  call out , before they get  back to the car. I  have 
pulled out  my phone. Farida immediately strikes an awkward pose, as I  
take the picture of the two of them. This is the only picture I ’ve taken 
during the whole trip. I  peer at  the t iny screen. It’s a good one.
I  know they will have beautiful children.
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‘Same Àight again, eh?’ I  hear a voice behind my back.
‘Yeah, same Àight,’ I  say to Tescari. Today he wears another freshly 
ironed blue shirt  and orange trousers, hair st ill wet from a shower.
I  see Jeɱrey Stone in the lot, too, standing next  to his brand-new SUV 
into which he’ll soon climb and drive oɱ.
‘I  bet  you’re happy to be heading back. At least  I  know I  am,’ Tescari 
says under his breath. ‘This place would drive anyone nuts. Mosquitoes, 
crazy people, no booze, mangroves. It’s hopeless.’
I  know that  Carlo Tescari will sit  next  to me and talk nonstop for the 
entire length of the Àight. He’ll feel even more entit led to do so now, given 
our newly born comradeship, which we’d sealed earlier with gin.
After all, haven’t  we come from the same place, and aren’t  we headed 
in the same direction?
David Hayden

The weight  of unintention can make itself happen. I  was in New York City. I  had a friend that I  was to visit . She was staying with her sister in Park Slope. I  was meant to sleep on the couch but , in the early 
hours, Lia, my friend, appeared and implored me to join her in her bed. 
For the comfort . The sister hated me because of many things that I  was 
not and, also, because I  was a bad friend. I  was a bad friend. I  am st ill a bad 
friend. To her sister, who st ill I  love.
We slept in the same bed and nothing happened. It  was too much. I  
was asked to leave. It  was agreed that  I  should leave.
Walking down the grey stoop, I  meant to head for the subway but  
when I  reached the sidewalk I  saw a Àash of yellow and put out  my hand. 
I  was before the frame, in the frame, behind the frame, the windscreen 
– and the city picture shook and altered and re-composed itself. There 
was no end of making, and every image was familiar and new, complete 
and un¿ nished, material and immaterial. The seat was soft  and the air 
enfolding and oven-warm; there was a barely-smoked cigar at  my feet  and 
a smell of orange zest all around. The space was cramped but  felt  natural 
to me; the best  way to travel. I  thought vaguely about not arriving, about 
leaving decisions behind, outside. For the comfort .
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The car stopped at  a red light  and I  looked up, into the eyes of the 
driver who looked at  me, learning what he needed to know. I  was a picture 
to him too.
The avenue was broken into patches of light and movement held by 
the central grey-gold mass of the museum, which drew together people as 
they were and shaped us into a seeing crowd. The main exhibition gathered 
Mexican art; giant murals that, wherever they are now, are still made of 
smooth, Àat-seeming areas of paint: blue-greys, clean, consistent but varied 
ochres, subjects, arguments, made broad and risen, brought to a single 
point of being. A wide depiction of dense foliage. Glossy green tongue-
like leaves Àourishing from thick, black, serpentine boughs that grow from 
bright yellow ¿ bre-matted trunks and, behind this excessive life, eyes that 
cannot be seen but which are surely there, looking out, not seeing.
The Àow of people slowed, coagulat ing in a narrow room where the 
most  popular paintings hung; pictures of a woman giving birth to herself 
in bloody t ravail, of the art ist , her ¿ ngers digging into her chest  to hold 
back Àesh and rolls of bright  skin, her heart  exposed and livid, her eyes 
st ill and ¿ xed, above which was a tall shining forehead and a cloud of 
black hair. 
A short woman in a lavender tweed suit jabbed me with her elbow, 
barged me with her shoulder and, ¿ nally, stamped on my foot to get a 
better view of the painting. I  looked down, surprised; she was adjusting 
her wig and swearing Àuently. She was as old as I  am now but seemed as 
if she had a thousand more sour years left  in her. She stared at  the bloody 
woman, drinking her in. I  could see, or imagine, that she lived the picture 
as a mirror, as a memory, as a mystery, and I  wanted to know what she knew.
Another mass of bodies surged in through the entrance. No one was 
leaving. There was carping and shoving. One man spat  in another man’s 
face. He didn’t  wipe the scum oɱ but  let  it  slather down, all the while 
smiling, showing his teeth and leaning towards the spitter. A young man 
wearing an old man’s hat  was pressed, crying, into a corner, close to a 
picture of a blood transfusion with monkeys perched on the white steel 
bedhead, dark red cables entering the naked art ist’s body. One guard 
slouched, dead-eyed in a chair; another loitered nearby, looking on in 
disgust  at  no one in part icular.
I  needed to ¿ nd a lonely painting.
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Pushing counter to the heave of still-contending bodies, I  moved 
from one bright room to another until I  found one more sparsely peopled. 
A knot of neat young people staring pinch-mouthed at  a vivid scene of 
collapsed sunÀowers; tar-black seeds, twisted, elliptical petals, sulphur-
yellow, under a sky of gathered smoke and other nameless ¿ lth. One of 
the men looked to me, to my legs, and did something with his tongue. He 
might have been beautiful in his own moment. I  couldn’t bear this for long 
and left , dart ing out  and past  the elevators and up, or possibly down, the 
staircase, the marble steps soft  and mute underfoot , my ¿ ngers trailing on 
the cool brass railing; the light  in the well being the light  in the well. 
On a new Àoor, which on reÀection must  have been a higher one, I  
found several empty rooms and wandered until a picture caught me. A 
drypoint  etching on a large rectangular sheet  of heavy-grade paper, rough-
edged, dressed-over carefully – splashily – with acid greens, bloody, liverish 
reds and browns, shadowy, pus-like yellows and coal black. After the mass 
and colours it  was the shapes, simple but  unresolving, and the lines, that  
I  found present; fat  and crude, densely-scratched, faint, crazed and desul-
tory, until the ¿ gures became more of what I  knew about the picture. A 
man and a woman – a couple, according to the t it le – standing in pro¿ le, 
facing left; what  there is, was, of light  suggesting a winter, a city, with a 
crowd of rot ten buildings nearby.
There is no inhibit ion in looking at made faces for as long as there is 
something to see. There are not  the consequences of looking there would 
be with a person. There are other eɱects; what happens after the gaze 
is broken, the long bearing of the picture memory, should any arise; the 
discontinuity, the broken presentness. The picture memory can become a 
recurring event with its own rhythm and sense; its own story, even. Such as 
now, as I  recall all I  can of the faces and what the pictured felt ; all that was 
¿ gured in line and colour but perhaps did not  show on the surface of their 
bodies, their faces; all that  was was alive in their minds, heavy, sparking, 
unconsidered … should there have been any such pictured people; should 
there have been anyone other than the art ist  and I .
The hats: hers plain, red and risen to a toadstool peak, his a white 
sugar-loaf. H is bright  cloak, her shabby coat; his curtain of drab hair, a 
steep, sloping chin, a long neck. One velvet  eye, one eye shining dark in 
the corner of his face; her hair Àuɱed in feathers, blonde, out  of the hat’s 
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brim. Her eyes, keen face-dents slanting with the slope of the land behind, 
her mouth sloping against  this, closed but  ready to open. H is mouth, 
pursed plump lips, his two hands clumped in ¿ sts that  pull the cloak to, 
Àagging it  out; her hands pocketed, perhaps, but  not  visible. This couple 
are travellers. So many of their journeys are pictured here; the place-to-
place, the t ime-to-t ime; the journey into, out  of, love, together or apart  
(together and apart); the journey – every moment the journey – the journey 
out  of life.
Lia was in Austin. I  got  the call in Boston. Pills had been taken. Many 
pills. The right amount to cause the vomiting that  would bring them all 
back up. Otherwise the right amount to shut down the liver, perhaps to 
provoke a sudden cardiac arrhythmia that  would cause – between beats – 
blood to puddle and clot before being hurled out of the heart  and into the 
brain, causing a massive stroke. The right  amount to take the body rapidly 
along one of many paths to death.
Lia collapsed in the kitchenette, striking her head on the sharp edge of 
the counter as she fell to the Àoor where she rolled on her side, puked and 
passed out . Sara, who – after much trouble, untold trouble – was moving 
out , returned moments later, early from her boyfriend’s place. 
It  was Sara who saved Lia, not  me.
I  remember standing in the hall holding the telephone, looking at the 
tawny rug, the over-large mirror, but  I  don’t  recall who called me with 
the news, or whether it  was a man or a woman. I  can hear the voice now; 
low, steady and unreproaching. I  asked, ‘Should I  come? Should I  come?’ 
and ‘W hat should I  do?’ ‘Nothing,’ said the voice. I  waited a long t ime, 
listening to the hiss twist ing on the line. ‘Nothing,’ said the voice; and they 
hung up. I  didn’t  have to take instructions. I  could have made another 
decision but I  made the decision not  to make a decision and I  stayed. 
Made worst worse. 
There was bustle in the gallery a room or so away. I  shrank from the 
wall. I  wasn’t  ready to be not alone. The voices faded back from where 
they had come. I  looked to the painting and could no longer take sight 
of it . There had been a sudden failure of appearances from inside – but  
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it  was not  the picture that  had failed, it  was me. My professor had said, 
‘hesitate with awareness before the limits of what is possible to know’; he 
had reached out  and put  his hand on my throat . He had sat  not quite st ill; 
the hand was cold and rigid. He had time, he had his t ime and after this, 
he gasped long and said: ‘with awareness before the limits.’
I  looked around, glad not  to be seen, searching for another picture, a 
steadying purpose, and noticed, for the ¿ rst  t ime, the shadowed spaces on 
the walls where what had been had been. I  turned to the entrance and saw 
a trail of red-and-white tape on the Àoor between two hip-height  metal 
stands. I  walked out  and past  a room and another room and through a 
darkened arch. There was a high gurgling sound, which suddenly ended, 
and a hard white light that  came on with a thump. The new room was 
huge, more a hall, and blank except for, at  its centre, a confession booth. 
I  at  once felt  bored and wondered how boredom could be thought of as 
a weight and a t ide but , ¿ nally, wasn’t  interested enough to follow this 
through to an idea. I  walked over to the box as I  supposed I  was supposed 
to do. The ¿ rst  door I  tried did not open, the second did and I  entered and 
sat down. My feet felt  sore and hot  and I  shucked oɱ my shoes. Vinegary 
fumes ¿ lled the t ight  booth. 
I  heard the art ist’s voice.
‘I .’
The voice was too physically close, almost  as if it  were coming from 
within my head. I  wondered how this was done.
‘I  … ’ there was a long, breathy pause, ‘… suɲer.’
I  felt  bored again.
‘I  … suɲer. I  … suɲer.’
I  wondered when this would end. I  decided to wait .
 ‘I  … suɲer.’
 There was an anvil bang and darkness began. There was a dense 
pause and the artist  spoke again; the voice thicker, wetter and – if this was 
possible – st ill closer.
 ‘I  … suɲer.’
I  blinked, seeing white chrysanthemum blotches before me. This 
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was vapid; silly even. Wasn’t it? I  felt  like peeing. I  felt  like a lit t le girl. I  
laughed and it  wasn’t  me – it  was me, laughing.
 ‘I  … suɲer.’
 All feeling receded in me. I  touched my face and sat  st ill.
 Lia had bought a loft  in what was st ill the Meatpacking District . She 
showed me a sign placed on the sidewalk a block over that  read Fresh 
Killed Lamb, done rather obviously in red paint  that  had slipped bloodily 
down the white board. The taxi driver told me that  a man he knew of, but 
had never spoken to, had a few days earlier been pulled from his cab and 
stabbed to death for ¿ fteen dollars and change. ‘Killed by children,’ the 
driver said, ‘and they weren’t  even his own.’ 
Lia had a lover living with her – a lover whose story I  cannot tell – 
and was studying writ ing. I  was confused by how undefended she seemed; 
how warm, how kind to me, how solicitous, how direct  and yet , somehow, 
appearing out of focus or to the side of herself. I  saw a novel on her desk 
by a famous under-read novelist ; one whose books I  had also considered 
but had not read. I  spoke, saying ‘Oh … ’ in the book’s direction, and she 
grew angry. The book, she said, was just  about passing, about passing t ime; 
it  was held together by nothing but  light, descriptions of light , there was 
a lot of stupid fucking in it , her teacher should never have demanded that  
she read it . She fell silent mid-sentence and looked out  the window that  
took up most  of the wall, that displayed the old working side of the city, 
that  was bit ter cold at  this season when you stood close to it , and I  could 
see that  something was broken but  could not  name it . 
I  had grown comfortable in the box. The voice kept  repeating the state-
ment. The wide I , the sibilant  s, the soft  fs; the word clipped at  the r; 
the long, Àoating, not  entirely silent  pauses. These became all the song I  
needed. The space grew closer, warmer. Eyes open or closed were all the 
same for what I  saw. I  was surely sleeping, dreamlessly away; without t ime 
or colour, without care.
‘I  … suɲer.’
I  wanted nothing to keep happening. That would have been for the best.
‘I  … suɲer.’
DAVIDHAYDEN
An acrid, chemical smell – I  wasn’t thinking it , I  was sensing it . A slick 
sliding noise and a blunt  crack, and the raw white light  of a single bulb 
shone through the screen aperture. The shutter had opened and I  could 
see the waxy, sweaty yellow skin, the naked body of a man; brown and red 
blotches covered his chest , his eyes red, lashless, his lips white, cracked, 
his teeth black stumps. He was holding – he is holding – a silver micro-
phone. He spoke again.
‘I  … suɲer.’
There were zinc white smudges on his forehead, on the bridge of his 
nose. Pupils ¿ lled his eyes with black. Prick and balls receded into a dark 
froth between his legs. A tiny sketch of burst  vessels surfaced, red on each 
cheek. Arms were long and bony, their skin bagging and dry. There seemed 
to be less of the art ist  the more I  noticed of him. H is brown tongue sagged 
forward, lolled back.
‘I  … suɲer.’
I  wondered about touching him but that would have meant reaching 
out . He was seeing me, and I  saw myself, and I  thought I  should think 
less of myself, and I  realised that I  had become, once again, momentarily 
distracted from what I  should be most  attentive to, regardless of whether 
I  was able or willing to reach out , to move beyond the knowing that  is 
seeing to a more committed knowing; one that  might bring about change, 
or not; an understanding of more than apparency. I  closed my eyes.
Lia is standing on the boards of an L platform wait ing for a train north. I  am 
with her, just . In the background is the upper mass of a sixty-storey oɷ ce 
building, 1940s, faced in dark brown stone that  steps upwards towards the 
sky ending in a grey steel needle. On the corners of each indent above the 
middle Àoors are grey eagles that , even from this distance, can be identi-
¿ ed as crude, unintentionally stylised; nothing that  could be mistaken in 
any condit ion of light  for a real bird. The windows are t iny and narrow 
almost  as arrowslits on a cast le tower. Lia’s face stands out  in the fore-
ground, large and round; her hair is short  and soft-looking, her cheeks 
are rosing in the cool spring breeze, her brown eyes are huge and wet and 
smiling, her mouth turned sweetly at  the edges in the moment before a 
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wisecrack, a plosion of pungent abuse or of some wordless ut terance never 
to be repeated. There is nothing moving. There is no futurity. I  have a 
photo of this. I  am behind the camera.
There is a ringing which becomes a banging. The door opens and a 
night  watchman stands in front  of me in the dark, holding a Àashlight , 
aimed to avoid dazzling me. I  try to speak but my mouth is tacked shut.
‘Lady, it’s t ime to go home.’
I  crouch forward, head tapping the box ceiling, and stagger into my 
shoes. The light  beam hovers around my middle and I  see that  the shutter 
is down. I  chew around my tongue, swallow drily and speak.
‘W here is the artist?’
‘I  don’t  know, lady. I  just  work here.’
The guard walks oɱ and I follow him out of the hall, down the corridor and 
I lose my way with where I  might be, and from there rely wholly on him and 
what he knows. We turn into a tight passage and stop. There is a click and 
a throb from below, a door slides open, and we step into a service elevator 
standing, by a silent, mutual eɱort, as far from one another as the space allows.
We exit  in the basement and pass through a corridor, through its sweet  
scent  of Àoor wax; the shadows, the echoes of our passing. We move past 
a statue in night-coloured bronze of a man, nearly dead, spiralled-round 
by a large, swelling snake. We go through a steel door and up some steps, 
and – too soon it  seems – I  am out on the street . 
‘Night,’ says the guard, and nothing more, and he closes the door, and 
I  hear at  once the noise of the city as a single music; not  as the sounds of 
separate vehicles below or above, or of cries and laughs and conversations, 
or of buildings working, or of other machines that  cool or light  or make. 
I  pull down my skirt  and lift  my foot – a cigaret te paper is stuck to my 
heel – and as I  t ry to shake it  oɱ, a man steps forward from a fragment of 
crowd and he crouches and angles his hands and from the space between 
them there comes a Àash. And he laughs and stands, and I  blink through 
inky clouds and I  see the man, his wrinkled suit , his red and shiny face, the 
camera bulking on a strap around his neck and he cries out .
‘Hey, baby! We made a picture!’
Mark Doten

The Americans were coming up the road. They were walking a cart . The road was visible from the hotel. There was no running water, no elec-tricity, but  we had our rooms, and in the basements boxes of canned 
food stacked high on a dozen pallets, and in the courtyard a well with cold 
water. We had staked our claims to our rooms, and at  night  we closed our 
eyes and if we dreamt, the dreams were of each other – all of us, in all 
of our rooms, dreaming of each other in a cutaway version of our hotel, 
rooms visible, beds visible, sleeping, heads on hand, cups of cold water on 
end tables. Or so it  seemed, some nights. Just  as by day it  sometimes felt  
as though we all moved as one, all reached for our doorknobs as one, then 
stepped back, and listened, and waited.
Our rooms faced the long straight road. On this day, we all sat  at  our 
windows, watching. They were a mark on the pale road that  grew in size, 
until it  was visible for what it  was. The cart  they were walking must  not  
have been so heavy – there were six of them, but  only two or three had a 
hand on the traces at  any given moment, and the cart  glided along almost  
without eɱort  up the dusty road.
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 On the back of the cart  was a horse. It  was dead, you could see that  
from quite a distance. It  was evening by the t ime they reached the hotel. 
The lead soldier, he was smiling as he greeted us. 
W hat are you doing here? we asked. We had gathered in front  of the 
hotel. The Americans had not been here in a long t ime, and in fact  the 
treaty did not permit them in our town.
 It  was the horse, the soldiers said – couldn’t  we see that the horse had 
died?
 The uniforms of the soldiers were covered in pale dust , but  the creases 
were st ill sharp. The teeth of the horse protruded, almost  horizontally 
from the mouth, huge and gleaming.
 We can’t  just  leave horse, the soldiers said. We have to do something 
about this horse. 
 Yes, of course, we said, but  what can we do?
 They were already manoeuvring the cart  around to the courtyard, to 
the well.
 We will need you to take the roof oɱ this well, the soldiers said, almost 
apologetically.
 We argued with them. W hy should we take the roof oɱ our well?
 But the roof came down.
 Then the crossbar and bucket, soon they were gone, too – and the old 
rope lay loosely at  our feet.
 We’ll need a hand, the soldiers said. A hand with this horse.
 The horse seemed to shiver, but  the horse could not  have shivered – 
the horse was dead. The soldiers grinned, almost  apologetically.
 It  took all of us to lift  her. She went in head¿ rst . She entered the water 
noiselessly, but  all the way down there was the shrieking and cracking of 
huge teeth against stone.
Porochista Khakpour

For the ¿ rst  t ime in his life, Henry was living in a famous city. Even his apartment building had a well-known history – the broker had told him some tale about a famous deli owner and his famous death in the 
building. H is whole block was bustling. There were rough-looking bars 
meant to attract  college kids. There were Japanese-looking hair salons full 
of the Japanese. There were convenience stores run by men of ambiguous 
origins, selling cold ¿ sh, canned pantyhose, prayer cards, everything. Dry 
cleaners with signs that boasted ‘delivery.’ A nameless store that  sold only 
a dozen plain white t-shirts. The block was packed. In that  ¿ rst  week, it  
was enough for Henry to just  walk up and down it . He decided to save 
himself and take it  slow with the city: content  to sit  in his new apart-
ment, listen to the radio, read the Classi¿ eds, make phone calls, check his 
balance, nap. He let  entire portions of the day escape him. He let  the day 
exist  only as it  did outside his one and only window. 
He lived in a small studio on the third Àoor, which he accessed by 
elevator. The elevator was a good alternative to the strange traɷ c of the 
steps, which had presented itself to him on his ¿ rst  day, as he lugged the 
last of his boxes and found himself overtaken by a pack of howling children. 
They were in a bad rush. Henry was shoved against the railing. He was not  
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convinced it  was an accident. He suspected one child had even tried to trip 
him. He also felt  mildly sure he had heard another mutter old man. 
Henry had just  turned 33.
It  felt  right  to be paranoid. The city seemed to say to him, I  am a city 
of the strange, a city to interpret paranoically. He was adjust ing. Still, he felt  it  
would not be wrong, in the adjustment month or two, to stay in more, to 
know his space a lit t le better, and then branch out. There was no hurry 
to know the city in full, to know all his neighbours. He already got his 
share of the outside world just  sit t ing there. He could even count on some 
socialising, as he could count on daily visits from maintenance.
Since he had moved in, the building’s two maintenance men had 
been constantly at  work in his apartment. The maintenance men were 
remarkably active, while their landlord-boss remained entirely anony-
mous. (Henry sent  his rent cheque to a name whose source was shrouded 
in absolute mystery: ‘Bettina.’ He didn’t  know what – agency, person, or 
what – ‘Bett ina’ was.) Their work never ended. They were constantly 
checking radiators, unscrewing and re-screwing knobs, tapping at ceil-
ings, Àushing toilets, running water, stepping on things, talking in hushed 
voices between themselves. One night , Henry awoke to the taller one 
standing on the ledge outside his window. He was painting. The main-
tenance man explained that  they had painted the outer window frame 
just  before Henry had moved in, but  that  they now had to repaint  them, 
because ‘Bett ina’ didn’t  like white; the building, after all, was oɲ-white. 
W hat annoyed Henry even more was how they almost  always left  their 
tools in his apartment, knocking hours, sometimes days, later to retrieve 
them. The ¿ rst  few t imes this happened they had not  even knocked; they 
had keys, and they let  themselves in. Henry didn’t  have to be there, they 
reminded him, but Henry let  them know he was always at  home, he did his 
work from home, and that knocking was nice. They respected this. 
The city said to him, as if with a playful rib-jab, Deal with it, jerk, and 
so he dealt  with it . He reminded himself that the maintenance men were 
really a minor complaint . It  was worth it  – worth the thrill of the city that  
he felt  more than enough, perhaps even more strongly, he thought, bott led 
in as he was, looking out.
The window was not  for everyone. The broker had even shrugged at it , 
emphasising the high ceilings instead: You know you’re in the city when your 
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ceiling is high! In the other cit ies that  Henry had lived in (towns, really), 
they had only had short buildings with short  ceilings, wide roads full of 
lanes, parks packed with giant  trees and picnicking families, and he was 
sick and t ired of that  stuɱ. In a city like this, a man required height , he 
thought, and a high ceiling symbolised this nicely. It  also somehow made 
up for the many square feet  his Àoor space lacked. In the city you give up a 
few things – space is one – to be in the city, to really BE in the city, get my drift?
So, beside the window, he set up his swivel chair – the one he had 
stolen from his old oɷ ce on his ¿ nal day, duct-taping it  to the Àoor of the 
cargo van for the 180-mile-drive up the coast . He adjusted the height so 
his head got  a good bottom quarter’s perspective of the view. 
The view was sky-less. All he faced was another jutting part of his 
building, the portion of it which, he imagined, contained one- and two-
bedroom apartments. All he had was another person’s window and its insides. 
It  belonged to a woman. 
In his down-time – mornings when he waited for his mind’s fog to 
clear, evenings when he fought a gassy restlessness behind his ribs – he 
watched her. Mornings and evenings were good t imes, because they were 
the only t imes the woman appeared. The woman worked.
She was alone, always. She was not  the type of woman men watched, 
he ¿ gured. Sometimes it  did occur to him to feel strange or even guilty – 
after all, in those other towns, good cit izens regarded such watching as 
suspect , even bad. But he was in the city now, he reminded himself, and he 
was just  looking out; it  was allowed; he paid a high rent; it  was not  his fault  
there was a woman in his view. 
Plus, her sight was not  seductive. She was a thick, although not fat , 
woman. W hat lit t le he saw of her Àesh – wrists, neck, face – revealed a 
body solidly clotted and permanently Àushed. She had an ample bundle 
of carpet-brown hair that she t ied back with a rubber band. She did have 
nails, however, long and red and professional. He could not  tell her age. 
H is interest  was innocent. He admired her substance. The ¿ rst  t ime he 
saw her – his ¿ rst  night there – one word instantly popped into his mind: 
decency. She looked decent. Here was a woman who respected the right  
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things in life and in return got  respect. She did not  seem to participate in 
‘going out  on the town’. She stuck by a routine. She came home at  roughly 
the same time each evening, in suit-sets of respectable shades (gray, navy, 
brown, black) and tasteful makeup; then she would disappear and return 
in sweats, a t-shirt , and a scrubbed face. She would pop a meal in the 
microwave, lie on her couch, and watch T V. Shows and more shows. Once 
in a while, when her face was lit  with the batt ling Àashes of the television, 
he could see her mouth something to herself. Sometimes she would smile. 
Once he saw her sneeze. Then when it  came time to end the day, to get the 
recommended eight  hours of sleep, she would one by one switch oɱ the 
lights, and shade by shade, in dimming frames, simply disappear.
Then the day came when Henry suspected she might have caught his eye 
catching her. He was not sure but felt  it  was possible. She had abruptly 
turned away from the television and walked over to her window to get  
something left  on the sill, he ¿ gured. As she reached out  for it , Henry 
sensed her seem to become, for a quick second, conscious of him. He was 
not  sure. After all, it  was possible that her eyes might have accidentally 
fallen on the air-space that  corresponded with his exact  eye-level. W ho 
knew? All that mattered was that she had looked away and gone on with 
her business. 
But an hour later when his doorbell rang, Henry felt  the st irring of a 
small yet staunch fear, like the unlodging of old gum in the gut . He quiet ly 
walked to his door and looked through his peephole, hoping for the main-
tenance men. It  was not them, but it  was thankfully not  her either.
It  was a child.
Of course. The building was teeming with children. And sourceless 
children, children whose parents were invisible. He did not  expect this 
of the city – he was sure the city would say, I  am a fucking-nice city, but not a 
good one for families (at best, couples with dogs.) But not  his building. H is was 
full of them – children seemingly on their own, children with big words, 
children with money in their pockets, children going places, children with 
authority and agenda. Children who made their presence known. 
The child was a girl, a wisp of a lit t le girl who Henry had not  yet  seen.
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She said, ‘Sir, do you have heating, sir? We think the boiler’s down and 
that we should call maintenance.’
He assured her that  he had heat. He went as far to ask which apart-
ment was hers. She said she lived downstairs. Henry smiled, relieved.
The girl suddenly said, ‘Hey, sir, wait , I  have something for you!’ She 
darted oɱ and came back with a black plastic suitcase, which she dramati-
cally Àipped open before his eyes. Inside: knives. 
‘Steak knives,’ she said, the words glowing through her almost. ‘We’re 
selling them to family, friends. And neighbours! I ’m sure you could use a new 
steak knife set, right? I  mean, really think about your steak knives – when 
was the last  t ime you got around to buying one? We got it  all, eight-piece, 
nine-piece, all made in Germany, with high-carbon-stamped-stainless-steel, 
micro-serrated-four-and-a-half-inch blades, with three-rivet polypropylene 
handles, full tangs, on birch wood blocks or in pine gift  boxes or plastic 
carrying cases, 61% oɱ the list  price, sir. We got real beauties …!’ 
Henry looked at  her gleaming, sharp, deadly things, and her freckles 
and glasses, and explained – tenderly – that  they were very nice, but  that  
no, thank you, he couldn’t . St ill, a part  of him was sold; since the move, 
with his silverware still boxed, he’d been working at  meats with plast ic 
knives. Plus he had never owned steak knives, and he could believe they 
were nice.
‘W hatever, sir!’ the girl snorted, skipping oɱ.
Minutes later, his doorbell rang again. This t ime it  rang several t imes 
in a row, with an urgency that  worried Henry. W hen he looked out the 
peephole, he saw a young gangly boy who looked somewhat like the girl – 
same freckles, same frame. 
The boy held his middle ¿ nger up to the peephole. 
Henry opened the door, for the sake of being natural, once the boy 
had galloped oɱ. Although he realised it  was a gesture not  uncommon in 
the city, and maybe not  even intended for hostile interpretation, he was 
glad to avoid confrontation. He didn’t  know what a child like that could 
do to him.
Exhausted, Henry slumped into his swivel chair. The evening had 
been congested with events. He turned to the window until the woman’s 
lights went out  and he decided it  was t ime be done.
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But it  was bound to occur; that  he knew. So when the moment came, only 
days later, that she noticed and made it  known that  she had noticed, when 
she didn’t , even out of politeness, break the stare, Henry felt  its inevita-
bility like a bad knee ahead of a rainy day. 
He did not  lose control. He paced. He cursed the placement of his 
window – better yet , the architects of the building, for not  thinking ahead 
and knowing better. He cursed his space – he wished he had other rooms, 
any room, that he could go to. He thought of the bathroom; he dashed 
into the bathroom. He was embarrassed to have ‘dashed.’ He sat  on the lid, 
cursing his own alarm. He was disappointed in himself for let t ing a minor 
sensation of dirt iness loiter inside him, for something he hadn’t  done – or 
rather had done, and a lot, but for an altogether other purpose; namely, no 
purpose. None at  all. 
He Àushed the empty toilet  bowl and decided to go back out . He 
would just  turn oɱ the lights and go to bed, just  like that. Then he realised 
there was the possibility he would look all the more conspicuous and 
guilty and dirty – what if she thought the darkness meant him wanting to 
be alone with and discreet about and enraptured by the whole mess? – and 
he did not want that .
W hen he ¿ nally walked out , he tried his best to avoid the window. 
But by the t ime he made it  to his chair, out of the corner of his eye he 
could sense something. Something big. There was suddenly no Àashing of 
a television, no other light . Her world was blocked oɱ by something else 
in his view.
There she was, in sweats and a winter coat , standing on the ledge by 
his window, her red, red nails tapping away on the pane. Her knees were 
shoved up against the glass. He did not have to look her in the eye to know 
she was quite, considerably, pissed. 
He did not know what to do. There he was, staring her up with his 
head only at  her shin-height  – and there she was, glaring him down, a 
mad tower of woman, taking up the full-length of his window perfectly – 
just  as he envisioned those Amsterdam red light  window girls – standing 
and waiting, her face wearing the worst  expression he had seen on it  yet , 
tapping away with her nails (square-t ipped, he noticed now), probably not 
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banging only because it  was glass – now that was decency – because by her 
expression, if she could, she would be banging. He felt  the throb of a stale 
heat inside him. He quickly banished the Dutch whores from his head.
He had options. He knew this. He could, for instance, just  not let  her 
in. Just look at her, shake his head, turn oɱ the lights, and go. W here? He 
had no other rooms. He could go out. Grab his keys, his coat, gloves, hat , 
and leave. But then he’d be in their courtyard, and certainly she could 
follow him out to the street . That  would not  be gett ing rid of her; that  
would just  be transport ing her to another spot . 
Or he could, for instance, open the window a t iny slit  and say, ‘Yes?’ 
And she could say her part  and he could apologise, no matter what she 
said; anything, anything just  to make her go away. But what if she didn’t  
go away? W hat if she yanked the window up over on her side, crammed a 
thigh in, and then what?
Or, he could, for instance, just  t ry to communicate with her through 
the window – certainly they could hear each other, somewhat at  least , 
through glass. But what if they couldn’t  really? W hat if the outside world – 
the cabs, the kids, the city – just  didn’t  allow it? Certainly that  could anger 
her more? W hat if she grew frustrated and went back, to her window, 
to her living room, to her door, out  her door, down his hall, to his door, 
knocking, banging – then what?
He sat  there, spinning idly from side to side. He went to the corner 
that served as a kitchen – where the minifridge heaved atop the micro-
wave, next  to a table topped with rice maker and blender and juicer and 
hot  plate and hot  pot  and toaster oven – and he found his mug. He dumped 
in three spoonfuls of instant  coɱee, turned on the ‘H ’ tap, ¿ lled it  halfway, 
and drank.
He couldn’t avoid the window altogether. She was not going anywhere. 
Sometimes the tapping would stop and that  would only worry him more – 
her just  being there. Then he would look over, just  for a quick scan of the 
hard white of her face, or the hazy blur of her hair’s wild brown. And then 
it  would start  again. Tap, after tap, after tap.
After a while, it  occurred to him that outside it  was probably cold, and 
that the cold could kill a person. He decided he had to do it . It  had been a 
while. He could not  let  the cold get  her. He was not that  kind of character.
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‘W hat the fuck were you looking at?’ 
She had repeated the sentence over and over. Her dirty diction hurt . 
Fuck: the right  word – maybe; a city word – yes. But from her: bad, wrong, 
out of place, mislead, unforgiving, overeager … 
She said other things too. 
She said, ‘You know, that wasn’t the ¿ rst time. I  see you, you don’t know 
that, but I ’ve seen you do it, asshole, and I  want to know what the fuck …’
He thought of the gangly boy and his middle ¿ nger. The city said Be 
tough and you’ll BE tough.
She said, ‘How would you like it , bastard, if someone was doing that 
to you? You like being watched? I  mean, what the fuck were you looking 
at? You like being a spy? You think it’s some kind of joke …’
He felt  embarrassed that  his house was so bare and ill-lit  and that  still, 
weeks into his arrival, there were boxes everywhere. Her voice sounded 
diɱerent than he had imagined, but  somehow familiar and st ill nice, in 
spite of the words. He considered putting them away, pushing them to the 
side, something.
She said, ‘I  mean, I  am not leaving until we get  this fucking nightmare 
sorted.’
He nodded to himself. 
He would have to ¿ nd a nice way to get  rid of her.
She said, ‘Busted, bastard!’ 
Busted: he had a history. He remembered the feeling as a child. Gett ing 
busted for busting, for example. He remembered kindergarten, and in 
part icular, their lunch hour. He remembered the rules. Like the one about 
saving the dessert  for last . The teacher had even reiterated it  that  day: meal 
Àrst, then dessert. The dessert  that day had been cantaloupe. H is peers, no 
matter how dull the dessert , always wanted to go for it  ¿ rst . Henry never 
did it ; he understood the rules and respected them. The disobedience of 
his peers annoyed him. And on that  part icular day, he had really had it  –
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She said, ‘Bastard! You hear me? Son-of-a-bitch!’
So when the kid next to him reached for her cantaloupe slice, he shot  his 
hand up. He had something to say about that . Teacher came over and he 
told on his neighbour, just  like that. H is neighbour began to cry. Teacher 
looked at  his neighbour, the crying girl, then at  Henry, over and over, 
thinking long and hard about it . Teacher put  an arm around the crying girl, 
and turned to Henry, and tagged him with a word he knew well from the 
playground –
She said, ‘Mute! Retard! You want to just  sit  there? Creep!’
She said, Snitcher! ‘Snitcher’ from a teacher – the adult  world’s adoption of 
a children’s insult , used to label those who had done an allegedly bad thing 
that  was really an intended good thing that  might look like a bad thing for 
a good reason, or, a bad reason. The buster had gotten busted. The world 
had turned itself upside down on him. The misunderstanding, miscom-
munication, misinterpretation; it  st ill sickened him. 
She said, ‘Sicko! Motherfucker!’
She said, ‘Fuckingmotherfucker!’
He remembered what her voice reminded him of: a voice he had loved 
in childhood, the voice of the man in the chocolate syrup commercials 
who went on about the thick, rich, deep, dark, milky, velvety stuɱ. That  
man had the ideal voice for chocolate. That was it . Hers was the voice of 
the thick-rich-deep-dark-chocolate man. 
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He popped a bagel into the toaster. He ate it  slowly and even managed 
to look her in the eye a few t imes as he ate. 
She ran out  of names to call him. She sat  on the Àoor, like a retired 
puppet . He had no other furniture to oɱer her but  boxes, and of course 
his chair – but he could not  get  himself to oɱer the chair. She was st ill 
bundled in her coat . W hen he was convinced that she was done shouting, 
he toasted her a bagel and placed it  on a plate. 
She grabbed the bagel in her hands, squishing it  down to dough, in the 
manner they handled complimentary stress-relieving balls at  his old oɷ ce, 
and said ‘I ’m gonna kill you.’
‘Look who’s looking at you, asshole.’ 
She had undoubtedly grown up in the city. She did what they did not  
do in the city unless out  of hostility – she stared. She stared at  him with a 
mean resolution. He stared back. For a very long t ime, lengthy paragraphs 
of silence, they just  stared. Until she got up, shuɹ ed aimlessly, kicked a 
couple boxes, and made a noise. 
It  was apparently a sob.
She said, ‘Do you know what we go through? We go through hell, asshole.’
We. It  terri¿ ed him. It  could also mean she had causes.
He wondered what she could do. She had said it  plainly: kill. That  was 
her goal. That was that . That  plus the fact she could have other causes. 
Plus the fact  she could have causes and be crazy. He thought about it  
harder and concluded it  wasn’t  too much to think she was crazy. The city 
said, Crazy yourself.
But he was worried; about her causes. If she was right , if she was 
crazy, where to draw that line; her misunderstandings, his. Because at  
an early age, he had learned. He recalled a certain sundries store of his 
youth, where the young son of the owner, roughly his age, had worked. 
They were almost friends. The young son had asked Henry if he could 
draw. Henry said he had done it  before, he could, but maybe not  well. The 
young son asked him what he drew. Henry shrugged and named various 
school projects, maps of the world, dinosaurs, dead presidents. The young 
son concluded that  he could draw people. Henry shrugged. The young 
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son phrased it  diɱerently: would he draw people? Henry said he would if 
he had to. The young son went further: what about naked people? Henry 
thought about this, and admitted he’d rather not . The young son told him 
there were free cigaret tes or ice cream or whatever he wanted from the 
store in it  for him. Henry thought further. Before he knew it  the young 
son took out a piece of paper and a pencil and ordered him to draw. He 
wanted a naked woman. Henry choked back the lump in his throat . He 
took a while to lightly sketch a smallish naked woman. The young son told 
him it  wasn’t  so great but  it  would do O K. Henry got  a free Astropop that  
day. Another t ime, he got  a radio. He got  other things as well. One day, the 
young son demanded a naked man. Henry told him he would rather draw 
naked women. The young son told him to do it , he had to, and besides, it  
would be easier. Henry did not know what to do, so he did his best . The 
young son looked at  it  and suddenly got  angry, accusing Henry of drawing 
men and women the same. He suddenly wasn’t  so sure of Henry’s naked 
women. Hadn’t  he seen a woman? Hadn’t  he seen himself? W hat was he 
trying to do – hustle, steal, shoplift? The young son told him to get  out or 
he’d call the cops. He crumpled the paper and Henry ran out , thinking of 
course he knew, of course men and women were diɱerent , of course. It  
had just  been a mistake, a mis-rendering, a bad translat ion … 
She said, ‘Do you hear me?’ over and over again.
Then, ‘I  am t ired,’ she said, done.
It  wasn’t  the window – the window hadn’t  done a thing but  gotten conceived 
in a bad spot . It  was the chair’s fault . He wondered why he had ever put  
his chair there. He remembered: because his desk was there. Maybe it  was 
the desk’s fault . He had spent  a good deal of t ime thinking about it . In a 
studio, you had options, too many options. Desk near radiator? Dresser 
near desk? Bed near radiator? Bed near window? Radiator near dresser? 
Desk near window? Desk near window. He thought it  would be the best  
thing. He had read it  somewhere, that  it  would be good for him, as well as 
for the general wellbeing of the room, to have his desk beside the window. 
He wondered why he had never put up curtains. He remembered: 
nobody had curtains in the city. Blinds at  most , and usually open blinds. In 
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those other towns, people were always worried about privacy and protec-
tion and inner lives, things like that . Here the city said, What the fuck are 
you looking at? Oh, you’re looking at me? Go the fuck ahead, the city said, go the 
fuck ahead.
It  was diɱerent  watching her in person, up close, and ‘live.’ It  was like 
running into a famous ¿ lm star taking out  the trash (something he had not 
yet  seen, but anticipated he soon would once he began to go out  in such 
a famous city). 
She was herself with him soon enough. He recognised that .
She would scrape her nose with the t ip of a nail, raking up dead cells. 
She would scratch her shoulders, crossing her arms over her chest  to 
reach the opposite shoulder.
She would whimper, rant , yell, choke up, go quiet . 
She would pace and then sit  down again, always at  the one corner 
under the window, sometimes with her thick legs wrapped around each 
other, often in a peculiar knot, which made them look slimmer and limber. 
Once, she did something he liked. She got  up and put one foot  up 
onto the sill to t ie her white nurse-style sneaker. It  reminded him of that 
certain girl who lived in his old teenage mind, the girl in the short  skirt  on 
the spring day, hiking a leg up against the bark of a tree to t ie her shoe. He 
did not  know who exactly that  girl was, only that it  was a girl he was sure 
had romped through the minds of most  men at  some point  in their lives.
He thought it  looked nice, but  he did not  understand it . Tying her 
laces when she wasn’t going anywhere. 
Constantly, like a child’s wind-up toy car, he bumped into the wall that 
was the idea: what-to-do. He sat  down next to her, wondering what she 
would do. He imagined abuse. To his shock, she said nothing. She reached 
over to the distorted mass of bagel, ripped oɱ a piece with her teeth, and 
chewed. She kept  chewing. He thought she might need water. He went to 
get her water, but  by the t ime he returned, her head was t ipped back and 
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her eyes were closed. She looked asleep. He sat  down next to her again and 
tried to fall asleep as well.
W hen he opened his eyes, her eyes were open too. He had one thought: 
they had done it . Almost , in a sense, with a few of its intimate connota-
tions intact, they had slept  together. 
The idea bore a bad acid. He felt  sick. The city had a saying, he 
thought, and he remembered: he told the idea to take a walk; Take a fucking 
walk, jackass.
‘Sex, is that  it? You want me? Is that  what we’re gett ing at?’ she said.
‘I  have kids, you know,’ she said.
‘I ’m not afraid to admit  that I ’m scared,’ she said.
‘They don’t  live with me,’ she said.
‘But you know that, you know I  live alone,’ she said.
‘God, what t ime is it ,’ she said.
‘You think I  do this every day?’ she said. ‘I  do not  do this every day.’
‘How are you going to pay me back, asshole?’ she said.
She took the plate beside her, and with both hands slammed it  against  
the Àoor. She could break things, this woman. He worried that  the broken 
pieces might be the only weapon he would have to defend himself, when 
the t ime came.
W hen the doorbell rang, they both looked at it , then each other, accus-
ingly. He wondered if there was any chance she had called the police and 
he imagined she wondered the same thing.
He looked through the peephole. It  was the young girl from down-
stairs, in pink Àannel pyjamas, squinting through her glasses with sleepy 
eyes, smothering the shaggy blue rabbit  tucked snugly in her armpit .
He looked back at the woman: biting her lip, staring at  the ground, in 
plain view. It  wouldn’t look right. He would have to be careful. He opened 
the door just  a bit . He fought the urge just  to run out, and instead stepped 
out on the doormat.
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He asked if he might help her.
‘Can you turn the T V down, sir?’ she said. ‘Some people have to be up 
early, you know.’
He apologised. She had started to walk oɱ when he had an idea. He 
yelled for her to wait , adding that he would like to know more about those 
goods she had been selling the other day … 
‘Yeah, sir, I  got the knives. I’ll show you tomorrow again, if you want ’em.’
He told her he needed to see them now, if possible. 
Certainly it  was possible. She rolled her eyes. ‘W hich one? I  have my 
two best  sets left . Bundy, Bush. Your choice, sir.’
He was going for cheap, sharp, big, impressive, safe. 
‘Bundy. That’ll be $129.99, 61% oɱ the list  price. Cash or cheque, sir?’
The price was st ill very high, didn’t  she think? 
‘W hatever, sir!’ 
He ¿ shed out  his chequebook and pen and ¿ lled it  out . She tucked 
the cheque under her arm. He asked her when he would get  the knife set .
‘Oh, soon,’ she said, ‘I  promise. It’s worth the wait , sir, it ’s a steal!’
He told her to run right  back with it . She sprinted oɱ with a quick 
careless wave that  he hoped meant goodbye and not whatever. Had he not  
writ ten her a cheque that  was guaranteed to bounce, he could fear that  she 
had just  robbed him, mugged him in the most  professional way possible. 
He closed the door and prayed the woman hadn’t  heard a thing. The 
transaction seemed ripe for misreading. 
Instead, he found her lost  in her own world. With her back to him, 
with hands gently rest ing on his glass, the woman was gazing out his 
window, at  the light  beyond her own window.
‘I  am t ired,’ she said, later.
It  was later. He hadn’t  stayed up all night in ages. All he knew was that  
they were somewhere around the point  where late meets early and things 
get  really confused.
He was ashamed not  to own a clock yet. He used the radio announcer 
on the AM news to tell the t ime, but  thought it  would be inappropriate to 
turn on the radio.
He tried to look past  her and out  the window. He saw nothing but  the 
dim light  of her living room. With windows like theirs, there was no telling 
what shade of blue the sky outside had in store that  moment. 
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Suddenly there was song. The silence was singed with a t inny chorus. It  
was a tune he knew and a tune he liked. It  was a tune from his childhood. 
It  was ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game’! 
It  was her cell phone.
The woman, who worked, of course, had a cell phone. She ¿ shed it  out  
of her coat , with lit t le surprise. 
She said, ‘Morning.’
She said, ‘Oh, geez, yeah, thanks, sorry I  didn’t  tell you earlier, but I  
can’t  ride with you today. Can you tell him I  might be late? Tell him, in fact, 
I  might need the day oɱ. Can you do that?’
She said, ‘Just  stuɱ, you know. Oh, no everything is ¿ ne, really.’
She said, ‘Love you!’ and hung up. 
She put the phone away. Her face suddenly collapsed into her palms. 
Even muɹ ed, he could make out the words ‘W hat the hell am I  doing.’ 
He had instincts; he did not  have answers.
W hen he heard the knock on the door, he thought one thing: the Bundy. 
He rushed to the door and opened it , without looking through the peep-
hole. He was eager for the girl and her gift . 
Instead there stood the two maintenance men. Their greetings, as 
usual, came in the form of nods, which Henry returned.
‘Bettina has sent  us to check your locks,’ the shorter one said.
‘May be a problem with your locks,’ the taller one said.
Henry told them he had no such problem, no such complaint . He told 
them to come back some other t ime.
‘Bettina has sent  the order,’ the shorter one said. ‘It  will only take a 
second.’
‘Good safety to have your locks checked,’ the taller one said.
He told them he was not  arguing with that , but  it  was late, or early, in 
any case, a bad hour, he had things, work, aɱairs – until he remembered: 
their tools. He knew how this went. The men would come, ‘work’, leave 
their tools … 
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The Bundy would have won, but tools could do too. He seemed to 
remember hearing that  women backed down at  the sight  of tools. 
He did believe in safety. He told them to go ahead.
‘It  will be very quick,’ said the shorter.
They ¿ ddled with the doorknob, shaking it , jiggling it , oiling it , each 
taking turns standing outside and then in, opening and closing the door, 
over and over.
‘The door is ¿ ne,’ the shorter ¿ nally announced. And he began to 
place their tools inside his bag.
Henry announced that  there was no way they could leave – yet . There 
was more work to be done, he was sure.
‘Please call Bett ina if there is a problem,’ the shorter said.
‘Back once Bett ina sends the order,’ the taller said.
He tried to plead with them, that  there were other doors with locks, 
the bathroom door, certainly that  was what the damned Bettina meant –
‘Bett ina said the front  door,’ the ¿ rst  man said. ‘We will gladly check 
the other doors once we have an order for them.’
He stood in their way, trying to reason. They were adamant. Eventually 
they pushed; pushed their way right  through Henry, as if he were just  some 
insigni¿ cant ghost.
As they speed-walked down the hallway, Henry called to them, asking 
if they could just  lend him something, a screwdriver, a power drill, anything, 
so he could just  ¿ x things himself –
‘Please call Bett ina and place the order,’ the ¿ rst  man said.
‘Other doors to check now,’ the second man said. 
He closed the door, and leaned his forehead against the wood, thinking, 
until he heard her ‘Shithead’ – suddenly too loud, loud enough to be too close.
‘Oh, I  heard that . I ’m on to you. I  know what you’re up to, bastard!’ 
He must  have forgotten what the city always said: Always, always, keep 
your bags packed. 
‘I  want to sleep,’ she said, ‘in your bed. Now.’
He wondered if in the pockets of her coat – the pockets that  had 
housed her cell phone, after all – the woman could be harbouring a weapon. 
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He wondered how to hold a plastic knife with dignity. 
 She said, ‘Oh, c’mon, at  this point , isn’t  this what we’re expected to 
do?’
He had not yet  heard her black, black laugh. It  was bad.
She got up and grabbed his hand. Her hand was colder than he 
expected. W hat he expected was the moment when the nails dug deep 
into his palm.
He did not  remember her name, but he could never forget  her, that  
certain young girl in his schoolyard. The girl had only been at  their school 
for a day. It  was enough. At recess she singled him out, said, You, come over 
here, you. She grabbed his hand with her nails, nails he noticed were torn 
jagged and dirt-packed. She led him behind a trailer in the schoolyard, an 
empty trailer the kids called ‘the Matson,’ because painted on it  was the 
enigmatic word ‘MAT SO N .’ The kids never had much use for the Matson. 
It  was too obvious a spot for hide-and-seek, too appendage-less for proper 
play. She, however, had a purpose for it . Without warning, st ill holding his 
hand, she kicked him hard in the crotch. She said, There. He bent over in 
pain, t rying to hide his tears. She ran oɱ, and the next  day she was gone. 
Nonetheless, he told the teacher – not  the full story, not  where she had 
struck him, but  that she had struck him, and hard.
Teacher had smiled, and patting his head, explained, Oh, that’s just what 
girls do when they like you! She had made it  sound like sunshine. It  was some-
thing that he, and apparently all adolescents at  some point  were told of 
– how a kick in the crotch could (sometimes) mean a kiss, how it  would 
come like a hurt  that  was not  meant to hurt , how situations were often just  
situations but  also sometimes their inverse. 
She said, ‘W hat else do men and women do?’
She said, ‘Isn’t  it  what  they want us to do?’
They. He froze. How did he know what those theys really did, what the 
other theys really wanted? How did anyone really know?
He opened his eyes. She was at  the window. She was standing on the inside 
ledge, leaning carefully on his glass, hands clutching the frame. She was 
looking straight  at  him.
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She said three words: ‘Take it  easy.’ That  was all. 
She walked out the window, one sizable thigh after another, out  of his 
world and back into hers. She left  his window open. He watched her shut  
and lock her own.
He locked his own door; once, then again, just  in case. 
And he stopped watching.
Éilís Ní Dhuibhne

The early purple orchids are plentiful this year. So plentiful that  Frida wonders if they really are as special and rare as she believes. In her ¿ eld they’re as common as the other Àowers of June, the clover, the 
buttercups. The yellow one. Bird’s Foot Trefoil, sometimes called scram-
bled egg. Still, she swerves around any patch of grass graced by the chubby 
lit t le orchids – turgid, phallic, episcopally purple – but  mercilessly slices 
through buttercups and clover – the latter is the bees’ favourite thing, and 
smells nicer than the orchids, when the sun shines. Lit t le islands of long 
grass with an orchid or two dot  the ‘lawn’ – that’s not the right  name for it . 
The patch of ¿ eld that  she cuts, so it ’s like a pond of short  grass in a forest  
of long rough stuɱ.
‘W hy don’t you get someone to do it?’ Her son is exasperated on the 
phone. Perhaps a tad guilty? He hasn’t  been down here in over a year, to 
cut grass or do anything else. It’s t ime to paint  the walls, and the windows, 
and he likes doing that. He says. ‘You shouldn’t  be going all the way down 
there just  to cut the grass.’
‘I ’ll get  somebody,’ she says. ‘Before I  leave.’
She has ¿ gured out, recently, that  the best  way of dealing with advice 
from him, or anyone, is to pretend to take it . Some people realise this when 
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they’re four years old, but  better late than never. The thing is. Having to 
cut  the grass provides her with a reason for coming down. That’s why she 
doesn’t  get  a boy or a man to do it . That, and the cost, although it  would 
most  likely cost  less than the price of the petrol for the drive down and 
back. And then, a man or a boy on one of the lawnmowers that  look like 
toy tractors would not  avoid the early purple orchids, or the two lit t le 
hydrangea bushes, or the clumps of New Zealand Àax that she planted last  
year and that  have survived the winter storms, the spring storms, and the 
early summer storms. Barely survived. The spikes of Àax look like soldiers 
who came home from the Batt le of the Somme, battered, their skin burnt , 
and minus a couple of limbs. A man or a boy speeding around the ¿ eld on 
a big lawnmower would certainly cut  them down. A man or a boy wouldn’t 
even see them.
Well. There is only one other person on earth who would see those 
clumps of pathetic Àax. 
Did she think, on earth?
She wipes the wheels and puts the lawn mower back in the garage. Just  
come and take a look, would you. W hen the sun goes down. The lawn-
mower feels wounded. It  has been rat t led – the grass was more than a 
foot  high, no ordinary lawn mower should have to deal with such stuɱ, it  
was a job for a big lump of farm machinery. The blade may have loosened. 
After two hours pushing against  the gradient, doing the work of a combine 
harvester, the last  thing she wants to do is examine the insides of the lawn-
mower. But she forces herself to take a look.
Yes. There is a screw loose on one of the wheels. Now, where does he 
keep the toolbox?
The grass is so long because she has been away for the month of May. 
You can’t  let  the grass grow for the month of May and expect  anything 
other than a hay¿ eld. She’d been in Finland; she’s not  sure why. Since this 
t ime last  year she has travelled to all the countries Elk had ever lived in, 
or loved. Four or ¿ ve, the north of the world. There have been diɱerent  
reasons for going to the various countries: a book launch, a 60th birthday 
party, a conference. A funeral. The ostensible reasons were many. But 
there was always another reason under the surface and that  never varied. 
Constant  as the northern star, it  was. Dreams have an overt  narrat ive, 
which is usually repeating random bits and pieces of your recent  conscious 
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experience, and a latent  one, a broken record churning out the same old 
message for all of your life. Apparently her waking life is now operating on 
the same principle as her dream life. This doesn’t  particularly surprise her.
W hy travel? To get  away from Elk, on the one hand, and to look for 
him, on the other. W hy else go to his places, far Àung northern islands and 
archipelagos, rather than perfectly nice warm countries that  might cheer 
her up? The only reason for the choice, which seemed not like a choice, 
was that he might be far away in the north, hidden in the deep evergreen 
forest , or sit t ing on the edge of a lake, ¿ shing for pike? Or climbing the 
side of a volcano?
But maybe he’s here, in the south of Ireland, in the cottage in Kerry, 
in his own study, which he always digni¿ ed with the name of ‘library’, or 
sit t ing on the side of the ancient  volcano at  the back of the house, looking 
out at  the Great  Blasket?
The red toolbox is in the corner at  the back, hidden behind an old 
dustbin. She takes out  a screwdriver and tightens the loose nut . W hen she 
is replacing the tool in the box, something catches her eye.
A bott le of wine.
Empty?
No. It’s a Chablis. 2007.
They must  have bought it  one year – 2008? – on the way down, from 
the farm shop in Nenagh where they often stopped for a coɱee, and to 
buy treats. Cheese from France, country butter from Tipperary. Mango 
chutney with caramelised onions that  somebody in Cloughjordan makes. 
Mostly they drank the wine on the ¿ rst  night . But he must  have tucked 
this one away in the garage for a special occasion and forgotten about it . 
Or maybe she did that  herself.
Once a year he wanted to drive to Brandon Creek; often on a Sunday 
afternoon when there was that Sunday afternoon feeling, that mix of 
nostalgia (for what? For nothing you can put your ¿ nger on) and boredom. 
The sound of football commentaries, wildly excited, from car windows 
and cottage windows, which ¿ lled Frida with a strange ennui, a longing to 
escape to somewhere, she knew not where, even when she was eight  years 
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old. One of the great  things about Elk was that  he couldn’t  care less about 
football, and didn’t  even know that  that  was an unusual gift , in a husband.
But even so.
Let’s go to Brandon Creek.
Cuas an Bhodaigh. St  Brendan is supposed to have sailed from there, in 
a naomhóg, and landed in America. But there is another tale associated 
with it , the story which gives the inlet  its name in Irish, and that’s what 
drew Elk to it . The story of the Big Bodach. The Big Bodach was a rich 
Kerryman who built  a huge cast le here on the coast; he had just  one son. 
The Bodach wanted his own name to live forever, and he married the son 
oɱ as soon as he could to a rich young woman. Then, when everything was 
in place, he died himself. But fourteen years passed and the couple had 
no children. Every day in summer the woman went for a swim at  Cuas an 
Bhodaigh. One day, when was drying herself after her dip, a sea man came 
sweeping in from the ocean and took her in his arms. She fell asleep and 
when she woke up he was gone. Nine months later she gave birth to a son. 
He was a wonderful child, clever and handsome, but he had a problem: he 
could never sleep. Because he was half human and half merman, as only 
she knew. The Devil’s Son as Priest , it ’s called in the international index of 
tales. Although he’s not  a devil; just  not  human. Not someone you should 
be consorting with.
Frida reads the story today, for the umpteenth t ime, in a collect ion of 
tales by Peig Sayers. She wants to have the story in her head when she’s 
looking at the place. It  has often occurred to her in connection with the 
tale that  nobody in their right mind would go for a swim in Brandon Creek. 
A long narrow inlet , a fjordful of black water, fathoms deep, a ravine, a 
chasm, loomed over by Mount Brandon at  the back and grim cliɱs on each 
side. The creek crashes angrily down, and the water slurps ominously into 
crevices in the rock. There’s no beach of any kind.
It’s like an entrance to another world – and not  a very nice one, if the 
gateway is anything to go by. You can understand that  Brendan, obviously 
fond of high drama, would sail from here to the unknown, and that a big 
bodach from beneath the wave, a merman, Neptune, would emerge here. 
Here, rather than some golden sandy cove or long stretch where children 
play in the frilly shallows and where any normal woman would go for her 
daily swim.
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Frida parks the car high above the creek, in a sort  of layby, and walks 
down a winding boreen to the water. A young couple are on the way up, 
the girl with long black hair, the boy a redhead. They are dancing up the 
road, laughing, sort  of waltzing and humming like bees in the sunshine. Or 
two butterÀies. 
They don’t  see her at  all, have eyes only for one another. 
At the start  of the pier Kerry County Council has a warning: Do Not 
Enter This Pier if the Sea is high. DAN G ERO US. The sea is not  high, on 
this ¿ ne summer’s evening. Down to the end of the pier she goes. There’s 
a car parked on it . People drive the whole way down sometimes; it  always 
amazes her. They’d rather risk drowning than walk a few hundred yards. A 
man in a navy blue jumper. Hello. A bit  cheeky. Lovely day. She doesn’t  look 
at  his face, but  walks to the end and looks down into the water. It’s not 
black when you’re beside it . Transparent. You can see right to the bottom. 
Small ¿ sh dart ing about, in a great  rush to go to somewhere. Bubbly kelp, 
and a huge clump of seaweed with long waving fronds, rather like the New 
Zealand Àax. They say that everything found on land has its match in the 
ocean. Even that .
Behind her, she can sense the man in the blue jumper.
H is eyes on her back. 
She becomes conscious of how lonely it  is here, at  Cuas an Bhodaigh. 
Alone at  the end of a pier, with deep black water all around. This happens, 
a lot . She’s in a place she likes, a place that  is familiar and was always safe, 
and she suddenly feels, I  shouldn’t  be here. W hy am I  here?
She turns and walks back along the pier and up the winding hill to her 
car.
The man is at  the back of his car as she approaches, doing something 
in the boot. She tries to look carefree as she strides past .
‘Here!’ he hails her again. She jumps out of her skin. There’s a pause, as 
he eyes her with amusement. ‘Have you any use for crab claws?’
He extends a plast ic bag full of them.
‘I ’ve more than I  need.’
‘Thanks,’ she takes the bag, since that  seems to be the easier option. 
Forces a smile. Elk loves crab claws, and so does she.
‘A treat  for your tea.’
‘Thanks!’ she repeats. ‘We like them. Thanks.’
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She walks slowly up the hill. The young couple have disappeared. 
Before she climbs into her car she looks down at  the inlet . The man in the 
blue jumper is reversing, down the slip, towards the water. She can hear 
it  lapping and slapping against  the stone, friendly, before it  deepens and 
becomes a dark other world.
Driving back, southwards through Muiríoch and Baile na nGall and 
Ballyferriter, through lit t le hay¿ elds and purple slopes, the story is still on 
her mind. It  dawns on her that  it ’s about a kind of incest . Is the merman 
the woman’s father-in-law, impregnating her from beyond the grave to 
ensure his line? Once she spots it , it  seems obvious, although Peig doesn’t  
spell it  out . She’ll have to ask Elk. It’s the kind of matter to which he 
would have given some thought: what really happened in a story about a 
man who lives under the sea and a woman who never existed. 
They’ll have a nice dinner to celebrate the cutt ing of the grass and the 
survival of the New Zealand Àax. She has the crab claws and the wine. 
New potatoes and salad and spinach. Lemon and parsley. 
She peels the potatoes, puts them on. Slices spring onions and toma-
toes; chops parsley. Spreads the white table cloth, and sets it  with the best  
cutlery she can ¿ nd. Flowers. Buttercups, clover, and two of the orchids, 
which may be a protected species but  since she has saved the lives of about 
¿ fty of them today her guilt  is minimal. In the small glass jar they look 
lovely, against the snow of the cloth. W hen it  gets dark – which won’t  be 
t ill about half past  ten – she will light  the white candle. 
She has Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ beside the CD  player for when dinner 
is served. One of his favourites. One of everyone’s favourites. Now she’s 
listening to Kathleen Ferrier’s hits although she shouldn’t , because it  
opens with ‘Blow the Wind Southerly’, a song of longing for a sailor who 
won’t  come home, because he is drowned. Blow the wind southerly, south-
erly, southerly, bring my love safely back home to me. And somewhere on 
the CD  – it  is towards the end – is Orfeo’s lament for Euridice. W hat is 
life if thou art  dead? The saddest  song in the world. Tradition doesn’t  hold 
back on emotion and neither does opera, though few get  as close to the 
bone as Gluck.
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She travels to get away, to look for something, to forget  and to remember. 
But coming home all she wants is to tell him about her travels. Coming 
home, she realises that  the main point  of going anywhere is to report back. 
W hich is why she has invited him to dinner tonight . There are so many 
aspects of the recent  trip to Finland that  only he would have the slightest  
interest  in. She wants to ask him about the loan words, how the Finns 
seemed to drop the ‘s’ from some words they borrowed from Swedish. 
Kuola from skole, for instance. Tie instead of Stig. And other words which 
are so strange. He would know why the Finns call a book kirja. You’d 
expect the word for book to come from Latin, or Greek, or Swedish or 
even Russian. W here did they get ‘kirja’ from? 
W ho cares about this sort  of stuɱ?
Elk and Frida.
Into the thick goblets from the local pottery she pours the old wine. 
Sits down, and raises her goblet.
‘Kippis!’ she says, to the empty chair opposite her.
The Finnish for Sláinte!
She sips the wine.
‘It  is very good,’ she nods.
‘I  can never sort  out  what the Finns did during the Second World War,’ 
she says. ‘Can you explain? So I  get  it  straight?’
The sun is st ill high, in the South-west , over the island they call The 
Dead Man. Frida prefers the other name, the Northern Island. 
Euridice! Eurid eeeeeeche.
W hat is life without your love.
At last  the sun starts to sink behind the Northern Isle. Elk loved it  when 
they showed that  scene on RT É, back in the days when they played the 
national anthem at  close of programming. 
The blue of the night .
And when the sun slides down behind the Dead Man he comes out  of 
the library and sits in his own place at  the table. 
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‘Will you have some wine?’
He looks at  the bottle as if he has never seen one before. Puzzled, 
shakes his head.
He is like himself. Not pale and thin as he was in the last  year, or 
panic-stricken as on the last  days in the hospital, with his horribly swollen 
stomach and tubes shoved down his throat . He’s wearing his navy blue 
jumper, which is odd, because that’s the jumper she keeps under her pillow 
at  home in the city.
‘Now you’re here I  don’t know what to say to you.’
She leans over to take his hand. H is long ¿ ngers, thin and agile from a 
lifet ime of typing, like a pianist’s. But he pulls it  away, not  unkindly.
‘Well.’ She says the ¿ rst  thing that  comes to her head. And yet she 
knows the t ime is valuable, like the t ime you’ve got for a job interview. 
You’ve only got  half an hour so don’t  waste it  saying unimpressive things. 
‘I  miss you.’
‘Yes, my darling,’ his voice is his voice. Soft , round, robust , male, like a 
mellow burgundy. Like a purple orchid. It  was one of his great  at tract ions. 
‘Well, I  am glad to hear that, even if it  is sel¿ sh.’
‘I  miss you a lot.’
No need to repeat  yourself.
‘Yes, yes. It’s terrible.’ He sighs. ‘But spilt  milk.’
‘I  went to Finland.’
‘Good for you! Did you learn some Finnish?’
‘Anteeksi! Huomenta! Päivää! Excuse me. Good morning. Hello!’
‘Good woman!’
‘That’s all I  learnt .’
‘Did you have a sauna?’
‘Nearly every day. You’d have loved that . We should have got  one, for 
your back.’
He is blurred, like a photograph that is not  in focus. Sometimes the 
photos are like that, on the computer, and then after a lit t le while they 
swim into clarity.
‘I  was listening to that  song, Euridice.’
‘Maybe you could ¿ nd something more cheerful?’
‘I ’ve got  Abba’s Greatest Hits in the car.’
‘Ush!’
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‘I  cut  the grass yesterday. I  came down specially to do it . It  was over a 
foot long.’
‘My dear lit t le darling.’ Nobody ever calls her that any more. Well, of 
course not . ‘But you shouldn’t come down here just  to cut  the grass. W hy 
don’t you get someone to do it?’
‘I  will,’ she promises.
There is plenty to tell him. About the funeral. About the tributes, the 
obituaries, the solemn ones and the funny ones. That he has a new grandchild 
and their other son is going to get married at the end of the summer. And 
especially that she has found out how much she loves him, that she always 
loved him and should have told him that more often. She should have told 
him that every minute. She needs to tell him these things, and to ask several 
more questions. W here is his article about ‘The Dead Lover’s Return’? The 
introduction to the book he was collaborating on with the guy in Galway? Is 
the Bodach in the story of Brandon Creek the father-in-law of the woman?
W hat used he do on Sundays, before they were married? 
That’s before she even gets the big issues. 
‘I  got a man to level the ¿ eld.’
He walks to the window. The ¿ eld is not  actually very level. The man 
came with a digger or a bulldozer or something and dug it  up, then put  on 
some grass seed in last  August . It  cost about a thousand euro but nobody 
has noticed that  it  is any diɱerent  from before. Apart  from Frida herself.
‘It’s very nice, my darling!’
He doesn’t  comment on the three New Zealand Àax plants. She points 
them out to him, down by the septic tank. They look like nothing. Like a 
few rushes that  the lawn mower missed.
‘They’re a bit  scrawny but  they’ll get bigger and make a shelter belt  
and then I  can grow other things.’
‘That will be just  lovely, won’t  it?’
 He can be ironic and kind at  the same t ime. 
There is one thing she really has to tell him. She can’t  say it  so she puts on 
the CD  and the voice comes pouring into the dim room.
‘W hat is life if thou art  dead?’
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He leans over, and his face is close to her, his woollen jumper. 
‘Dear darling. I  miss you too.’ He looks around the room, at  the ¿ re-
place and the bookshelves. The picture of Peig. ‘I  miss everything. And 
there is so much work I  didn’t  get  done.’ For the ¿ rst  t ime his face is sad. 
‘But you don’t  want to come with me.’
‘I  do.’
It  strikes her that this is the solution. It’s simple.
‘No, dear darling. You went to Finland. You cut  the grass. And you’ve 
planted those … scraggy things!’
‘New Zealand Àax.’
He laughs.
‘Yes, New Zealand Àax! You’ve got  to look after the New Zealand Àax, 
and make sure it  grows big and beautiful.’
Frida doesn’t  know why it  has that  name; probably some sort  of cloth 
can be made from it . But it  looks nothing like ordinary Àax, that  misty 
blue corn which you never see any more and from which rare and lovely 
linen is made. New Zealand Àax is not blue, and the Àowers it  gets look 
like brown withered prunes. It  seldom Àowers in this climate, and the 
leaves look like green spears, rusty from the west wind, with pointed t ips 
that  cut  you if you touch them. There’s only one reason for planting it .
‘It  survived the winter!’
‘Yes, my darling, it  survived the winter.’
He gets up.
‘Don’t go.’
Please don’t  go.
‘Yes, I  must  go. Before the sun rises. You know the rules!’
He walks towards the door. 
‘The sun won’t  rise for ages.’
‘It  has already risen in Finland.’
She runs after him.
‘Will you come back?’
He turns.
‘One of us had to go ¿ rst . That’s the way it  is.’ 
They warn you. Till death do us part . You hear it  but  you don’t  take 
it  in. The small print . You throw it  away, into the bin, like the wrapping 
paper on a beautiful present .
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He puts a hand towards her shoulder, but  not  on it . If only he could 
hold her in his arms for one second!
‘Make the most  of the t ime you have left . It  will be over soon enough. 
There’s plenty of work to do.’ He winks. ‘ You can do mine, if you don’t  
want to do your own.’
‘Yes,’ she says. ‘I  will.’
He always gives good advice.
Imagination is supposed to be a great thing. A gift . It  can conjure up, it  can 
invent. But its creations are as nothing, really, compared to the real thing.
The man on the pier didn’t  reverse into the water. He attached a rope, 
which was dangling from the back of his car, to a small boat  in which he 
must  have been out  before she came, ¿ shing for the crabs. And he pulled 
it  up after him, to dry land.

Maria Takolander 

Nothing could have prepared her for this. The blackness is rich and thick, like velvet. The sun is a white star and the earth an immense orb revolving silently around it . The moon hovers nearby. It  is a rock, but  
also the ghost of a rock. Everything is still but at  the same time in motion. 
Dawn, when it  falls upon the planet, appears as an arc of blue so vivid 
that it  is shocking. Then the sunlight chases the darkness over the sphere, 
revealing the white arteries of rivers, luminous oceans, bleeding deserts, 
the geometric scars of farmlands and cit ies; all protected by a radiant layer 
of atmosphere. 
She had seen images of it , but  the reality is altogether diɱerent . It  is as 
if she had been watching a lion on a screen and then the creature itself was 
suddenly panting in her living room, its fur framed by muscle and bone, its 
breath heavy with the odour of Àesh, its yellow eyes inhuman. 
Things have never seemed so real, but  at  the same t ime unreal. Floating 
near the transparent ceiling of the cupola, she feels like she is dreaming. 
She has broken free. She has escaped the sordid weight  of herself. She is a 
pure spectator, akin to a heavenly spirit . She approaches the camera ¿ xed 
at  the apex of the cupola and observes her likeness in the depthless surface 
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of the lens. It  is this disembodied image of herself that  she wants beamed 
back to the earth. 
She presses her hands against  the cold glass. She sees where topsoil 
has stained the ocean alongside the deforested island of Madagascar. The 
depleted body of the Aral Sea is exposed to her, as is the smog over Beijing. 
A vast  cyclone covers the north-western coast  of Australia, the outer areas 
of cloud pocked by soundless bursts of light. Then the world falls into 
darkness again, its cit ies like the embers of smouldering ¿ res. 
It  is then she remembers why she is here. She will be the ¿ rst  to leave 
all earthly problems behind. She will make a clean start . It  is t ime to quit  
orbit . It  is t ime for her transition to the new world. 
She feels a muddying confusion, almost like panic, as if she has 
forgotten something of utmost  importance – but  the opportunity for hesi-
tat ion is long gone. There is no choice anymore. She leaves the cupola and 
Àoats back to her operation seat  in the illuminated alcove of the control 
room. She straps herself down. 
To escape the pull of the earth, there is an accelerat ion, both myste-
rious and atrocious. The lights are extinguished, and she is pressed deep 
into herself in the inscrutable darkness, becoming heavier than she thinks 
she can endure. She is almost  sure that  she falls unconscious. Certainly 
she drifts into a kind of sleep, although there are no memories or dreams. 
The emergence back into wakefulness is marked by a feeling of disease or 
disgust , abiding in her Àesh and bones. It  is not  what she had expected. 
The lights Àicker on. She squints at  the shining ceiling. She sees the 
glassy eye of the camera lens embedded there and makes out her reÀection. 
She is bound to the padded chair in her pale jumpsuit , some grotesque 
unfortunate from a bygone age. She is a blight in the immaculate space. 
This is not what she had envisioned. 
She allows herself t ime to recoup. She remains in the reclined seat, her 
head cushioned in a stout brace. With the pressure against her ears, she can 
hear a Àeshy percussive noise, her heart sounding like something unborn. 
She lifts her head and observes the undulating zipper down the front of her 
suit, rising and falling with each breath. Something has gone wrong.
She unbuckles herself and gets to her feet  on the gleaming Àoor. Her 
weight is cumbersome in the new semblance of gravity. She listens to the 
reverberat ion of the ventilat ion fans and takes in the metallic taste of the 
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air, like the vile residue in her mouth when she coughs sometimes. Her 
nausea is strong. She feels as if she is standing still, but  in fact she is being 
spun and hurled through endless space and t ime. She had understood the 
plan, the mechanics of it  all, how she would be sent on her way, but now 
she feels only as if she is in a carnival ride gone wrong. 
She looks around her. The space is so white that at  ¿ rst  it  is hard to 
dist inguish anything. Then she makes out  the circular walls of the control 
room. There are a number of doors. One of them returns her to the cupola. 
There she sees instantly that  the view has changed. It  is all gone. Looking 
at  the hemisphere of glass above her she sees only blackness, unbroken by 
any stars. 
The dome looks close, much closer than before, its blackness like 
morbid ceiling paint. The radiation shield has closed over the craft. Beyond 
is eternity, silent as an iceberg. She will never see the earth again.
Her nausea set t les into a dead weight  in the pit  of her stomach. She 
leans against the wall of the cupola, t riggering the release for the door. 
The door slides shut , and she is sealed in. The blackness is so dense that  
it  is like blindness. She cannot even see herself. She lowers herself cross-
legged to the Àoor, heavier and sicker than she has ever felt  before. 
How brief her life on earth had been, she thinks. It  is as though it  had 
never happened.
She should be looking ahead – it  is what she has been trained to do, a habit  
in which she has come to trust  – but  sit t ing in the dark she ¿ nds herself 
almost  paralysed. She ought to be following a new routine, enacting life, 
this afterlife, as it  is to be from now on, but  she has no wish to move. She 
is not  even sure that  she can. It  feels as if the hardness and coldness of the 
Àoor is merging with her legs. Her chest and throat  are becoming rigid too.
Looking up, she notes the green glow at the centre of the ceiling. It  
is the power signal on the rim of the camera lens. The light  is too weak to 
provide illumination, but  it  lends the blackness around her its texture. She 
is a statue buried in a catacomb. 
She should open the door to the control room and let  its light  enter 
the cupola, this sole room exposed to the elements, but she has no desire 
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to do this. She has been cast  into an abyss. This is no fantasy of starlight  
and glit tering dust . Let  people see what awaits them after life on earth. Let 
them cleave to each other. Let them cleave to their home in fear.
The anger is irrational and strong, a resurgence of life, but it  leaves as 
quickly as it  comes. In the blackness her body becomes frigid again. She 
thinks of her own home, remembering not  her apartment in Moscow but 
the farming town in Finland where she grew up. It  was less a town than a 
collection of t imber houses built  in ¿ elds hard-won from the taiga forest  
and, in t imes gone by, from their Russian neighbours.
She closes her eyes – it  is easy in the darkness – and sees the skeletal 
t runks of the birch, pretending to the winter that  they do not exist . The 
pine and spruce are burdened by snow. She hears the sliding of her skis, 
smells the freezing air, feels the weight  of ice on her eyelashes. The sky is 
only half-lit . She spies a lone elk in a white clearing, its antlers stark as an 
outcrop of rock. The wings of a black grouse break the silence. 
She used to ski for kilometres through the forest  to get  to school.
In spring the snow ruptures and thumps from the trees, melt ing into 
slurries of earth, releasing the stench of things dead and buried. Summer 
crawls out  as if it  had been waiting. The mosquitoes come in swarms, rising 
from the soupy ground. She feels the sticky grass on her calves, smells the 
pine needles and soil, hears the sucking sounds of a creek somewhere. The 
sun is eternal. In her bedroom fox-skins hang from the wall. Even there 
she cannot escape the reek from the barn of her father’s pigs, sulphurous 
and cadaverous. 
That  stink had followed her everywhere. 
She opens her eyes to the void. The ventilation system hums like a 
refrigerator. She had hated everything about her home, she recalls. At least  
she could admit it . Everyone who lived there hated the place, though they 
kept  silent  as if it  was a national virtue. 
In the warmer months farmers dragged what they could from the 
earth to feed themselves and their beasts; in winter they cut down trees 
with calamitous machines. Drinking was another kind of labour. People 
took to it  early and stuck with it  until the end. Every Sunday they gath-
ered to receive the promise of another life from an old man whose hands, 
as he raised a chalice of wine towards the pine ceiling, t rembled as much 
as those of his parishioners. The age of pagan worship had well and truly 
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passed. Still, child after child was born onto that  patch of earth. People 
were no better than animals. 
She crosses her arms over her abdomen. There is a faint  scar on her 
torso, shaped like an inverted cruci¿ x, a reminder of her own sordid 
mistake, when life brieÀy had its way with her. It  does not require her 
at tention. 
She stares until she feels as though the black air is silt ing into her eye 
sockets, into the cavity in her skull. Life, she thinks, never cared about 
anyone. It  was the biggest  animal of all. 
Immersed in the darkness, she knows that she has escaped. But it  
does not  feel as it  should. 
Something has gone wrong, but  she does not  understand what it  is. Her 
body is cold, like stone, though she feels sick to her core. She wants nothing 
more than to lie down and retreat  from it  all. It  happens, she knows. Back 
home, men were found under bridges every winter. Her father was one of 
them. Drunk on cheap alcohol, cowering from the night  like some kind of 
ape-man, he drowned in his vomit. 
He had been too weak to survive. The Finns had a word for his kind: 
nassu. She remembers how he showed up at  her con¿ rmation, lurching 
into the pine church in his funeral suit . H is blonde hair was sticking up in 
tufts. The st ink of him was faint but nevertheless present: pig-shit , sweat, 
alcohol. She and her mother had not  seen him for days. Steadying himself 
at  the end of her pew, he had begun stroking her hair, the colour of his 
own, his ¿ ngers clumsy on her skull. ‘Niin kuin vauvan,’ he had mumbled 
to the old pastor at  the altar. Like a baby’s. She had been ¿ fteen.
She liked to think that  she had never believed the earth was anything 
other than a rock circling the sun, but the truth was, dressed in her 
white gown that day, she had hoped to be one of God’s children. She had 
turned to look at her mother in a pew behind, the lights from the ceiling 
burnishing her hair, which in those years was brown as soil. ‘Anna hänen 
olla,’ her mother had said to her and then to those around them. Let him 
be. The pastor had continued with the service, and she had pretended that 
her father’s hand was not upon her, that  his stench was not  contaminating 
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everything. W hen she got  home, she had Àed to the sauna and washed. 
She never went to a service again.
She is not the daughter of such men. She rises in the black pit  of the 
cupola and fumbles along the wall for the release to the door. The white 
control room appears in front  of her, a Àoodlit  bank of snow. She raises 
her arm to defend herself. W hen her eyes adjust  to the gleaming light , she 
observes her chair, with its abandoned padding and bindings. It  looks like 
a thing thrown clear from a crash site.
She assesses her body. She is colder than she has ever been, though 
there is no shivering. The nausea is enduring. There is a weight in her 
chest , as though a ¿ st  is pressing against  her sternum, and there is a pres-
sure in her throat . It  is as if something powerful is t rying to erupt  from 
her Àesh. 
She glimpses the reÀective lens at  the apex of the white room. She 
must  take care of herself. She crosses the lustrous Àoor and presses the 
release to her sleeping cubicle. She falls to her knees at  the side of the 
bunk inside and unlatches a drawer beneath it . The medical supplies are 
kept  there. She removes a transparent  tube of pills.
She has never had a sedative before. They have always struck her as 
dangerous. She watched her father, night  after night, drink himself into 
oblivion. He would sit  in the kitchen alone, t ipping the liquid from one 
bott le after another into his mouth, until he was bleary-eyed and could no 
longer see. 
She saw him, though, when she crept  past  in the hallway to go to the 
bathroom: slumped and snoring on the wooden chair. She saw her mother 
too, tending to the pigs in the morning when her father was too wretched 
to get  out of bed, or on those occasions when he simply disappeared. Her 
mother, a midwife, had her own work to do, but  the pigs made such a 
racket  when ignored. Their grunts and shrieks rose from their hidden sties 
like the noises of the damned. 
Her mother might have accepted life as it  came – she helped the pigs 
give birth as much as she helped women do the same – but, unlike her 
mother, she refused to even enter the barn. It  was the eyes of the animals 
that bothered her more than anything: the way they looked at  her from 
beneath their pale lashes, their snouts hovering just  above their own shit  
on the earth. Not that  it  mattered. They were bred to be killed.
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She thrusts the chalky pills into her mouth and forces herself to 
swallow. Then she dims the white lights in the cubicle and curls up on her 
side on the thin mattress. The room is st ill too bright  for her liking. It  
reminds her of the witching hours of summer, those hours after midnight  
when the sun cannot be seen but  its light  silhouettes the creatures of the 
forest  that ought to be in darkness, that ought to have their t ime in hiding. 
She stares at  the pallid wall and focuses on the cold surface of the pillow-
case against  her cheek, wait ing for her body to become numb.
The bed grows soft . The tension in her chest and throat  releases, and her 
respirat ion ¿ nds a rhythm in the steady reverberations of the ventilation 
system. She is breathing easily, as if breathing is the easiest  thing to do. 
She is barely responsible. 
There is horror at her failure, at the miscarriage of her transition, but 
it  is a distant feeling, as if she might have dreamed the whole ordeal. She is 
aware of the space outside the vessel and her distance from the earth, vaster 
than anything she can imagine, but her horror of that has subsided too. 
There is no pain. She can remember everything without fear: even 
that  she once fell pregnant and lost  a child. She had been in a science labo-
ratory at  the university in Moscow, when a burning pressure had grown 
in her abdomen. She had walked to the hospital in her white coat, along 
streets wet with spring melt . The pain had become excruciat ing. It  was a 
long walk; that  is what she remembers most . Yet  it  also feels as if it  took 
no time at  all.
She was lucky not to be killed by the child. After the operation, with 
the scar fresh and sore, the nurse had led her downstairs to the morgue, 
pulling out  a single drawer in a wall lined with steel cabinets. The stored 
foetus looked prosthetic, a prop for a ¿ lm. Days later, in the hospital 
chapel, a priest , in a grotesquely extravagant gown, conducted a group 
funeral. There were no fewer than six small coɷ ns arranged at  the base of 
the golden cruci¿ x. The corpses had already been cremated in the hospital 
incinerator, and the white coɷ ns at  the front  of the room were empty, 
ready to be used again. Still, the would-be parents, hunched on the pews, 
had cried as if those babies were there. 
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The father of her baby had sobbed with them, a sound like her father 
made when he was drunk sometimes, loose-lipped and wretched. Some 
t ime later in her apartment, drunk himself, he sat  opposite her at  the 
dining table, Àicking the stubs of one lit  cigarette after another in her 
direction. It  was a novel kind of violence. W hen the cigarettes came close, 
she simply batted them away. Soon he got  up and left . She was glad not  to 
see him again. It  had all been a mistake, her body leading her astray, as it  
had done from time to t ime in those days. 
The wall in her cubicle begins to look thick and blurry. Her body on 
the mattress is barely present  to her anymore. She remembers how she 
and her friends, as teenagers, thought that  sex might save them. That  
feeling of power made the world momentarily seem larger than it  was. 
The romance, though, was short-lived. Her friends began to have children, 
who would grow up and have their own children, and so on – all on the 
same patch of earth. Life was using them. It  wanted to live, just  for the 
reckless sake of it , at  the cost  of anything, of anyone. 
So many babies were born; the earth was a factory for them. W hen 
she was still a child, her mother, unable to leave her at  the farm alone, had 
sometimes taken her along to births. Through doorways she had glimpsed 
woman after woman, working through their pain in the closeted warmth of 
saunas, each one of them riven by the gluttony of life as it  begat itself over 
and over again. Their infants were born in gushes of Àesh, protesting as the 
air ¿ lled their lungs, as they felt  the weight of themselves for the ¿ rst  t ime. 
Then there were those who emerged silent  as ¿ sh. 
She imagines her child, spilling into her abdomen four months into 
term, asphyxiat ing in the hostile atmosphere of her body. She had a double 
uterus, she told her mother some weeks later on the phone. She was 
sit t ing on the closed lid of the toilet  of her apartment near the univer-
sity in Moscow. She had not told her mother that  she was pregnant; she 
had not  wanted to admit  that  she had ended up in such a common bind. 
Her mother was alone in the farmhouse. Her father had died years previ-
ously, and the animals were gone. There was silence, and then her mother 
replied: ‘Niin kuin yksi isäsi porsaista.’ 
Like one of your father’s pigs. 
The wall across the Àoor from her bed becomes one with the hazy 
whiteness of the room. Her body is a distant  memory. She closes her eyes, 
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hoping for a dreamless sleep, like the one she had under anaesthetic, when 
she had been set  adrift  from her pain, released into the ether until there 
was nothing of her left .
It  is only towards the end that  her body returns and, with it , a dream. She 
is pushing at the sides of a box, which are strangely soft . It  is a struggle to 
wake. The white walls of her sleeping compartment appear and disappear 
like the white walls of the coɷ n in her dream. W hen she ¿ nally surfaces, 
she is lying on her back in the con¿ nement of the cubicle. The room is 
dim, the ceilings and walls the uniform colour of plaster. The door to the 
luminous space of the control room is discretely closed. Her compart-
ment has a clear ¿ nitude, unlike the space in her dream. It  is, she realises, 
because of the obscene weight of the void outside.
She catches the eye of the lens embedded in the low ceiling. She 
knows that she should get out  of bed. She is supposed to follow diurnal 
rituals, regardless of the fact  that  there are no longer days and nights, no 
longer t ime, except  for that  t ime buried in her terrestrial body, in the 
bodies of every creature borne of the earth. 
She wipes the dried spit  from the corners of her mouth. Her body 
feels calm and slow, like when she awoke in hospital after the surgery all 
those years ago, but  there is something else lurking inside. She does not  
understand why it  has not  been removed. It  is best  to keep still. 
Perhaps she has woken from the sedative too soon. She remembers 
once seeing a bear emerge early from its winter sleep. It  was in the forest  
behind her childhood home, the world there still blotted by snow. It  was 
standing behind a frozen pine, lost  like a sleepwalker. 
She listens to the electric sound of the ventilat ion system and takes 
in the battery taste of the recycled air. She thinks of the vast  emptiness 
just  outside the membrane of the walls, of her remoteness from the earth. 
Her chest grows heavy, and tension mounts in her throat  once more. She 
crosses her arms over her abdomen. It  is her body, she realises. It  is t rying 
to betray her. 
She remembers the dogs, on her last  night on earth; how they tried to 
lure her into doubt. She had been quarantined at a complex at  the launch 
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site in the snow-strewn Kazakh steppe. Lying in an old steel-spring bed 
in a windowless room, she had listened to the staccato bursts of ¿ reworks, 
erupting in the icy sky. The world had been celebrating her impending 
escape, but the dogs had begun lamenting. They had started straightaway, 
with the ¿ rst  explosions, though their howls had continued long after-
wards, as if, once the Àuorescent arcs had drawn their at tention to the 
night  sky, they could not  forgive what hung over them. 
She recalls the granite statue of the dog she had seen in the lobby of 
the complex when she arrived. A stray captured in the streets of Moscow, 
it  had been the ¿ rst  living creature blasted away from the earth. It  had 
died alone in its capsule, surrounded by a t itanic blackness, before the 
vehicle crash-landed back on earth. 
She observes her reÀection in the fathomless surface of the lens above. 
Laid out  on her white bunk, in her grey bodysuit , she looks like a corpse 
in a mortuary. She is not  dead. There is something stuck in her throat , 
pressing to get  out. 
She opens her mouth.
The squealing is so high-pitched that  her ears ache at  the alien sound. 
Then the snort ing and grunting come, beginning in spasms in her abdomen, 
before squeezing through the cavit ies of her nose and mouth. 
The camera transports her body back to the earth.
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